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Interpersonal violence is a critical social and health problem in modern society, and as a 

result has generated a wealth of research that facilitates the interpretation of interpersonal 

violence among ancient societies. The dual goals of this investigation were to develop 

criticai methods of evaluating interpersonal violence, and to integrate these methods into 

the assessrnent of interpersonal violence among the ancient Nubians of the Kerma period 

( c a  2500-1500 BC), an era of trade and conquest between Egypt and Upper Nubia 

A generai trauma analysis of al1 bones revealed that violence-related injuries (skuli 

trauma, the ulna parry fkacture, and multiple injuries) were comparatively hi& among 

both nual (n = 55) and urban (n = 223) people of the Kema culture in contrast to other 

Nile Valley skeletal samples, and may have been iduenced by violence-associated 

activities at the state level. Skull vault injuries were common, but few facial injuries were 

observed in contrast to the clinicai pattern, which suggested a culturaily distinctive 

pattern of innictùig injury. SkulI hctures among the urban people were more severe than 

those of the nual residents, which implicated hanimate objects as an alternative to the 

hands and feet as a weapon for mnicting injury on the iirban people, and this choice rnay 

have been associated with status. Multiple injuries were evaluated using the clinical 

model of "injury rezidivism" or repeat trauma, and the pattern obsenred among the 

ancient Nubians closely resembled that revealed in the ciinical realm. This clinicai model 

promises to mcrease the dimensions of our interpretation of past multiple injury 



distriiution at the populational level due tc intentional as weii as accidental injury 

mechanisms* 

This investigation emphasised the value of critically exarnining all traumatic lesions 

when attempting to interpret behaviour in past societies, particularly interpersonal 

violence. State-sanctioned violence during the K m a  period was shown to be associated 

with a high frequmcy of nodethal intentional injuries among both rural and urban 

people; however, the existence of intapersonal violence in ancient and modern societies 

represents the confluence of multiple socioculhual and environmentai factors, M e r  

tempered by the individual's behaviour and past experiences. 
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CHAPTER 1 

introduction 

Trauma, accornpanied by osteoarthritis and dental disease. fonns a trinity of the most 

fhquently observed disease processes among ancient humans; however, recording and 

interpretation problems continue to plague palaeotrama analysis, and as Lovell(1997) 

and Jurmain (1999,185-230) observed, critical evaluation using all  available diagnostic 

information is sadly lacking. This investigation nsponded to many of their concems in 

the assessrnent of interpersonal violence among two communities, one rural and one 

urban, of ancient Nubia's Kema period (ca 2500-1 500 BC). 

Ancient Nubia's earliest complex society emerged during the Kerma period amidst an era 

of Nubian culture history that was exceptionally volatile and aggressive at the state level, 

and, therefore, the Kenna period presents a viable venue from which to assess 

interpersonal violence. Human and animal sacrificial buriais, weaponry skills (such as 

archery), military culture, and involvement Ui the Nile slave trade characterised this 

society, whose political and economic ambitions for control of the Nile trade were 

strlligentiy monitored by Egypt. Although the causes of violence are multifactoriai, a 

"culture of violence," such as that recorded archaeologically and histoncally for the 

Kenna society, is considered to be one factor that catalyses violence at the domestic and 

interpersonal levels, and evenhidy permeates into the surrounding rurai hinterland where 

people of the same culture reside. It was within this theoretical reaim that interpersonal 

violence was assessed for the ancient Kema culture using clinicd models fiom 

developing and developed coimtnes. 

Clinical literature is indispensable to bioarchaeologists in the identification and 

evalwtion of palaeotrauma, particuiarly interpersonal violence, which is reaching 

epidemic proportions among om own society, and therefore, has become a dynamic area 

of in- among ciinicd researchers. Injmies of violence (cranid hctures, foreami 

hctures, and multiple mjmies) observed by clinicians, and later identified by 

bioarchaeologists studying paiaeotrauma, were pronled for the two Kexma communities 
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and compared to the trauma sequence for Upper Nubia in order to ascertain whether the 

level of violence was higher during the Kerma period, and by inference, was associated 

with documented high levels of state-sanctoned violence. Minor injuries and multiple 

injury patterns, often neglected in palamtrauma research? were evaluated as potentiai 

sources for the recognition of interpersonal violence within ancient societies. 

Chapter 2 recounts the development of archaeological interest in Upper Nubia and traces 

the culturai historical sequence for this region commencing h m  the PalaeoIithic period 

until the temination of the Kerma culture in 1520 BC. Chapter 3 discusses the role of 

clinical and nonhuman primate research in enhancing the interpretation of ancient trauma 

with an emphasis on interpersonai violence. Skeletal hdicaton of interpersonal violence 

are categorised and selected cases nom a broad spechum of palaeotrauma literature are 

presented to dernonstrate the integration of the palaeoepidemiological patterns of trauma 

with the culture history of the society. Finally, a review of palaeoûaurna research at the 

populational level in the Upper Nubian vicinity is compiled. 

The fourth chapter considen the preservation problem &ong archaeological skeletd 

collections, first addressed by Lovejoy and Heiple (1981). Here, the long bones and 

hctures of one skeletal sample are systematicdly recorded using various recording 

protocols to ascertain if a meaningful ciifference in hcture fiequency statistics really 

exists among the rnethods. 

Chapter 5 is concemed with the role of interpersonal violence among the Kenna people 

in Iight of &eu social and ecologicd environments in cornparison to other Nubian 

samples. Various social theories exist that attempt to explain why humans are violent, but 

these theories are reduced to two central themes-nature and nurture (e.g., Ember and 

Ember 1997; Leakey and Lewin 1987; Levinson 1989,404). Because Kema was 

known for its human and animai sadicial biinals, involvement in the slave trade, 

military skilIs, and penchant for warfke, the presence of nonlethal injuries attniuted to 

interpersonai violence (cranid injury, direct force forearm trauma, and multiple trauma) 
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is expected to be more prevalent among the Kerma sketetal remains than in other skeletal 

samples h m  more peaceful contemporary groups. 

Sociologists and clinicians have reported that the level of interpersonal violence among 

niral and urban groups that belong to the same culture is comparable (e.g., Poole et al. 

1993; Websdale 1998; Williams et al. 1997; Wladis et al. 1999). Chapter 6 develops the 

trauma profile for a smali niral skeletal collection hm a Kerma cultural context under 

the assumption that trauma due to interpersonal violence would have permeated into the 

ruraI society and, therefore, the level of  interpersonal violence among the nuaï people 

would be comparable to that of the urban group from K m a ,  the data of which were 

presented in Chapter 5. However, trauma due to accident is expected to prevail among the 

niral residents owhg to the more hazardous nature of niral lifestyles as reported in 

ciinical research (e.g., Boyle et al. 1997; Jones 1990; Pratt et aL 1992; StueIand et al. 

1997). 

Both Love11 (1997) and Jmain  (1999,215-222) emphasised the necessity for a more 

ngorous analysis of hctures to facilitate interpretation and cornparison, specifically for 

the 'par@' hcture, an injury atüibuted to fending off a blow to the head. In Chapter 7, 

the forearm fiactures fiom both of the rural and urban Kerma penod samples are 

classified by qualitative and quantitative criteria, and the proximate cause of injury 

(direct or indirect force) is proposed for each injured bone. These results are integrated 

into the generd trauma andysis of the rural and urban Nubian groups, and the subsequent 

analysis of multiple trauma. The usefûlness of this detaiied analysis is discussed in 

relation to the results h m  Chapters 5 and 6. 

Multiple trauma anaiysis is particuIarly underdeveloped at the popdational IeveI in 

palaeotrauma research, although case studies are bountifiit (e-g., Hershkovitz et al. 1996; 

Wakely 1996). This lacuna is possibly due to the absence of clinical models for 

accumuiated injury. In the pst decade, however, clinicians have studied individuais who 

had repeatedIy sought medical attention for injury and based on this research, chicians 

have developed a pronle of the "injury recidivist" subgroup (e.g., Kaufhann et al. 1998; 
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Poole et al. 1993; SunS et al. 1989; Williams et al. 1997). The injury ncidivist mode1 is 

employai in Chapter 8 to assess the pattem of multiple injury among the rural and urban 

samples, and to detennine if the dernographic, residential, and prolomate injury 

mechanism disûiiutions are comparable among ancient and modem societies. 

In summary, this investigation focuses on two centrai concems in palaeotrauma research. 

Fht,  the lack of d c a i  evaluation in trauma recording and anaiysis is addressed by an 

evaluation of long bone hcture recording techniques, a quantified assessrnent of fiachue 

and proximate mechanism identification for the foream, and a demonstration of a 

method for evaluating multiple trauma Second, many of the results of these three 

analyses are integrated into the general trauma analyses of two skeletal samples from 

Sudanese Upper Nubia to assess more critically the role of interpersonal violence among 

ancient Nubians of the Kerma culture. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Nubian culture hbtory 

2.1 Introduction 

Napoleon's 1798 invasion of Egypt, and the subsequent discovery and decipherment of 

the Rosetta don-the key to Egyptian hieroglyphic-precipitated a pasgonate curiosity 

in ancient Egyptian culture among Europeans. Nubia, Egypt's southem trade adversary, 

was fiequently mentioned in the now decipherable Egyptian historical sources and 

attracted the ûuiy daring adventurer beyond Egypt, just as it had lured the ancient 

Egyptians thousands of years earlier into its rugged, but resource-laden lands. Because of 

their cornmon stake in the Nile Vdey trade, the historicai and archaeological relationship 

between Egypt and Nubia is intertwined (Table 2.1). This is most obvious with the 

fluctuahg political and economic prosperity between the two nations-when one 

expenenced intemal difficulties inimical to trade, the other reaped benefits. Because no 

known translatable Nubian histonc documents exist, Nubia's past d o l d s  through ancient 

Egyptian sources, which complernent the Nubian version of prehistory extracted from the 

archaeological record. 

2.2 Geopolitical context 

The NiIe River creates a cultivable land belt 1.5 to 3.0 km wide on both banks that marks 

the longitudinal boundaries of ancient Nubia, which straddles the modern Egyptian and 

Sudanese bordas (Figure 2.1) (Adams 1977.22). This valley Iandscape fluctuates 

between yellow-brown sandstone and igneous North Anican Basement Cornplex, of 

which granite is the prime component. The erosion of these two geological units has 

produced a sharply contrasting desert landscape. Areas of exposed granite are 

characterised by sharp, deep wadis (Arabic for "dned river beds") and a steep-walled, 

narrow riverbed pierced with islands. The eroded sandstone regions are visible as level 

terraces, shallow wadis, expanses of fertile alluvial soii, and a smooth, wide riverbed. The 

transitional zones, when traversed by the Nile River, appear as cataracts, due to the sharp 

descent gradient of the water-eroded granite, which creates untameci, rocky waters 

UIlSUited to travel. 
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In antiquity, the First Cataract, located immediately south of Aswan (240N). severed 

Egypt h m  the Afirican interior and bctioned as a barricade to any vesse1 travelling up 

the Nile fkom the north. The Second Cataract near Wadi HaEa (220N) marked the 

southem boundary of this 370 km stretch of land, now hown as Lower Nubia The area 

that separates the Second and Third Cataracts-Botn el Hajar (Arabic for %elly of 

rock1')-features unnavigable waters that stretch south fiom the Second Cataract for 100 

km towards the Third Cataract; this nahiral barrier successfùlly repelled Egyptian 

invasion until1520 BC. The expanse between the Third and Fourth Cataracts @nom as 

the Dongola Reach) was particularly hospitable for agriculture and, therefore, was more 

settled in the past in cornparison to the Bah el Ha@r stretch of land. This region above 

the Second Cataract, now knovm as Upper Nubia, was referred to by the ancient 

Egyptians as "Kush" or "Yam" and was home to the h t  indigenous state power of 

Nubia-Kenna (e.g., Adams 1977; Arkell 1 955; Kendall 1 997; O'Connor 199 1 ). ' 

23 Archaeologicd interest in Nubia 

Before Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798 Egypt and Sudan were known to the woi 

only fkom the observations of classicd writers (such as Herodotus), ecclesiastical 

historians, Arab historians and a small number of European ûavellers, for example, 

James Bruce (1805)~~ In 1798, Napoleon entered Egypt with an army of soldiers and 

schoIan, most notably, Dominique Vivant Denon, an accomplished artist and diplomat of 

the French court. Denon's engravings of ancient Egyptian monuments, combined with the 

French team's compilation of Egyptian natural history, geography and architecture, 

resdted in a 24 volume publicatior+'La Description de lEgypte," which ignited an 

interest in ancient Egypt among European scholars and the general public. European 

travekrs and explorers flocked to Egypt and some, such as Joham Burckhardt (1819) in 

18 13-14 and BeIzoni (1 821) in 18 16-1 7, venhned south of the First Cataract, the most 

southerly extent of Napoleon's scholarly campaim. The Egyptian invasion of Sudan in 

' During the lua Memitic Paiod (300 BC-350 AD) Upper Nubh reached the confluence of the NiIe 
Rivers at Khartoum (Adams 1977,33). The southeni boundary of Upper Nubia fluctuates dependhg on the 
period mvestigatcd and the rcsearcheq for tbis investigation the botmdary is the Fomth Cataract, the most 
southerly extent of the known K m  empire, 
'See Adams (1977,66-70), Budge (1907,1-63), and T6r6k (1997,840: notes 7,20) for a nmmiary of d y  
traveiiers and writers. 
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1820 and Sudads subsequent annexation by Egypt fùrther opened the country, as weU as 

centrai Afnca Scholars and explorers7 such as CaiEaud (1 823-1927) and Lepsius (1 849- 

1859) immorklised ancient Nubian nllns in drawings, while Belzoni's (1 82 1) and 

Ferlini's (Budge 1907,307-320 present extracts fiom Ferlini's original pamphlets) 

discoveries of ancient mummies and hasures are oft-cited in archaeological textbooks, 

for example, Brewer and Teeter (1 999). The Mahdist Revolt (1 88 1-1 898), a bid for 

Sudanese independence and a return to fimdamental Islamic beliefs, tnmcated the 

Western world's fledgling romance with Sudan, but once the British and Egyptian 

governments acquired control of Sudan in 1898 under Sir Herbert Kitchener, Sudanese 

archaeology captured global interest once again (Adams 1 977,625-34). 

Accordhg to Adams (1996), a cornplex of factors precipitated modem interest in the 

archaeological exploration of Sudan. First, the Anglo-Egyptian conquest in 1 898 

stabilised the area under the British colonial establishment-the "patron" of archaeology. 

Second, previously unexplored lands beckoned a new generation of adventurers and 

scholars, not to mention fortune hunters. W d ,  media coverage of the colonial 

administration lured European and American interests into the depths of this resource- 

laden temtory. Finally, the construction of the Aswan Dam to regulate water supply at 

the Fint Cataract in 1898 had decimated archaeological sites and villages in Lower 

Nubia. Its reinforcement in 1907 threatened M e r  destruction, which the Egyptian 

government ckcurnvented by initiahg an archaeological survey to discover and record 

sites that fell below the 115 m contour line dong the Nile's banks. George Reisner 

(1910), an eminent American Egyptologist, led the "Archaeologicai Survey of Lower 

Nubia" during the 1907 season; Colin Firth (1912; 1915; 1927) completed the project- 

15 1 cemeteries, 8239 graves and t h e  years later. 

During this era, Egyptologists in Nubia and Egypt sought monumental architecture, 

cemeteries, and l d o u s  artefacts suitable for museum exhîition. Reisner (19107 1 1; 

Reisner et ai. 1909, Vüi) enhanced thîs traditional approach to archaeology and 

introduced an era of metidous and systematic recording methods that many 

conternporary coIieagues, but Mforhmately not ail, adopted. Reisner (1910) outlined the 
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culture history of Nubia, designated the Nubian cultures alphabetidy (A-Group, B- 

Group, C-Group, and X-Group), and using pottery, he cordated the cultural sequence 

with the Egyptian chronology. This reconstruction was heavily influenceci by two 

anthropological paradigms of the period (Adams 1977.91; TBrBk 1997,13-20; Trigger 

1982). "Ethnic prehistory" identified artefacts with a specinc ethnic group and attributed 

variation to migration or diaision, while "biological detemunism," upheld by leading 

European physical anthropologists, identified race through skeletal material. This 

intellechial climate, supplemented by the perspective of Reisner's field aaatomïsts, 

Grafton Elliot Smith and Douglas Derry (Smith 19 1 1; 1923; Smith and Wood-Jones 

19 10, 1 S), who regarded ali cultures as infenor to that of ancient Egypt, was reflected in 

Reisner's account of Nubian culture history. Reisner (19 10,348) interpreted the Nubian 

cultural sequence as a senes of fluctuations behKeen periods of achievement during an 

Egyptian presence and periods of cultural decline (for example, Reisneis B-Group) due 

to the M u x  of "primitive" indigenous Afncans. The second heightenuig of the Aswan 

Dam reinitiated the "Archaeological Survey of Lower Nubia," which was directed by 

Walter Emery and Laurence Kuwan (1935; 1938) nom 1929-1934. 

An exploding population in Egypt necessitated an "industrial revolution" to support the 

masses in the 1950's. A cheap and efficient energy supply was essential and electricity 

generated through waterpower was the solution, hence the need for yet a larger d e E l  

Sad at h a n .  FuIIy aware of the potential destruction to Nubian culture and the 

sunounhg environment between the Fifit and Second Cataracts, the newly formed 

Egyptian and Sudanese govanments: assisted by UNESCO, initiated im international 

pact to save the heritage of Nubia (UNESCO 1960). In a monograph, "Temples and 

Tombs of Ancient Nubia," Save-S8derbergh (1987) chronicled the events preceding this 

internationd campaign, highiighted monument preservation, and reported the outcome of 

the High Dam Project The vast numben of individuaIs4 invohed in this project that 

spâ1111ed 20 years h m  mception, complemented by detaiIed and frequent publications, 

' Egypt was deciared a repubüc on Ione 18,1953, but Rmained ocnipied by British troops mitil 1956 
(Annedey 1994,436); Sudan became a repubk on Ianuary 1,1956 (Woodward 1990.9 1). 
S a  Adams (1977.83-86) for a compfete list ofthe participating mstitutions. 
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was charactexistic of the renewed interest of the scholar and public alike in ancient 

Nubian cultures. 

2.4 Nubian cdhire history and archaeology 

2,4J Palaeolithic 

Adams (1977) desîgnated Nubia as the "Comdor to Anica," but some scholars consider 

the Nile Vdey to be a "Comdor Outsf-Afnca"-the route taken by early humans to 

ernigrate into Europe and Asia during the pluvial periods (e.g., Adams 1977, 102-3; 

Krings et al. 1999; Stringet 1990; VaaPeer 1998)~' Ironicaily, skeletal evidence for this is 

meagre and the earliest date for anatomically modern humans in the entire Nile Valley is 

55,000 BC at Taramsa HiII near the Qena Bend in Upper Egypt (Figure 2.2) (Vermeench 

et ai. 1998). The earliest skeletal remains fiom Nubia were found 12 Iun north of Aswan 

at Wadi Kubbaniya and date to the Late Palaeolithic, about 20,000 BP. The isolated, 

partially exposed, rectaugular pit grave contained a solitary young male adult, laid face 

down and extended, with his head to the east, and two bladelets in the abdominal area 

(Angel and Kelley 1986; Wendorf and Schild 1986). 

The fïrst evidence for the organised burial of the dead in Nubia was at Toshka, north of 

Wadi Halfa, which was dated to the Qadan culture6 of the Nubian Final Paiaeolithic 

period ( c a  12500-9000 BC) (Nordstrom 1972.7; Shinnie 1996.25). Here, 19 single, 

randomly oriente4 flexed inhumations that had becorne exposed to erosive elements 

were recovered. Wild cattle hom cores located on the surface above two skulls implied 

grave offerings, but the association was ambiguous (Wendorf 1968% 1048-1053). 

Sahaba, 3.0 km north of Wadi Haifa. featured a later cemetery (Site 1 17) where thin 

sandstone slabs were piIed on graves that were about 40 cm deep. These shaliow open 

p h  contained one to four contracted individuah laid on th& Iefi sides, head to the east, 

and facing south. ûver 110 stone points or barbs penetrated the vertebrae, thoraxes, arms, 

and s M s  of 24 out of 59 aduits and children, while the buriai fiIIs produced a m e r  73 

' The age ofthe Nile River's formation conhues to be debated (Adams 1977,103; Schild anci Wmdorf 
1986). 
The Qadan culture represented the apogee of the eeonomic rhüt to sedentism and evidenee for the use of 

wild cereais (Nordstrom I972,7; sbmnit 1996,25), 
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loose lithics (Anderson 1968; Wendorf 1968b). This cemetery established the precedent 

for cemetay and burial configuration in ancient Nubia as foliows (Geus 1991,57): 

1. forma1 cemeteries were set aside for the dead, 

2. the dead were buried in smali circular pits with a Stone covering, 

3. the body was d o d y  placed on its side in a flexed position, 

4. multiple burials were common, 

5. the cemetery contained ad& and children. 

2.4.2 Mesolithic 

The archaeological record is silent in Upper Nubia during the Mesolithic period, but 

fomuiately the Sùah Cataract region is well researched and provides continuity for later 

Nubian culhiral development. The Khartoum Mesolithic (ca. 80004000 BC) culture, 

characterised by the appearance of microlithic technology and pottery, but absence of 

plant and animal domestication, ernerged at the end of the Palaeolithic period. This 

period was identined by Adamson et al. (1 974), who conducted a systematic 

environmental survey of the Gezira Plain, south of Khartoum. The Mesolithic sites, 

typicalIy positioned dong wadis and adapted to a riverine economy, were ofken disturbed 

by later Meroitic cemeteries (ca. 300 BC-350 AD) (Figure 2.3). Cultural remnants, such 

as scrapers, microliths, mal1 grinders, hammerstones, perforated reused ceramic discs, 

and bone and composite tools, attested to the fishing and coliecting economy; wild 

animais that favoured wet cha tes  complemented the diet The most dramatic economic 

modification of the Mesolithic period-pottery making-foreshadowed increased 

sedentism in the south. The distinctive catnsh combed "wavy line8' pottery in the 9' -8'h 

milleMium BC, foiIowed by the "dotted wavy-linel'pottery during the 7' milleanium BC 

littered the Sixth Cataract region at the Khartoum Hospital (ArkelI1949), Karima (el- 

Tayeb 1998). Geiii (Caneva 1988), and the Atbara sites (Haaland 199217 

The Mesolithic burials of the south contradicteci the earlier Lower Nubian mode1 

represented by the Qadan cuiture. The dead were buried in unmarked shaliow pi& that 

were situated under or between mudbrick structures within the settlement, Orientation 

' Khartoum Mesoiiîhic po- bas ais0 bem fond m the western Sahara (Adams 1977,112). 
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was random and variation o c c d  in the buriai position: the hands were placed in k n t  

of the face of the tightly contracted bodies at Damer (Haaland and Magid 199 1). wide 

Clark (1989) found individuais prone with legs flexed and han& away fiom the face at 

Shabona. One grave nom Damer containeci a flexed body orienteci with the head to the 

west and facing no&; a northerly facing gazelle's skuii was placed beside the individual's 

feet (HaaIand and Magid 199 1). 

2.43 Neolithic 

The Neolithic culture of the Sudanese Nile ValIey (ca 5700-3000 BC) is best represented 

in the south at Kadero (Knyzaniak 1996; Reinold and Knyzaniak 1997), Kadada (Geus 

1980), and GeiIi (Caneva 1988) (Figure 2.3). These sites, located near Khartoum and 

dating to the beginning of the 5" miIIenniun BC, document socioeconomic changes that 

became intrinsic to subsequent Nubian cultures: widespread f d g ,  domestication, 

social stratification, and complex bunal practices. Means of surYival varied throughout 

the Khartoum Neolithic, with fishing heavily entrenched h m  the Mesolithic. By about 

3,300 BC, however, archaeologicai evidence for aquatic subsistence declined, while 

domestication of livestock increased Kadero, probably the bat-documented Neolithic 

site, feahued a domestic faunal assemblage dominateci by 80% cattie, followed by sheep, 

dog, and goat; antelope, river turtles, and big game augmented the diet (Knyzaniak 

1996). Pottery impressions of sorghum and watermelon seed, in addition to numerous 

grhdstones, confirmed some reliance on domesticated plants (Uichowska 1978; Stemler 

1 990). Zakiab, a nearb y Neolithic site, featured fishing equipment, butchered domestic 

animds, and Kadero-mandactured pottery. Based on her observations of the modem 

cattle-raising Nuer people, Haaland (1 987; 199 1) proposed that the southem settlements 

formed a network of smaU dryseason fishingiherding camps associated with d i v d e d  

stationary base camps where residents manufactrned pottery, pmcessed grains with 

grindstones, butchered meat, and buried their dead. 

Like subsisteme strate@, buriai practices were also heterogaieous. Formai cemeteries, 

established extemai to the main settlement, contained clustas of pit graves (1 -0-2.0 m 

diameter) such as the cemeteries at Kidero (Kmlzaniak 1992), GeiIi (Caneva 1992), and 
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Ghaba (Lecointe 1987). Variation in distribution and quality of grave goods, particularly 

among children's burials, indicated that status was hefeditary rather than achieved among 

these Neoiithic groups Each grave nom the cemetery at Ghaba held one randomly 

oriented, centrally placed, and conûacted individual. Items interred with the body 

comprised personai jeweIlery (bracelets, ivory anklets, necklaces, and lip plugs), mace 

heads, palettes, inverted and nested ceramic vessels, bone tools, fresh water m o h c  

shelis, clay figurines, and malachite hgments; cattle b u d a  (bovid skulis with horns 

intact) rested beside the skull. CoIour flecked the burial: malachite residue coated the 

skull and teeth, red ochre pigments appeared on the bones and sediment, while a white 

substance, possibly p a h  fionds, lay under the skull and feet. At Kadada, a later 

cemetery, the flexed, randomly oriented body was placed on a mat in a simple round or 

oval pit, 0.8 to 2.0 m in diameter. Notable dBérences in grave good placement and 

inventory at Kadada included upright standing vessels; chunks of malachite and ochre 

were found in palettes or in the han& of the individual, but not on the skin; femaie 

ceramic figurines appeared; burials were multiple; and dogs and goats were buried beside 

the bucrania Within the comrntmity, pottery vessels contained deceased children 

(younger than six years old) accompanied by beads, shells, pottery, and ostrich eggs 

(Geus 1980; Reinold 1987; 1991; Reinold and Knyzaniak 1997). Knyzaniak (1992) 

distinguished four buriai artefact assemblages among the 160 graves excavated at 

Kadero: 

1. no grave goods, 

2. one functional pot only, 

3. children's burials with one to three vessels and personal omaments such as a carnelia. 

neckiace or malachite nuggets, 

4. elite, deepIydug burids (10% of the sampIe hcluding men, women, and children) 

with incised, red polished fheware, Red Sea sheii diadems, ivory jewenery, palettes with 

malachite, porphyry maceheads, rhyolite axe-heads, and bone harpoon heads. 

A distinction between social classes had indeed emerged by the end of the Neolithic 

period. 
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2.4.4 A-Grorip 

According to Adams (Adams 1977,118-129) the A-Group culture is distinguished h m  

the Neolithic by: 

1. grain cultivation, 

2. domestic permanent architecture, 

3. distinctive burnished pottery with a red rippled exterior and black interior, 

4. increased grave good fiequency and social stratification in burials, 

5. copper artefacts, 

6. trade with Egypt 

Because no historicd evidence was available that named these ancient Reisner 

(1923a) labelIed them as the A-Group, the first Nubian society contemporary with the 

hedynastic Egyptian Nagada culture, and according to Reisner, they were likely 

Egyptian Mmigrants. Later excavators, however, observed conthuity among the earlier 

Abkan, Qadan, and Khartoum cultures with the A-Group based on pottery, lithics, and 

mortuary configurations to establish indigenous Nubian origins (e.g., Adams 1977; 

Gratien 1978; Nordstr6rn 1972; Trigger 1976; Williams 1989). 

Diverse ecofacts illustrated that the residents hesitated to commit to one form of 

subsistence. Incipient agricdturists harvested wheat, barley, and legumes, but 

occasionally supplemented their diet with goat or cattle, whose dung served as a common 

pottery temper diagnostic of A-Group ceramics (Nordstrbm I972,l9, 23-24 ). Fishing 

retained popuiarity and copper hooks appeared. Other copper implements such as adzes, 

axes, needles, knives? and awls scattered Lower Nubia, dthough no traces of copper 

mining or rnanufacturing were discovered (Gratien 1978,299). Gold objects were 

recovered at Seyala in the form of two hammered mace handes--a definitive symbol of 

individual achievement or status (Firth 1927,207) (Figure 2.4). Domestic and storage 

structures formed the earliest permanent Nubian d w e b g s  with srnall circdar huts the 

nom. At weh, isolated rectanguIar structures grew to six rooms with pebbled mud 

I The ancient name of the A-Group continues to ehde as. 
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fl00rs and stone slab foundations; these sehitectwl features flagged the appearance of 

social differentiation in habitation or a formai business centre (Lai 1967). 

Further evidence for foreign trade, social stratification, skiiled artisans, and thus, 

sociopolitical stability, was recovered at cemeteries in the Wadi HaKa vicinity. Oval- 

shaped graves containeci contracted bodies that rested on their right side facing West, on a 

northlsouth axis; occasionally they were sprinkled with red ochre (Gratien 1978,302; 

NordstrOm 1972.27). Leather or clotk shrouded the bodies, which were decadently 

adomed with Egyptian beads, ivory combs, and Red Sea shelî jewellery. Utilitarian 

objects that sul~ouaded the deceased coasisted of Egyptian wheel-made pottery, utensils, 

basketry, wooden throwsticks, copper borers, alabaster palettes, fernale figurines, eye 

paint, and red ochre. It is noteworthy that A-Group artefacts were absent in Egypt 

(Gratien 1978,301; Nordstr8m 1972,31; Shinnie 1996,Sl); no doubt Egyptians 

concentrated on procuring the exotic Anican naturaI assets of gold, ebony, giraffe tails, 

ivory, leopard skins, and slaves. 

Uniquely structured and richly endowed buriais dated to the Early A-Group (ca 3400 

BC) at Qustai comborated royalty or hi& status among the inhabitants (Williams 1986; 

1989). The contents of these tombs incited a dramatic controversy over the ongins of 

Egyptian kingship and thus the NubiadEgyptian historical threshold. Early 

archaeo1ogists regarded Nubia as an Egyptian colony, which was incapable of intemal 

culhiral development and at rnost govemed by triial chiefs, who informally controlled 

their villages and liased with the Egyptians for trade (e.g., Budge 1907,509-5 12; Reisner 

1923% 7). The A-Group was contemporary with the Predynastic Nagada culture and was 

prosperous when Upper and Lower Egypt amdgamated around 3200 BC under King 

Narmer. This date is based on artefacts (for example, the M o r d  palette, Narrner palette, 

and the Scorpion King macehead h m  Hierakonpolis) that commemorated southem 

Egyptrs victory over the northern delta (Wüliams 1980). These political legacies 

identified the new h g  by the Egyptian doubIe crown or in the guise of a buil, fdcon, or 

lion and depicteci him smiting the conquered people. Williams (1980) argued that images 

of royal icons (such as, serekhs or royal palace façades, a figure wearing the Upper 
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Egyptian white crown, a falcon's tail, and rosettes) incised on sandstone inceme buniers 

recovered h m  the Qustai tombs depicted early royal insignia and were considerably 

older than the Royal Cerneteries in Dynastic Egypt where the first pharaohs were 

entombed? The ongins of the incense bumers are questionable and the workmanship 

deemed to be Egyptian, but they do represent early pharaonic images; an munited 

"pharaonic cuit" that was present in the NiIe Vdey and neighbouring cultures is 

currentiy considered to be the more accepted explanation (O'Connor 1993b; Williams 

1987; 1998). 

Early Nubian excavators and anatomists specuiated that the decline in quality and 

quantity of A-Group grave goods, as well as the sudden disappearance of the A-Group, 

was due to the appearance of "a more primitive Negroid race," that is, Reisner's B-Group, 

who, according to Reisner, overthrew the A-Group and forced their flourishing culture 

into mession (e.g., Reisner 19 10; Reisner et al. 1909; Smith and Wood-Jones 19 10). A 

startling discovery was made when Smith (1966) reviewed Reisner's and Firthts records. 

He found that 25% of the excavated burials held no bones and 30% contained animals 

bones ody; the remaining burials were classed as A- or C- ~ r o u ~ ' '  or were too bady 

presewed to assign a date-eisner's B-Group, therefore, never existed. An invasion by a 

newly united Egypt would account for the sudden grave good poverty that Reisner 

identified with the B-Group, since an Egyptian subjugation of the A-Group would have 

them fotfeit their weaIth to the victor (NordstrOm 1972.32). Gratien (1978,302) 

proposed that after a penod of impoverishment the A-Group people became desert 

refugees or were deported h m  theu homeland, a popular miiitary tactic used to weaken 

conquered people and prevent uprisings. The A-Group operated as a convenient broker 

for southem resources, but did not trade Nubian objects with the Egyptians; perhaps 

cereais and other consumables were exchanged (O'Connor 1993% 15). The sudden 

disappearaace of Egyptian grave artefacts in Lower Nubia during the First Dynasty 

The ~covery  of any myd iconography predatmg Egyptian mification wouid fiuther trace <ht pharaonic 
origim+to h d  sach evidence m Nubia crcated agitation among EgyptoIogists, while Afiican nationalists 
(e.g., Monges 1997,9 1-97)? who m the tradition of Dubois (1946) and Diop (1974) attriiuted complex Nïie 
Vaiiey CiViIisations to Atincan orighs, werc âeiighted 
'O The C-Grotxp is discusstd below. 
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marked the termination of the A-Group fhm the Egyptian trade cartel (Bonnet 1997a; 

Gratien 1978,302; NordstrOm 1972,31-32; Smith 1991). 

2.4.5 Kema Period: the city and state 

South of the A-Group settlememts, the contemporary Kerma culture developed about 

2500 BC. ~erma.," the type-site for the culture and state nucleus, is situated on the Nile's 

east bank 20 lan south of the Third Cataract (Figure 2.5). The site was first explored and 

excavated by George Reisner (19 18; 1923a; 1923b) of the Harvard-Boston Expedition 

(Karvard University and Boston Museum of Fine Arts) Eom 19 13 to 19 16. Like his 

earlier excavations, Reisner's documentation of the Kerma cemeteries was meticulous for 

its the, but unfortunately his interpretation d e r e d  fkom Victorian convictions couched 

in Egyptocentrism and biological determinism: 

But the local culture, which has produced none of these things and is incapable of 
producing or even of fully utilising them, still remains practically late neolithic in 
its condition. 1 take it that a race which cannot produce or even fully utilize the 
products of a higher culture must, fiom a historical point of view, stiU be counted 
in its former state. The evidences of the fortuitou possession of the products of a 
higher culture ody deepen the impression of cuIturaI incornpetence (Reimer 
1923a, 7). 

Reisner noticed an obvious variation in tomb style and contents in the Eastern Cemetery 

at Kerma and divided the cemetery into three sections: Egyptian, Mixed, and Nubian, 

extending fkom south to north, respectively. Convinced of Egyptian origins, Reisner 

(1923b, 121) interpreted the largest, most decadent tombs as Egyptian and therefore the 

oldest, dated to the Wth Dynasty (199 1-1 786 BC); the smailer Northern Cemetery 

tombs proclahed the deciine of the Kema culture after 1580 BC. Reisner, in fact, 

reversed the chronology completely. Gratien (1978), who excavated the Sai necropolis 

with Vercoutter, determïned the correct pottery sequence of the Kerma chronology and 

identifiai three phases of the Kerma period: Ancien (2500-2050 BC), Moyen (20504750 

BC), and Classique (1750-1 500 BC).'* 

" The name " K m w  dexived h m  the modem village Iocated ncar the site and the ancient name ofthe City 
rcmams miknown_ 
" These periods are &O refcmd as M y ,  MiddIe, and Ciassic Kmna (e.g, KadaJi 1997). 
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Excwation at Kerma ceased for the following 60 years, but the Kerrna culture was 

discovered as far north as Kubban (Fmery and Kirwan 1935; Firth 1927) and on Sai 

Island, where Vercoutter (1958) excavated an extensive necropolis that rivalleci Kerma in 

size. Adams synthesised an accouat of Nubian history and archaeology in 1977, in which 

he appealed for systernatic excavations in Upper Nubia and Kerma, known only fkom 

Reisner's excavation of the Royal Cernetery and two mudbrick monuments. 

Coincidentaliy, that same year, a team h m  the University of Geneva, led by Dr. Charles 

Bonnet, commenced excavation at Kerma, with the intent to examine environmental and 

cultural remnants that nsonated with life as well as death. Adamsr plea was successful: 

Bonnet (1990a) exposed an eariier settiement, now referred to as of the ~ r e - ~ e m a ' ~  

period (ca 3000 BC), and continues to unmask the Kerma society and urban iifestyle, 

while the quest for the cultural dimensions 1- intemationai archaeological teams to 

Nubia and its hinterlands annually, 

2,4.5.1 PreKerma 

Bonnet's (1990a; Honegger 1998) excavations at Kerma exposed a burgeoning settlement 

of agriculturists and ranchers who lived in srnail cimlar tents clustered around a 

communal storage-pit zone of some 500 pits. Bonnet's team excavated 49 houses and 

three rectangular community centres, the k a 1  phase atop a three-level Neolithic 

sequence dated to 5000 BC. The thkd Neolithic and Pre-Kerma levels revealed pottery 

with Terminal A-Group amnities, but no trace of Egyptian imports or influence 

(Honegger 1998). A similar storage-pit field, carbon-dated to 2900 BC, was excavated on 

Sai Island with one signiscant difference-Egyptian pottery was found in situ (Geus 

1998). It is noteworthy that Sai Island is situated exactly midway between the Second and 

Third Cataracts, just south of Barn el Hajw-a convenient exchange point between the 

A-Group and Kerma This overlap of cultures forged another Link in the Egyptian trade 

network with the people of Upper Nubia, the plweyors of resources fiom the AfKcan 

intenor, and the flourishing A-Group, trade brokers of Lower Nubia The Egyptian desire 

for unchallenged access to the interior and trade dominance, fortined by an aggressive 

l3 Some archaeologim workhg in Sudan consider thir to be îhe Late Neolithic period @ m k  WeIsby, 
personal cornmimication, 2000). 
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kingship, wodd have been the impetus ~quired to disable the A-Group in order to barter 

directiy wiîh Upper Nubia (Smith 199 1). 

Upper Nubia lacked the gold mines and diorite quarries of Lower Nubia that beckoned 

pharaohs for centuries, but held a natural resowe coveted by the Egyptimthe middle 

Nile River-the trade route for portable exotic goods fkom Centrai a c a  In 

reciprocation for inceme (fhnkhcense, mynh), resins and ebony, as well as wild animals 

such as elephants, monkcys, leopards, and ostriches that provided ivory, entertainment, 

pelts, and ostrich feathers, the Nubians obtained Egyptian manufactured products, for 

example, weapons, faience, W y  crafted jewellery, ointment, and cloth (Amin 1970; 

Bonnet 1990a; 1994; Reisner 1 %Da, 537). Humans were perhaps the most lucrative 

commodity harvested by the Nubians to trade as labourers for the pharaoh's architechiral 

pro- or domestic service (Adams 1977,167-8; Amin 1970; Budge 1907,522). As 

eady as the Third Dynasty, the Egyptian amiy drafted Nubian mercenaries, famous for 

theu ski11 with the longbow Vischer 196 1); those less eager to enlist were collected 

during intermittent Egyptian raids (Wattenon 1 997.5 1). 

2.4.5.2 Kerma Ancien 

The cataracts between Kerma and Egypt necessitated that cargo be transferred from boats 

to donkeys for overland conveyance around the cataracts; aitematively, mud paths 

reinforced by rails served as a device for slaves to pull the boat dong the riverbank 

without unioading the cargo at the Second Cataract (Amin 1970). A continual threat of 

Egyptian or Bedouin attack hovered over the portage area, the caravan trails en route to 

Kerma, and IikeIy the growing treasury within the cornmunity itself. Protection fkom 

raiders may have been the cataiyst that forced the s m d  famis and resident traders to 

centnilise dining the Kerma Ancien perïod. The town, now withui a rnudbrick enclosure, 

relocated adjacent to the Nile perhaps to faciliate escalatïng commerce (Bonnet 1997b). 

Kerma Ancien birriais clearly demonstrated continuity or strong influence h m  the A- 

Group and southem Neolithic cultures. Bitria1 pits were circular, about 1.2 m in diameter, 

1 .O to 2.0 m deep, and diverse in complexity- White quartzite and black pebbles ovedaid 



the low, biniai mounds; occasionally smaU white sandstone stelae that projected 10 cm 

above the d a c e  encircled the feature. The deceased was placed on an ox-hide scraped 

clean of fur. except for a narrow pelt retained as a border; ofien a second hide blanketed 

the body for protection. This burial position maintained uifiormity throughout the Kerrna 

period-the flexed body rested on its right side, oriented with the head to the east facing 

north. hcised sandals w m  eithcr wom by the individual or placed beside the body. A 

h e l y  beaded tunic cinched with a decorated belt shrouded the deceased and a beaded cap 

or hairnet hugged the skull. The deceased's pasonal effects included rings or eanings of 

n a t d  material (Le., wood, bone, or stone), wood pins, ostrich feather fans. and clay 

seals; often, a small leather bag that contained a clay seal, bone pin, and quartz tools was 

attached to the belt. Some males were intmed with weapons such as bows and axrows, 

with the cord of the bow held in the hand. A joint of lamb or goat was offered beside the 

tumulus to accompany libation vessels that were arranged upright on the east side 

(Bonnet I99Ob; 1994; 1997b). 

The evolution of Kema fiom a busthg village to state centre is inferred f?om Egyptian 

texts. Tornb inscriptions that boastfbIIy traced career achievements becarne fashionable 

among the elite during the VIth Dynasty (ca 2200 BC), especially arnong traders (e.g., 

Watterson 1997.93). The most successfid or at least best hown merchant of this era, 

Harkhuf(Breasted 1962% 150-4), was no exception and he faithfuiiy recorded his 

voyages to the bomtiflll land of 'Yam," deemed by some scholars to be ancient Kerma 

(e-g., Adams 1977,158-160; Shinnie 1996,65). In addition to this cryptic geographic 

td, Harkhuf's epitaph offéred an insightfbi giimpse of Yamite politics. He desmbed his 

first two joumeys through various provinces that were each govemed by a chieftain, but 

on his nnal visit, a soiitary d e r  controiied the land and granted permission for Egyptians 

to trade on his soil (Breasted 1962% 154). 

2.4.5.2.1 Lower Nubian intertude: the C-Croup 

WhiIe Harkhafpursued the Oasis Route through the Western Desert to avoid skirmishes 

dong the W?e. a new society congregated m Lower Nubi=the C-Group. Padeis 
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between the A- and C-Groups were Mmistakable even &et 600 years: distinctive black 

rimmed pottery and Egyptian grave goods covered the territory h m  the Western Desert, 

Red Sea, and Omdurman, although the CGroup emphasis on cattle stressed theY pastorai 

ancestry (Shinnie 1996,55; Williams 1977,116). Biological continuity among cranial 

nonmetric traits,14 between the A- and C-Groups provides more convincing evidence that 

the C-Group were direct descendants of the A-Group m w s e  and Lovell1995). The 

vestiges of A-Group culture found at C-Group sites, therefore, is attributed to evolving 

internai and extemal innuences during the internai between the two cultures. 

The nomadic past of the C-Group was c o b e d  at Aniba (Figure 2.5). A circular 

arrangement of postholes and leather hgments observed in Aniba's lower stratum was 

identified as a group of tents-the f h t  architectural phase of the C-Group. The second 

architechiral phase contained single or multiple-roomed subterranean houses of stone and 

mud, while the final phase featured Egyptian-style rectilinear mudbnck houses 

(SteindoB 1935). Wadi es-Sebua and Amada presented unique alterations to the Lower 

Nubian landscape-urbanisation and fortification. Egyptian-style perimeter walls that 

were embellished with gates, towers, and archer's siots enclosed dense clusters of round 

and rectangular houses at these sites (Adams 1977,149-1 50). 

C-Group burials hybridised some A-Group and Kerma elements (Adams 1977,155-1 57; 

Geus 1991 ; Williams 1977,3-8). A 1 .O m high circular stone perimeter filled with sand 

and grave1 c o v e ~ d  a round shaft; occasioaally stone slabs capped the structure and stele 

carved with cattie leaned against it. The individuai was flexed on their right side, head to 

the east, and facing nort&-the opposite of the A-Group, but r d s c e n t  of Kerma 

Ancien. In addition to distinctive C-Group black-incised pottery, buriais contained copper 

knives, mirrors, and Red Sea sheil jeweilery. Pots with food wcrt laid outside the 

tumulus waU on the north or east sides. A r m d  1950 BC, the burial forrn changed to a 

rectangdar stone-hed pit, which was capped by a brick vauit that projected through a 

wider and lower tumulus. Vases, and occasiondiy catile bucrania and stele were placed 

" Nonmenic traits are minor variations m ske1ttal fatures, which are thought to be mafkers of f8müial 
mheritance (Buikstra and Ubelakcr 1994,85). 
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against the walls of the largest and richest structures. Later, ostrich feathers, clay fémale 

and caîtle figurines, as well as sacrificiai sheep, goats, gazelles, and dogs accompanied 

the interment. This change in burial patteming denotes increasing prosperity among the 

C-Group people, although they never achieved the richness of the A-Group burials 

(Williams 1977,118). The size of the burial structure and quantity, rather than the quality 

or hiexarchicd distribution of unique grave goods, distinguished status in this society and 

implied the presence of some form of chiefdom (Parker-Pearson 1999.72-94). 

Btisk trade between Egypt and Kerma continued, but, B e  their A-Group anceston, the 

C-Group had little to offer Egypt in retum other than a cornfortable r a t  stop en route to 

the Eastern desert gold mines or the southerly trade centre at Kerma. Over time, this 

society assimilated selected aspects of its trading partners, but eventually succumbed to 

Egyptian patronisation and lifestyle when the Egyptian army physically occupied Lower 

Nubia during Twelfth Dynasty (Adams 1977, 143-5, 175-188; Williams 1977, 1 19-120). 

2.4.5.3 Kerma Moyen 

The Upper Nubians at Kema recognised the benefits of internai Egyptian tumoi1 and 

perhaps observed an opportunity to gain uncontesteci access to the Lower Nile, which led 

to the merchants of the Levant and Mediterranean. Kerma flourished at the beginning of 

the second millenniurn and, unopposed by the C-Group, Kerma traders steadily crept 

down the Nile. The K m a  Moyen period witnessed an expansion of the city limits and 

growth of its hhstmcture, manifest by specialised buildings and areas fortified by a 

system of walis, ditches three to six meters deep, gates, and towers (Bonnet 1994). A 

religious precinct held a solid mudbrick rectangular temple, braced with wooden beams 

in Egyptian style, caiied the "westem desUfon (Nubian for "large u&ed brick 

structure"). Small chapels, a priests' residence, cuit storerooms, a bronze foundry, and 

sacred workshops surrounded this monument. A bakery, essentiai for the production of 

consecrated bread, was built dong the fortification wall. Nearby, another enclosed 

complex contained an imposing mudbrick structure that was buttresseci by doum p h ,  

whose carboniseci trunks were presewed in the ground. This stmcture, m u n d e d  by 

storerooms and round huts up to 4.7 m in diameter, was thought to be the royal residence 
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and trade centre due to its close proximity to the western d m a ,  warehouses, and river 

(Bomet 1994; Kendall 1997.4849). Bonnet (1990a) descrïbed a complex of houses 

located a distance fiom the central city dong the river. each round howe had one main 

room for reception and rest, spartan fùmishings, and a centrai courtyard for domestic 

activity* Barley was the most important cereal, hamested with sickles and stored in silos 

in the houe or garden. Household m a i n s  included ostrich sheli beads, mica chips, 

ovens and hearths, pottery, and linen threads, as well as wooden head rests, boxes, and 

beds. 

Perhaps the most striking evidence of Kenna's success was not found at Kerma but down 

river at the Second Cataract. Fearing the growing presence of the Kingdom of Kerma, 

which now extended fiom the Fourth Cataract to Batn el Hajar, a reunited Egypt, eager 

to stay on congenial terms with the Nubian mler who permitted them to mine gold, yet 

wary of Nubian infiltration, constnicted a series of I l  forts at the Second Cataract from 

1943 to 1843 BC (Wattmon 1997,55). The names of the forts, for exarnple, "Warding 

off the Bows," and "Curbing the Countnes," bespeak their hction. These forts aiso 

served as storehouses and a barrïer to Nubian trade down the Nile, which created an 

Egyptian trade monopoly below the Second Cataract (Adams 1977,179-185; Watterson 

1997,55). 

Obvious class distinctions continued in the Kerma Moyen cemeteries, which were 

identified by intennittently placed large tumuli surrounded by a sea of smaller graves, 

andogous to the NeoIithic cemetery at Kadnika The central tumuli grew up to 12.0 m in 

diameter; each feature had a slight central depression and was covered by white quarfzite 

pebbles surrounded by a ring of bIack stones. As many as 500 cattIe bucraniats cradled 

the southem edge and the east side held food offerings @onnet 1990b, 77-78). Mucibrick 

structures, believed to be shrines due to their red-ochred floors, accompanied some of the 

larger tumuIi. Bodies retained their traditional burial confÎguration, but were placed on 

mica-inlaid, wooden beds that stood on Iegs styliseci to resemble those of a bovid 

lS During the 2Oûû field season a tomb with about 4000 buaaaia was excavated (Louis Chas, personai 
~ ~ ~ c i f t i ~ q  Ji i~ l~ary  2000). 
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(Reisner 1923b, 208-228). Artefacts included razors, ivory hooks and harpoons, stone 

tooIs and arrowheads, bronze knives, and bread moulds. Goat and sheep meat cuts 

surzounded the body, but entire animais aiso accompanied the dead. These creatures, 

occasionaliy painted with red ocbre, were draped in omate ostrich feather headdresses, 

hom protectors, and beaded pendants that hung through holes pierced t h u g h  the horns 

(Bonnet 1994). The western and southem areas of some pits were reserved for additional 

humans, fkquently youths or chikiren, and the occasional dog. These auxiliary burials 

have been interpreted as huma. sacrifices (e.g., BBC 1999, Kendall's and Bonnet's 

comments; Bonnet 1990b, 77; Kendall 1997,60; Reisner 1923a); however, no Egyptian 

texts that annotate this practice have nrrfaced to date. Signs of violent perixnortem trauma 

do not exist; however, it is proposed that the people sacrinced themselves willingly or 

perhaps were drugged (BBC 1999, Kendall's comments). 

Egypt's unification was again short-lived and for a period of about 200 years 60 unrelated 

rulen govemed segments of the country, creating politicai decentralisation and anarchy. 

Egyptian troops were subsequently recdled fiom the borden to restore order to the cities, 

a decision that pennitted an unanticipated invasion and capture of the northem Egyptian 

throne by the Hyksos fiom the eastern borders, while the Nubians easily appropriated the 

abandoned forts at the Second Cataract. Thebes, in a precarious position between the 

Hyksos and Nubians indeed felt threatened, but, more significant for Egypt, humiliated 

(Adams 1977,189-1 9 1; Watterson 1997,5648). 

2.4.5.4 Kerma Classique 

Under these conditions, Kerma and the Nubian culture of the Kenna Classique period 

matured magnificently. The central city covered six hectares, but blossomed to 25 

hectares when houses outside the fortification were inctuded. Old fortification ditches 

that had filleci with debris over time were overlaid with sun-hardened mud to expand the 

metropolitan limits during this peak phase. Small buildings appeared on this new Wace 

and enpineers coilstnicted a massive casemate system (Bonnet 1994). A new Egyptian- 

style royal palace was erected near the oIder palace. The structure was subdivided into 

rooms each with a specific purpose: reception, business, kitchen, throne room, and living 
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quarters; as previously, warehouses were withîn easy access to the river road. Kerma also 

had to protect its interests and constructecl an oval-shaped surveillance fort 18 miles 

inland to monitor trade and miiitary activity in the Eastern desert (Bonnet et al. 1993; 

Kendall 1997,51). 

Kema Classique royal burials were disthguished by boldly contrasting black and white 

geometric designs of stone (Bonnet 1990b; Reisner 1923a). The central area of the dome- 

shaped tumulus was overlaid in white quartzïte pebbles and concentric rings or triangles 

of smaU black pebbles delineated the circUIllfience. Bucrania hugged the south side and 

a marble cone flagged the tumulus' centre. These tumuli, braced with mud retaiaing 

walls, measured 80-90 m in diameter and covered one vaulted, cenûaily located burial 

chamber that was flanked by chambers of smaller multiple intements (Figure 2.6). Three 

himuli contained "sacrincial corridors" with as many as 322 additional human skeletons 

scattered about, each with its own assemblage of grave goods (Reisner 1923a) (Figure 

2.7). The smder tumuli and discrete graves emulated the burial style of the larger tumuii 

aside fiom the sacrificial corridors. The prominent buriai, clothed in linen, rested on an 

ivory or mica inlaid wooden bed situated on the south side of the tomb. Penonal 

jewellery, weapons, ostrich feather fans, and sandals were placed on the bed; bronze 

toiletries stood at the bed's foot. The bed was sunounded by pottery vessels scattered 

amongst an array of haphazardiy positioned human skeletons. Highly refined items 

accompanied burials, such as, dabaster goblets, bronze daggen in leather cases, makeup 

pots, mirrors, combs, ivory carvings, gold, precious stones, and mother of pearl (Bonnet 

1990b; 1923% Reisner 1923b). Two massive vadted ritual buildings associated with the 

largest of the Kerma Classique turnuli contained murals that depicted boats, animals, and 

scenes nom everyday He as weU as gold-leafand faience wali tiles. The fùnction of 

these buildings is unknown, although the positioning of floor holes corresponded to those 

of the fimerary beds and suggested that they served as a repository for accumulated burial 

goods and the king's body before interment (Reisner 1923% 262-3). 



2.4.5.5 Denouement 

After dering humiliation at the han& of the Hyksos, who conspired with Kerma during 

the XVth and XVIth Dynasties, Egypt reinforceci its power in Thebes and, under King 

Kamose of the XWth Dynasty, embarked on a carnpaign to reclaim Egypt Kamose's 

grandsou, Thutmose 1, bolstered by Hyksos-inspired chariotry, successfbiiy peneûated 

the Kerma stronghold, and annüiilated and looted the city, about 1520 BC. In the 

tradition of his predecessors, Thutmose erected a cornmernorative stele at Tombos that 

glorined his triumph (Breasted 1962b, 30). 

Egypt occupied Nubia as far as the Fourth Cataract until around 1070 BC, the end of the 

XXth Dynasty, when the power balance in the Nile Valley shifted yet again. The 

motivation for the Egyptian retreat eludes us and a Nubian "Dark Age" or archaeologicai 

void ensued for 250 years (Morkot 1994; 1995). The record of recovery frorn this 

interlude is equally obscure and aside fiom the Egyptian account, vimially no 

archaeological evidence archives the ascent of the next empire indigenous to Nubia- 

Napata. So successful was this revitaiised Nubian nation that it conquered Egypt in 725 

BC and reigned over both lands as the MNth Dynasty. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapier placed ancient Nubia and Kerma in a geographicd, cultural, and 

archaeological context. The Kmna culture developed nom indigenous Neoiithic ongins, 

only to come under Egyptian influence once it was established as a thnving polity. 

Kerma's relationship with Egypt was contentious, with control of Nile trade and Anican 

nahual resources, particuiarly mineïals, the source of discord Cornmernorative plaques 

of conquest, buria1 inscriptions, Egyptian documents, weapons, and fortifications 

depicted this turbulent reIationship, Iibcrally kindled with aggression and atrocities. 

Correspondhg unrest within the society is well documented for Egypt, but our 

knowledge of social behaviour within the Kema state is in essence nomexistent even 

fiom Egyptian historical records. 
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Fima! 
Palaeolithic 
l3OOû-8OOO 
Mesolithic 
8000-5000 C 
Neoli th ic 

37Oû-3250 

Table 2.1 : Timeline for Nubia 

(data obtained from O'Connor, 1993; Kendall, 1997; Watterson. 1997) 

Upper ~ u b i a  
(above 4" 
Cataract) 

Khartoum 
Mesoli thic 

Khartoum 
Neoli thic 

Upper Nubia 

Khartoum 
Vari an t 

Pre-Kenna 
(3000) 

Kema Ancien 
(2500-2050) 

Kerma Moyen 
(2050-1 750) 

Kema 
Classique 

(1 750-1 520) 

Lower Nubia 

Halfm, Qadan, Arkinian, 
Bahallan, Shamarkian 

Abkan 

A-Group-Classic 
A-Group Terminal 

C-Group 1 
(2200-1 950) 
C - G ~ o u ~  II 

(1 950-1 600) 
C-Group III 
(1 600- 1 500) 

Lower Egypt 

New Kingdom: XVIU-XX Dvnastv (1 550-1 070) 

Fayum A 
Badarian 1 Menmda 

Nagada 
Ma'adi 

Archaic: 1 -II Dynasty (3 168-2705) 
Old Kingdom: III-VI Dynasty 

(2705-2250) 
First Intemediate Period: VII-X Dynasty 

(225 0-203 5) 
Middle Kingdom: XI-XIII Dynasty 

(203 5- 1 720) 
Second Intemediate Period: XIV-XVII Dynasty 

(1 720-1 550) 



Figure 2.1: GeopoIiticaI map of the Nile Vdey 



Figure 2.2: Location of Paiaeolithic sites in Nubia and vicinity 



Figure 2.3: Location of MesoIithic and Neolithic sites m Central Sudan 



Figure 2.4: Location of NeoLithic and A-Group sites in Upper and Lower Nubia 
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Figure 2.6: Top plan of Kerma Classique Tumtiius X 
(modined fiom R e k r  1923% Plan 
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CHAP'ïER3 

Interpersonai violence: chicai, nonbuman primate, and bioarchaeologicaï 

3.1 Introduction 

A sampling of introductions taken fkom clinical literature exemplifies the momting 

trauma crisis in our society: "Injuries are the Ieading cause of death for more than fou. 

decades of life" (Kiuhann et al. 1998). "Intentionai and unintentional trauma in 

industriaiised counhies is assuming epidemic proportions" (Sayfan and Berlin 1997), 

"Trauma is acknowledged to be the primary health and social probiem of our society" 

(Sims et al. 1989), and "Injuries constitute one of the most costly health problems in the 

United States" (Reiner et al. 1990). However, trauma, specüïcally nodethal interpersonal 

violence, is not limited to our modern world, but is deeply anchored in antiquity. 

Many theories exist that attempt to explain some aspect of human aggression, but 

generally are reduced to "nature versus nurtureI1 (e-g., Leakey and Lewin 1987; Sipes 

1973). The 'Drive Discharge Model" argued that aggression is innate and is periodically 

expelled in al1 societies although the mode of expression may Vary (e.g., Lorenz 1966). 

The "Culture Pattern Model" regarded some societies as more aggressive than others 

through "social Iearning" by enculturation or numire for violence and aggression in 

various aspects of their society, such as, initiation rites, criminal punishment, infànticide, 

ritual, child rearing practices, treatment of animals, torture of captives, military or 

religious subcultures, and methods of confiict resolution (e.g., Levinson 1989). It is the 

cultural factors that stimulated violence within an ancient society that may be visible in 

the archaeological and skeletal records, while innate or biological factors remain more 

elusive. Violence due to war or homicide is easily inferreci in the archaeologicai record 

by artifacts and features, such as weapons, monumental defensive systems, and 

documents. Nonlethal physical violence, however, is much subtler, even in modem 

societies-it demands no special equipment and may or may not alEct the skeleton. 

What is most confotmding is the cultural perception of interpersonal violence in ancient 

society. Bioarchaeologists observe and intqret  injuries manifest by the skeletai rernains, 
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but it is unknown whether the behaviour that produced the lesion was acceptabIe and 

legitimate in that culture, and therefore, not considered to be deviant. 

Before promoting any cuiturai explanation for anciait behaviour, it is essential nrst, to 

descnbe the injury; second, to identify whether the injury was indeed a result of physical 

violence; and third, to determine if a pattem of Uijmy cm be detected within the society 

under investigation. In order for bioarchaeologists to decipher the injury mechanian and 

identifi an injury pattem, it is necessary to examine other fields as explanatory sources: 

ciinicai and nonhuman primate iiterature. This review examines injury patterns, 

principaliy those of interpersonal violence, observed in clinical and nonhuman primate 

literature; presents geotemporally diverse lifestyle interpretations of palaeotrauma 

derived fkom the presence of accidental or intentionai nonfatai injuries; and fïndly, 

summarises a selection of the published trauma analyses of ancient Upper Nubia. 

3.2 Tools to interpret palaeotrauma 

Before delving into questions of cultural behaviour, ancient heaied injuries m u t  be 

evduated to detennine whether the lesion was due to intentional or nonintentionai 

actions. To interpret the past, it is necessary to investigate the present as a modei and 

review the spectrum of healed lesions that occur in lmown situations that may be 

anticipated to appear in ancient matmal. Clinical and nonhuman primate literature 

provides a wealth of quantified information that assists bioarchaeologists in the 

assessrnent of ancient human trauma, especidy interpersonal violence. 

3.2.1 Review of the chical iiterature 

Smith and Wood-Jones (1910) advocated the use of clinical analogy in palaeopathology 

when they compared aacient Nubian trama to clinical samples fiom modem British and 

Amezican hospitals. However, differnces in technological, environmental, and 

sociocuIturai realms that influence trauma aetioIogy in the clinicd arena (Sa& 1990) 

must also be considered by bioarchaeologists, and therefore, it is prudent to select 

comparative chical studies that are moût closely associateci with the archaeologicd 

sample mder study, if at afl possible. Judd and Roberts (1999), for exampie, assessed 
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injury patterns among Noah American and European clinical samples h m  agricultural 

conte* rather than the inner city to aid their assesment of trauma in medieval British 

farming communities. 

Some limitations to clinical trauma studies ex& specincally in developing countries or 

traditionai communities (Matthew et al. 1996; Mock et ai. 1995; Nordberg 1994; Odero 

and Kiiosia 1995). First, little data is available and it is ody recently that this void in 

trauma epiderniology has been recognised by clinicians, mainly because of past concems 

for debilitating infectious and childhood diseases in the developing countries. Second, the 

true incidence of trauma in these regions is complicated by poor documentation of the 

patient's profile. Third, the individuai's hesitation or logistical inability to seek medical 

consultation may underrepresent domestic injuries. including assault. Finally, motor 

vehicle accident injuries are nearly aiways reported and medicd attention sought, which 

may overstate trauma in this category in cornparison to unreportcd Iess severe injuries. 

3.2.1.1 Trauma research in developing countries 

Disûiôutions of injury mechanisms for seven studies fÏom developing countries are 

tabulated in Table 3.1. In all studies, motor vehicle accidents, assault, and fdls formed 

the majority of traumatic incidents, but varied in fiequency. Economically active 

individuais, 20 to 40 years of age, were most often involved and males bore 67% or more 

of all  injuries. Males experienced the most injury h m  al1 categories (i.e., bites, bums. 

assault, fds ,  and motor vehicle accidents) with the exception of domestic violence. The 

majority of childrenrs injuries were due to f d s  or bums, while ad& over 60 years of age 

suffered injury mostiy h m  falls. Both children and older ad& were minor contniutors 

to the injury spectnmi, with the exception of Nigerh  maies under 10 years of age who 

accounted for 46% of the male injuries (Ebong 1978). When motor vehicle injuries were 

removed from the trauma counts, injuries specifîcally due to falls ranged h m  17% to 

87% of al1 trauma, while fiequency of assauit (not including the intertriid warfare 

among villagers fimm Papua New GiMea) rangeci h m  1.5% to 65% for the seven trauma 

studies. 
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UnlikeIy accidents such as house coiiapse, blown-off roofs, a finger caught in door, and 

f f i g  trees accounted for 6.3% of injuries in Nigeria (Ebong 1978). and also contnbuted 

to injury in Ghana (Mock et al. 1995) and Uganda (DeSouza 1968). I n j e  h m  being 

trapped under a coIlapsed house involved the spine, nis, and pelvis, although fdls h m  

trees were most serious and contnaued to 53% of the cranid injuries in Ghana (Mock et 

al. 1995); de& 0th was the outcome. Among individuals that fell in Uganda, 29% 

landed on their outstretched hand, 26% hctured their leg (one third whüe playing 

football), 11% fell fiom heights and d e r e d  vertebral and calcaneal fiactures, and lastly, 

9% -bled in holes d e r  dark and injured the lower leg (DeSouza 1968). Ankie and 

lower leg fractures were also a fiequent outcome h m  f d s  among fernales in rural 

Lesotho (Geldermalsen 1993). 

The modal distributions of injuries fiom Ibadan, Nigeria (Ebong 1978) represented the 

injury distniution of a group where the majonty of injuries were due to falls and 

miscellaneous accidents. The humerus was most frequently fiactured (1 8%), folIowed by 

the femur (13%), paired forearm (12%), tibia and fibula (combined 9%. isolated 3% 

each), radius (7%, plus 3% Colles' injuries and less than 1 % Smith's injuries), hand (5%)), 

foot (4%), vertebral column (2%)). pelvis (2%), ulna (2%), ribs (2%). the scapula and 

patella each had less than 1%, and there were no stemal hctures.' The skull accounted 

for 5% of the injuries, which were equaiiy divided between the face and vault. 

Dislocations mady  afEected the upper Iirnb (57%) and were caused by fas  in 40% of al1 

cases; the ratio of dislocations to fiactures was .O74 (18912571). Twenty percent of those 

injured experïenced two or more injuries. 

3.2.1.2 General trauma analyses of assault patterns 

Generally, hctures and dislocations contriibuted the least to the suite of injuries mstained 

in assaults, typicdy less than 40% of all injuries (Butchart and Brown 199 1; Chalmers et 

al. 1995; Geldermaisen 1993; Geldermaken and Stuyft 1993; Ma- et al. 1996; 

Shepherd et al. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1990). British assadt patients, for example, 

' Ebong (1978) subdivïdcd thh distribution fiutha and presents somc locationai W d o w n  (Le, c i h i ,  
proximal), 
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conûacted 846 Iesions, and of these 16% were fractures. Four percent were to the arms, 

1% to the 'bis, 10% to the extremities, 2% to the nbs, and the remainder to the slaill 

(Shepherd et al. 1990). In this case, fktures were more likely to occur if at les t  three 

other blows were struck No fhctures were observeci amoag Libyans who were involved 

in assaults (Khalil and Shaladi 1981). 

Injuries to the skull and neck region were most fiequent reaching up to 90% of aIi injuries 

(Shepherd et al. 1988) and involved hcnires, haematomas, contusions, lacerations, and 

infiacranid damage (Brismar and Tm& 1982; Butchart and Brown 1991; Chalmers et al. 

1995; Crandon et d. 1994; Greene et al. 1997; Khalil and Shaladi 1981; Matthew et al. 

1996; Mwaniki et al. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1987; Shepherd et al. 1990). The exception 

was the Ghana sample (Mock et al. 1995), where assault accounted for only 5% of al1 

injuries, and injuries to the extreities were most fiequent (47%), followed by the head 

(23%), which was a marked contrast to the injury distribution at Ibaden, where people 

also experienced a low frequency of assault. 

Fractures usually accounted for l e s  than 30% of the injuries to the head and neck 

(Brismar and Tunér 1982; Chaimers et al. 1995; Matthew et ai. 1996), with the exception 

of Greene's (1997) study of blunt trauma faciai injuries in San Francisco where 85% of 

the lesions were hctures. In ail studies, injuries to the face formed the majority of 

lesions in cornparison to those of the skuil vauIt, and although distniution varied, the 

mandible was most often hctured, folIowed by the zygomatic and nasal area (Greene et 

al. 1997; Mwaniki et aL 1988; Shepherd et al. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1990). Injuries were 

most fiequent on the left side, which refiected the right handedness of 90% of the 

popuiation (Mwanr'ki et aL 1988; Shepherd et al. 1987). 

Muelleman et al. (1996) attempted to characterise injuries specifïc to battered2 women in 

the Amerïcan Midwest in order to develop a universai screenhg test for domestic 

violence. Injuries contracted by 237 battered wornen were compared to 221 1 femaies in 
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the control group, where it was fomd that battered women were most likely to sumlln 

injuries to the face (51%) and head (23%). Control patients d e r a d  more lower 

extremity (32%) and spinal (23%) injuries, while the face and head contnauted 16% of 

the lesions. Twelve spocinc injuries (mainly to the face, tnmk, and uppa Iimb) were 

obsenred more offen in battered women than in the control group with lacerations and 

contusions most common; facial abrasions or contusions wae the most sensitive 

predictors of battering (41%)). The ody hcture that was significantly associated with 

battered women was any fracture to the orbit, zygomatic or nasal bones. It is noteworthy 

that 20% of the battered women did not have any of these injuries and 45 additional 

injury types were common to both groups. The victim was beaten with the fists (68%), 

pushed (5 1 %)). kicked (35%)), slapped (34%). or stnick with a blunt object (30%), 

although a combination of mechanisms was used in 64% of cases. The women were 

typically younger than the uninjured women with most between 24-35 years of age. 

Shepherd et al. (1 988) aiso found that the nose (42%) was the preferred target for 

hcttues, but mandibular injuries (37%) were favowed over zygomatic injuries (21%) in 

a British sample; haematomas and lacerations accounted for at leest half of the midfacial 

lesions. The limbs were more fkequenty involved rather than the chest and abdomen; 

however, only two fractures were noted. In contrast, Bnsmar and Tuner (1982) observed 

that fÎactures accounted for 26% of facial injuries, particularly the nose and jaw, among 

1 15 batkred wornen fiom d a n  Stockhoim. Eleven (10%) women were admitted to the 

muma chic more than one t h e  during a two year penod and had severely disfigured 

faces. The fkts (29%) were most popular as weapons among this group and the other 

mechanisms were distniuted similady to those noted by Muelleman (1996). The pattern 

of injury due to male assauit mong 51 Greek women likewise indicated a preference for 

hctured jaws (Zacharïades et al. 1990). Injuries were caused by the han& in 71% of the 

cases and were as foliows: k t u r e d  man&%le (39%), haematoma (22%)). hctured 

zygomaticomdary complex (IO%), and 2% for each of the nasal fracture, aiveolar 

fïactme and Le Fort III hcture? 

Thir fiacture traverses the iipper orbital bone and nasai bone (Galloway 1999,74). 
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The majority of aduit assault participants h m  North American and European samples 

claimeci to su f f i  lesions from a punch, hit, push or kick (Brismar and Tunér 1982; 

Chalmers et al. 1995; Goldberg and Todanovich 1984; Greene et al. 1997; Muelleman 

et al. 1996; Shepherd et al. 1990; Zachariades et al. 1990), and in some cases, the use of 

the han& and feet produced the most severe lesions (Greene et al. 1997; Shepherd et al. 

1990). It is of interest that Shepherd et al. (1990) noticed that 81% of blunt weapon 

injuries resulted in soft tissue trauma on&. Choice of weapon varied with the sex of the 

attacker and the victim nom Lesotho, South Afiica (Geldermaisen 1993; Geldermalsen 

and Stuyft 1993). The male fighting stick, used for sport and aggression was the favoured 

weapon among males and used against e i t k  sex. This was followed by the M e ,  which 

was wielded against other males, but the extremities were used to attack females. In the 

eight cases of female assault against males, Women chose knives in 50% of the cases, 

foUowed by their extremities (25%). They used their teeth in 24% of 33 incidents of 

assault against other females to bite the ears, nose or lips, and on occasion opted for 

knives (1 8%)). stones (lS%), or anything handy. Sticks were selected in 58% of the 

incidences in Uganda and were used to strike the head or limbs, with the Monteggia 

hcture4 being a common defensive injury (DeSouza 1968). The fist (15%), knife (12%), 

or falls h m  a push (12%)), which emdated injuries fiom accidental fdls, formed the 

majority of other mechanism. Sharp weapons were popular in urban Johannesberg 

(Butchart and Brown 1991) and Jamaica (Crandon et al. 1994), as weIi as blunt 

instruments, the hands and feet, and stones. The nuai Kandy villages settled disputes over 

water and land with anything convenient. From an eclectic arsenal of weapons they 

prefmed blunt weapons over sharp objects (umbreflas, crowbars, shovels, coconuts, 

chains, knives, blades, siclcies, etc.), but used guns as a Iast resort (Babapde et al. 1994). 

The two studies h m  Papua New Guinea offered an opportunity to contrast inban trauma 

to village trauma among neighboiiring locales. The Southern Highland villages yielded 

high fiequnicies of injuries due to violence, both domestic (3 1%, n = 141) and intertribal 

warfiire (25%. n = 108) among 474 cases (Matthew et ai. 1996). War womds wece 

The Monteda f i a m  is a hctmc of the proximai uhia that may imroIve the dntal hmnerus or radius 
distocation, 
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predominantly inflicted by arrows (82%), while guns were involved in the remahder. 

Excluding war and motor vehicle injuries, fiachues and dislocations were e q d y  

distniuted between malw and females. Sixty-three out of 100 hctures were caused by 

domestic accidents, and the remaindex were atûii'uted to assault (domestic = 21, criminal 

= 16). Sixty-five domestic assauits that resulted in any injury were reported, and of these 

60 occumd to females, representing 41% of female injury cases. Thkty-three females 

were assaulted by the5 husbands, and of these 61% met with an injury to the olecranon or 

fore- h m  warding oEa blow. Five (7%) men were assaulted by wives and 10 (15%) 

women were assaulted by a CO-me, while the remaining females were attacked by other 

famiiy members. In this society wife beating was acceptable to 65% of men and 57% of 

women, but the use of weapons is discouraged. The skull sustained 79 out of 474 injuries 

and of these 1 8% (n = 14) were fractures. Fractures (9 1%) and dislocations (9%) totaiied 

146 lesions (3 1% of al1 injuries) when the 14 sku11 hctures were included. The modal 

distniution of hctures and dislocations differed fiom the traditionai skull-dominated 

distribution reported above: forearm (25%, one quarter were olecranon hctures), lower 

1eg (18%), humerus (18%). hand and Wnst (1 1%), skuil(lO%), femur (9%)). shoulder 

dislocation (6%), and nnaIly hip dislocation (3%). Soft tissue trauma represented 26% of 

ail lesions, while the remainder of injuries affected the thorax and spine. Residents of the 

urban centre of Port Moresby encountered more injuries due to assault (Watters et al. 

1996). So£t tissue trauma accounted for 74% of the injuries, hctures 14%. and the 

balance of the injuries were intemai. Like their nual neighbours, M e  beating is 

acceptable but uiere is a lower toleratlce-46% of males and 25% of females approve. 

However, the majority of assaults (74%) were domestic and affected 20% of injured 

males and 41% of injured fernales-the identicd incidence of rural fernale-directed 

domestic. Unial reasons for essault in the village were semai jealousy, dislike of the 

spouse or failure of the wife to perfonn a domestic duty, while in inban commtmities 

alcohol, money problems, and jealousy were perceived causes. 
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Repetitive injury is a growing concem in the chical practice, and "injury re~idivism"~ 

ranged fiom 10/0-49% of all trauma cases (e-g., Hedges et al. 1995; Poole et al. 1993; 

Reiner et al. 1990; Sayfan and B e r h  1997; Sims et al. 1989). Like generai trauma, a 

pattern emerged among ail injury recidivists regardless of their role in the traumatic 

incident or the ultirnate injury mechanism (accidental or intentional), but again, there 

were exceptions (Dowd et al. 1996; Madden et al. 1997; Sayfan and Berlin 1997). Injury 

rccidinsts werr typicaLiy young males, an ethnic minority, unemployed, and Sunered an 

injury by the age of 20 years; rural residents were just as iikely to suffer fkom repetitive 

injury as the urban dwellers. 

3.2.1.3 A clinicai mode1 for palaeotrauma analysis 

Although there are and will always be exceptions to the trauma patterns observed among 

the cihical fiterature, some common trends were discernible h m  this clinical swey and 

sewe as a mode1 for palaeoûauma studies: 

1. culture played an important d e ,  

2. males were more often injured, and were the most fiequent participants in assault, 

3. both males and femaies were aggressors, victims, or adversaries, 

4. the economically active age group (20-50 years) was most oAen injured; assault 

injuries peaked between 20-30 years; and injuries to older adults and children were due to 

falls, 

5. the majority of injuries involved the skull in assault cases, 

6. haematomas, contusions, and lacerations comprised 70% or more of the lesions; 

hctures accounted for the ranainder of injuries with dislocations being sporadic, if 

observed at ail, 

7. some injuries were strongiy associated with violence, such as the fiactured mandile, 

but mauy injuries were mutual to both intentional and nonintentional injury spectrums, 

8. fists were the preferred weapons of assault among Western culture samples, while 

method of attack was diverse in non-western counûies, 

5 The texm "recïdivismw dtrivts h m  crÏminoIogy and ref- to a habitual or chronic reIapse back bto 
crime by the perpetrator, but the tcnn was htroduced into the medical iiteraûnc by Remcf et al, (1990). 
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9. interpersonal f i o h c e  was multicausational, although socioeconomic factors were 

major contributors, 

10. a smaii gmup of individuals experience injury throughout their lives, 

1 1. though not discussed, substance abuse was a predisposing factor to assault in alI 

studies. 

33.2 Review of the nonhuman primate literatare 

Sixty years ago Schultz (1939) proposeci that cause and reaction to injury among ancient 

humans should be analogous to nonhuman primates owing to the similarity in physical, 

tech~ologicai, and social environmentS. He found a high fkequency of hctures (36% al1 

bones) among individual adult gibbons (Hylobates far) and 14% had multiple injuries, 

but imlike ancient humans, the gibbons experienced mater fiequencies of femoral and 

humeral hctures, which he attributed to their arboreal habitat. He observed that many of 

the long bone lesions were adequately healed without medical intervention, and often 

exhibited less deformation than the healed hctures of ancient hurnans. He concluded 

that the aesthetic quality of heaied human injuries was not a reliable indicator of an 

ancient society's medicai knowledge, a point that has been reiterated by various 

palaeopathologists (Bennike 1985; Bourke 1972; LoveIi l99Oa). 

Bramblett (1967) observed that 81% of a sarnple of addt Darajani baboons (Papio 

cynocepkalus) had at least one instance of trauma. Very few upper limb lesions were 

found, but Like Schultz, he noted many lesions on the phalanges and lower leg. The high 

frequency of injuries among young males was attributed to active play. He mentioned 

that although fights were muent ,  they were often resolved without physical contact, 

aggressors o h  chasing their prey through the trees causing the heavy baboon to fali or 

they forced their quarry to drop to the ground by shaking the tree branch; therefore, the 

injury that was caused by a fall was ultimately the resuit of aggression. He pointed out 

that physical aggression was more common within the group over food resources or 

infant care and intergroup aicounters were resolved by display. 
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Nonhuman primate research is a valuable interpretative mode1 for human palaeotrauma 

investigations that examine inter-and intra-societal violence. While bioarchaeoIogists 

scrutinise ciiuical research for patterns to distinguish accidental fiom intentionai injuries, 

primatologists actively observe and record the trauma that resuits during confiict. Whitten 

and Smith (1984), for example, logged over 500 hours of 15 minute obsenrations of 

stumptail macaques (Macaca arctoides) on who did what to whom and when, in addition 

to the resulting wound (abrasions, lacerations, and punctures). Significant difïerences 

appeared in woimd patteming when adult rank, age, Iesion location, and aggression rates 

were considered. Adult males were wounded more often and more seriously; the higher 

ranked adults were wounded less often; males were more ofien attacked in the 

forequarters and females in the hindquarters. The aggression rate was detemineci fiom 

aggressive behaviour, both contact (bite or hit) and non-contact (e.g., stare, band teeth, 

chase, etc.) aggression, as well as submission (e.g., avoid, grimace, cringe, etc.). The 

assailant and victim were identified-an item that has been overlooked in human 

paiaeotrauma research. 

Lovell's (1 WOb) study of skeletons of fiee-ranging mountain gorillas (Gorilla gorilla 

beringet') that were origindly observed in the wild by Fossey (1 983), reported that males 

experienced a higher fiequency of cranid trauma. On the contrary, in a pooled sample6 of 

c himpanzees (Pan froglodytes), Iow land go rillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), mountain 

gorillas (Gorilliz gori[la beringei), Sumatra. orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus abelii), and 

Bornean orangutans (Pongo pygmam pygmaem), Love11 (1 990% 2 13) observed that 

females sustained a greater fkquency of cranial trauma than males and concluded that 

both were simüarly involved in confkontations. She niggested that sex-panemed trauma 

be evaluated within the species to nuly interpret trauma in relation to specific 

documented behaviour. LoveiI tested trauma patterns against other forms of behaviour 

documented for each species. As hypothesised, she fomd that orangutans bore 

With the exception of the fke-ranging mountain gonllas studied by Fossey(1983). Lovell's (1990a, 15-18) 
sample consisnd of mwum specimens obtained h m  early 19'& centwy colleaing ucpeditions t6 
Atin'ca, 
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significantly higher frequencies of long bone trauma, a hazard of their arboreality, while 

the more terrestrial goriilas d e r e d  h m  fewer long bone fractures. Orangutans, 

however, had fewer s k d  injuries due to their solitary behaviour and hence reduced 

interaction with their conspecifïcs (Love11 1990a, 21 1-2 12). Like Schultz (1939), Love11 

found that there was little distortion among the heaied lesions and because healed injuries 

denote SZVVival, the individual was not impeded in the search for food, nor were they 

abused. However, Loveii (1990a) explained that the reproductive success among injured 

males may have declined as they would likely forfeit their rank and access to breeding 

fernales. 

Jurmain and Kilgore (1 998) considered bites among nonhuman primates to be analogous 

to the use of weapons by humans and included these injuries in their anaiysis of sex- 

related trauma patterns for humam and three species of Afncan great apes (Pan 

troglodytes troglodytes, Pan punisas, Gorilla gorilla goril~a)? A significant difference 

was found between the sexes, with only male nonhuman primates having bites to the 

skull. Among other lesions, vault injuries were lhited to fernales, while facial injuries 

were more predominant among males and when combined with bites, the males bore 94% 

of al1 facial injuries. Taking cranial injuries as indicatoa of interpersonal violence, they 

concluded that males were more often injured due to aggression, which concurred with 

behavioural patterns documented in the field. They argued that the male predominated 

distribution of cranid injuries among great ape species and humans fomed a basic 

pattem, and although there were exceptions, they concluded that the high prevalence of 

male aggmsion in cornparison to female aggression rnay be an evolutionary 

phenornenon. 

3.22.1 Trauma patterns among nonhumam primates 

As with the cIinicd fiterature, a comparable injury paneni evolved fiom nonhuman 

primate trauma research: 

' Humaa b i t s  are a h  a conmon cesuit b r n  assauit (e.g., Geldemuilsen and S m  1993; Kelly et aC 
1996; Loro and Franceschi 1992). 
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1. social behaviour, activity, and environment duenced the injury pattem, which was 

species-specifïc, 

2. males contracted more of the injuries, 

3. most of the cranial injuries occmed on the face rather than the SM vault and were not 

random with respect to biological sex, 

4. haematomas, contusions, and lacerations were most common, 

5. femaies were victims, aggressors, or equal opponents, 

6. the hands and feet exhibited more fractures than any other elements, 

7. wound patterns were nonrandom and varied with age, sex, and rank, 

8. most injuries healed adequately without debilitating deformation, 

9. injuries were often acquired d u ~ g  a confbntation without physical contact between 

the participants, 

10. most individuals displayed one or more lesions, particularly to the hands and feet. 

3.3 Pataeotrauma: intentional and nonintentional injuries 

Most recentiy, Larsen (1997,109-60) and Jurmain (1999,185-230) provided extensive 

reviews on the diversity of trauma, with interpersonal violence centra1 to both 

discussions. Larsen (1 997, 109-60) presented a comprehensive regional review of 

interpersonal violence, notably fiom North American sites. Jurmain (1999, 185-230), in 

contrast, considered the role of nonhuman primate and ciinical research in palaeotrauma 

interpretation, and emphasised the need for more ngorous analysis in defining fiactwes, 

particularly the parry fiacturea common outcorne of interpersonal violence in both 

cihical and nonhuman primate studies, but mere speculation in archaeological samples. 

Lovelits (1997) appraisd of trauma andysis synthesised the systematic approach 

necessary to adequately assess anCient behaviour and provided an ovemiew of injuries 

typicd among archaeological material. 

33.1 Intentional violence 

Domestic and societal violence are perpetual problems in modem society, but are not 

unique to this cenhny. The archaeological record is rife with remnants of violence, 

domination, and aggression, which are highIy visible in the fom of fortifications, w&ed 
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cities, weapons, victory monuments, and artistic representations (e.g., Ferguson 1997; 

Filer 1997; Fischer 1961; Maschner and Reedy-Maschner 1998; Nikolaidou and 

Kokkinidou 1997; Pergerine 1993; Roper 1975; Thordeman 1939). However, Roberts 

(1991) cautioned that artistic representations may be embelIished, while Bar-Yosef 

(1986) proposed an alternative interpretation of city w d s  that were typicdly attniuted to 

defensive fortification. Materiai culture, therefore, does not provide the absolute evidence 

that can only be found in the skeletal remains. Although the social context may be 

dinicult to extract in some cases of fatal violence, for example whether a hanging was an 

execution or self-infiicted, direct ske1etal evidence for fatal injuries and violence is 

inefbtably recognised by embedded points (Anderson 1968; Bennüre 1985; Inglemark 

1939; h a i n  1991 ; Lambert and W&er 199 1; Milaer et al. 199 1; Winlock 1945); 

perimortem wotmds iikely made by a weapon (Angel and Bisel 1986; Bennike 1985; 

C o d e  1948; 1949; Courville and Kade 1964; Frayer 1997; Inglemark 1939; Lambert 

1997; Wiiock 1945); scalping (Bridges 1996; Milner et al. 1991; Willey 1990); 

decapitation or disembodiment (Milner et al. 199 1; Wells 1982; Willey 1990); hanging or 

strangulation (Bennike 1985); rihial killing (Stead et al. 1986); possible cannibalism 

(Turner 1993; White 1992); and human sacrifice (Pijoan and Lory 1997). Following this 

undeniable evidence of lethal trauma, bioarchaeologists enter into the abyss of nonlethal 

trauma interpretation. Indicators of nodethai, habitual aggression are much more subtle 

because death is not usually the desind outcome or consequence of an attack. This 

review mrveys the palaeotrauma literature pertaining to nonlethal intentional violence 

and accidental injuries rather than the direct evidence of collective violence due to 

warfâre and lethai violence within the community. 

Derived nom cihical fiterature and in order of decreasing reliability, osteological 

indicators of nonlethai interpersonal violence include (lumain 1999,214-2 15; Jurmain 

and Kügore 1998; Mascher and Reedy-Maschner 1998; Waiker 1989): 

1. multipIe injuries, 

2. cranid trauma, 

3. foremm fiacture h m  direct blow (parry, nightstick fiacture). 
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3.3.1.1 Multiple injuries 

Overali patterns of ûaumatic involvement are the best basis h m  which to Mer aetiology 

(e-g., Berger and Trinkaus 1995; Jurmain and Kiigore 1998), but are typicay limiteci to 

the long bones and skull. The smaller bones, though fiequently traumatised in clinicd 

assadt cases, are e q d y  affecteci by accidental trauma; however, they serve to 

strengthen observations made at the individual level. Thaakfully, there has been a trend 

among bioarchaeologists to observe and report the prevalence of trauma for the cornpiete 

skeleton (e.g., Berger and Trinkaus 1995; Jmain 199 1 ; Jinmain and Bellifernine 1997; 

Kilgore et al. 1997; Merbs 1983; Robb 1997). Various case studies have attempted to 

identm the occupation or activity of the individual based on haumatic lesions observed 

(e-g., Anderson 1995; Edynak 1976; Hawkes and Wells 1975; Mann 1993; Santos et al. 

1998) and even though these interpretations may in fact be correct, Stirland (1996) and 

Wakely (1996) advise against the temptation to speculate on the ultimate injury 

mechanism. 

Hershkovitz et al. (I996), for example, studied the skeletai remains of two 20" cenhiry 

males, known to have boxed during their Iives and observed that their injury patterns 

were consistent with the types of injuries received during boxing as reported in clinical 

and sports medicine fiterature- A similar study of two medieval maies Eorn Abingdon 

(Britain) was limited in the interpretation as neither the occupations nor activities of the 

men were known (WakeLy 1996). Although the cornplex of injuries observed was 

strikingly comparable to those resulting nom the boxers that were studied by 

Hmhkowvitz et al. (1996). WakeIy cautiously concluded that even though two major 

episodes of documented civil turmoil were associated with the skeletal sample and that 

the multipIe trauma rate was unusual1y high for the entire Abingdon group (14.6% had 

combined ni, vertebrai and upper limb trauma), the cornplex of injuries couid have been 

sustain& in any manner of activity where individuais practised a more demanding 

Iifestyle. 

Some mearchers have considered the cumdative injuries of one or two individuals (e-g-, 

Hershkovitz et al. 1996; Wakely 1996). but ody  rarely has this been rnentioned at h e  
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reveaIed thaî they were veterans of other battles as old healed wounds, typical of those 

due to weapons, were observed. Most bioarchaeologists dutifully report the number of 

individuals that sustained multiple injuries, but venture no fùrther (AIvrus 1999; Grauer 

and Roberts 1996; Judd and Roberts 1998; 1999; Lahren and Berryman 1984; Robb 

1997). aithough some resemhers have included the multiple injury rate for each sex 

(Jurxnain and Kilgore 1998; Kilgore et al. 1997). Multiple injury analysis at the 

populational level has been cornpletely negkted and it is important that the role of injury 

recidivism be investigated with the same rigor as single lesions to hrher refhe the 

demographic pattern of injury within a society. 

Smith (1996a) hypothesised that craniofacial injury would result from unsuccessfully 

obstmcted blows. She found that only four out of 135 (3%) Archaic period adults fiom 

West Tennessee had penetrating craniofaciai trauma, not one of which was associated 

with foream trauma, while one Mississippian female out of 153 adults (0.7%) incurred a 

broken nose without associated fore- injuries. Because the vault injuries were 

penetrations Smith proposed that the lesions were due to warfare rather than interpersonal 

violence. She argued that the absence of cranial depression lesions did not support the 

high fkequency of female foream trauma as being due to violence in this group? 

Likewise. Kilgore et al. (1997) found no reliable evidence of cranid trauma, but they 

observed an abundance of ulna hctuns  among medieval Nubians at Kulubna. (23.3% 

of individuals sustained uina fractures), an injury pattern that they suspected was the 

consequence of falIs on Kulubnartits rugged basalt landscape. Wilkinson and Van 

Wagenen (1993) proposed that a low p d e n c e  of post-cranial trauma accompanied by a 

high eequency of cranial trauma supported interpersonal violence as a valid 

interpretation because other po~tcra~al injuries would be expected if an accident was 

involveci, notably injuries rdt ing  firom fds (e.g., Colles' hcturep lower leg kture) .  

8 Smith (I996a) identified pmy fractures by midshaft or distd ddk Iocation only, aïthough many of the 
mjured uinae had associated radial inmes; the ~Iztssincation of the pamy fractures is, therefoe, 
questionable and the hquency is likely ovmeprcsented. 
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ConverseIy, Larsen (1997) coutered that if the forearrn was raised to protect the skull 

and did so successfuiiy, a forearm hcture wouid occur rather than a skull injury. 

3.3.1.2 Cranid injuries 

Filer (1997.47) stated that "cranial injuries are particularly useful in understanding 

human behaviour for. whereas the causative factors Ieading to k t u r e s  of the postcranial 

skeleton may or may not be accidental, there is less doubt about cranial injuries, which 

are more likeiy (but not exclusively) the r d t  of intentional violence," and consequentiy 

many investigators have appraised cranid injuries for the sole purpose of determinhg the 

degree of interpersonal violence. 

Walker (1989) studied the crania of two groups ftom the Santa Barbara Channcl ana and 

found a signincant difference in skull injury between the mainland (7.5%) and islaud 

(1 8.5%) groups, which he attributed to cornpetition for the restricted island resources. 

Jurmaia and Bellifernine (1997) also examhed the mania of prehistoric peoples fkom the 

San Francisco Bay area of Central California (site CA-Ala-329) and found 2.7% of 260 

adult crania to be fractured, but oniy the males were afFected. On the basis of the 

supporting evidence of embedded projectile points, the investigators concluded that 

violence did exist in this region and was comparable to surrounding sites, although the 

ancient people fiom Southem CaIifornia (Walker 1989) and Baja (Tyson 1977) exhibited 

a much higher fiequency of cranid injury (19.4% and 30%). 

Boxing was used as a modei for interpersonai violence by Walker (1 997) who diligently 

collected data h m  more than 2300 archaeological crania nom 13 culturally diverse 

samples with the intent of showing cultural variability in interpersonal violence among 

ancient people. He found males to be more fitquentiy injureci, but when the sexes were 

pooled, nasal injuries were common to both, more so than other individual elements of 

the vault Webb's (1995) study of Australian aboriginals reveded an abnomaiiy high 

prevalaice of cranid trauma among both sexes, up to 27.7% in one geographic region. 

While interpersonal violence may indeed be an explmation for this phenornenon, other 

cdturaily qe&c behaviout was possible. Both Walker (1989) and Webb (1995,202) 
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reporteci that seKinflicteâ injuries required of ritual were an aIternative to accidental 

injury and interpersonal violence. They recounted ethnographie and ethnohistoric 

evidence that descnied the practice of individuals striking their heads with a stone or 

another object during mouming ntuals, an action that would cause depresseci h t u r e s ,  

most k l y  to the hn ta l  and parietal regions of the cranial vault. 

33.1.3 Parry fkacture 

Perhaps the most controversial Iesion in paiaeotrauma analysis is the parry hcture of the 

ulna (Jurmain 1999; Loveil 1997). In chicnical practice a hcture to the forearm, which 

was held up in defence, is calIed a "pany" or "nightstick" fiachire and most often affects 

the distal ulna as a transverse hcture line; occasiondly, it may include the radius if the 

blow was strong enough to break both bones (HeppenstaiI 1980,496; Richards and 

Corley 1996; Rogers 1992,811). The confÏguration of the injury, however, can result 

fiom a mobile object contacthg the am, or when the ann contacts a stationary object; a 

fall may also cause an isolated ulna fracture, but is idequent. Because bioarchaeologists 

WU never be certain whether the injury was one of defence, it can only be claimed that 

the bone displayhg this configuration was a "possible" parry hcture. Too often 

bioarchaeologists assign the forearm injury to the "parry" type based on shaft location 

only (e.g., Anderson 1995; Edynak 1976; Smith 1996a; Smith 1998; Webb 1999, and 

fail to evaluate the hcture configuration and radial invohernent, both essentid to 

distinguish the lesion aetiology (for detailed discussions see Jurmain 1999,215-22; 

Lovell 1997). Most recently, however, Alvrus (1999) produced a detailed analysis of uha 

hctures stating the presence or absence of radial involvernent as well as diagnostic 

criteria 

In the palaeotrauma literature, fhctures d t h g  h m  fading a direct blow (for brevity 

in discussion, this wiU be referred to as the "parry" hcture) were first attributed to 

interpersonal violence by Smith and Wood-Jones (1910), who specdated that the 

abundance o f f d e  foreann injuries was caused by a stick commody used by modern 

Nubians to keep order in the household This intexpretation was perpetuated over the 
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foflowhg years by eminent palaeopathologists, such a s  BrothweIl(196 1). Wells (1 964). 

Snow (1974), and Angel (I986), and is now widespread in palaeotrauma Iiterature. 

3.3.1.4 Gender issues: domestic vioIence 

Clinid research reports that males were predisposed to more Iethal and fbquent 

violence in cornparison to fernales, and this is especially so among yormg adults (see 

clinicd discussion above). This was upheld among a geographically and temporally 

diverse selection of ancient cultures (e-g., Angel and Bisel 1986; Cybulski 1992; Edynak 

1976; Frayer 1997; Keenleyside 1998; Lahren and Berryman 1984; Martin 1997; Powell 

1988; Robb 1997; Sherrnis 1983; Smith 1996a; 1989; Walker 1997; Wells 1982). 

Fernales incuned higher numbers of overail injuries at La Plata (Pueblo Period) (Martin 

1997), and among prehistoric Australians (Webb 1995). Femde skull injuries 

predominated at the Late Woodland (1000-1300 AD) site of Riviere aux Vase, Michigan 

(WiIkinson 1997; Wilkinson and Wagenen 1993), and among one Aleut and four Eskimo 

groups (Keenleyside 1998), while more femde forearm trauma was observed at Centrai 

Vailey, California (1 500 BC-300AD) (Shennis 1983). 

Shermis (1983) was perhaps one of the f h t  bioarchaeoIogists to compare ancient injury 

patterns with clinicd victims of assauit to suggest domestic violence as a cause of injury 

among archaeological populations, aside h m  the speculations made by the earlier 

investigators (e.g., Hawkes and Wells 1975; Smith and Wood-Jones 1910; Wells 1964). 

Wilkuison and Van Wagenen (Wibson  1997; Willcinson and Wagenen 1993) drew on 

complementary sources to evduate craaial injuries as indicators of interpersonal violence 

among Riviere aux Vase fernales. AIthough the fiequency of cranid fiachue was oniy 

9% (19 out of 307 crania), 79% (n = 15) of the lesions occumd on female crania, 

contrary to the male prevdence of skdi injury in diverse archaeological and clinicd 

samples. The number of ulna injuries was not specined, but the investigators suggested 

that the femaies had been bound and unable to defend thmeIves and therefore, an 

absence of ulna înjury resulted. The researchers proposed that if trauma was accidental, a 

greater ntmber of p o s t d d  injuries, specifically to the bones of the forearm and lower 

kg, would be present, They cited various ethnographie references as possible 
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explanations for female abuse in this society; polygamy, for example, known to be 

strongly associated with femaie abuse in many modem traditional societies (Ember and 

Ember 1997; Levinson 1989), was present in this culture. In addition, the lack of injuries 

consistent with warfare among males at this site and among neighbouring sites argues 

against collective violence, but abduction of young females nom neighbouring groups 

during raids may have occuned. Ethnohistoric documents recorded that raids 

accompanied by the abduction and torture, and subsequnit adoption of women into the 

perpetrator's group, was rampant at the Riviere au Vase site during the Late Woodiand 

period. However, the ethnohistonc record was silent on domestic abuse, although this 

may be a result of selective recording or indinerence on the part of the observers. 

3.3.1.5 Status 

Research that investigated interpersonai violence as a factor of social status reiied heavily 

on fiuierary anaiysis to determine the relative status of the individuals. Lahren and 

Benyman (1984) examined fkacture patterns to determine activity variations between 

high and low stahis individuals fiorn a non-fortined Mississippian site at Chucalissa 

(1000-1600 AD). High status rudes presented significantiy more bctures than their 

Iower status brothers. Parry and skull hctures assigned to aggression, in addition to 

multiple injuries, were most fiequent arnong the high status males. Powe11(1988,144- 

146) studied the skeletal remains nom Mississippian Moundville to determine differences 

in health and disease according to status. The Moundville elite maies had the fewest 

fhctures in contrast to the elite Mississippian males h m  Chucalissa (Lahren and 

Berryman 1984) and Etowah (Blakely 1980) who had higher rates of heaied bctures 

than the nonelites. Success at warfare enhanced male stahis, which was disthguished in 

the Mississippian buid  practices by restncted burial locations and high status goods. 

Poweii (1988) attnbuted the absence of hctures at Moundviiîe to the lack of high status 

males in the sample, accompanied by poor preservation; the absence of trauma among 

elite females was d t e d  to their Iack of involvement in strenuous or hazardous 

activities. 
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Smith (1996b; 1998) relied on buriai analysis as a means of assigning status to detennine 

a high status w d o r  class of males among 97 Late Bronze Age Athenians. Three high 

datus males exhibited long bone or skull trauma, with one injury the r e d t  of a bladed 

weapon. Smith suggested that aithough the low prevalence of trauma rehited a high status 

warrior class, warriors that were k i k i  in battîe may have been bwied where they were 

slaïn, rather than transportcd back home. 

It is reasonable to presume that individuals d e d  to be of slave status would bear 

greater arnounts of injuries than their unbonded neighbours, but this was not the case 

among a small urban New Orleans sample of European and Afhamerican adults (ca 

17204810 AD) (ûwsley et ai. 1987), where few injuries existed The investigaton noted 

that there was a distinct difference in lifestyle for the urban and rurai slave that may 

explain the Iack of trauma among the domestic city slaves. The urban slaves led 

cornfortable lives as domestic servants or became skilled tradesmen, whereas their niral 

counterparts rnay have experienced more injuries nom heavy f m  labour or abuse. 

3.3.2 Nonintentional injury 

In clinical practise, specinc injuries to the forearm (Colles' hcture, Smith's fracture, 

isolated radial hctures, and oblique shaft injuries) are reliable indicaton of a fall 

(Rogers 1992). while other lesions are ambiguous in aetiology and strongly mediated by 

the environment (Ortner and Putschar 198l,73). Lovejoy and Heiple (198 1). for 

example, accredited traumatic lesions (3% of dl long bones observed) observed among 

the Late Woodland Libben people to accident kom d d y  hazards on the basis of the high 

prevalence of clavicular injuries (5.8%), Colles' fractures (not specificaliy stated, but at 

most 3.5%), and low prevalence of skull injury (0.2%). During the 1st two decades, 

some researchers adhered to the Libben exampIe and assessed the nahiral environment, as 

weli as the specinc challenges of daily living that may have predisposed the society in 

question to accident At medievai Kuiubnarti in Nubia, the long bone fiacture frequency 

(3.7%) and the presence of oniy one questionable skull hcture were andogous to the 

results fhm the Libben sample (Kilgore et al. 1997) and the high prevaience of CoLIes' 

(5%) and paired forearm (3.7%) hctures were Iikely due to mishaps on ~ulubnarti~s 
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roc& tePain or f d s  h m  ladder access to the mergent two-story houses. The lack of 

SM trauma at Kuiubnarti and Libben supported Smith's (1996a) premise that the 

absence of cranid trauma was a poor indicator of interpersonal violence. Alvnis (1996; 

1999) studied ad& fkom Semna South, another Nubian site neighborrring Kulubnarti 

and fond that forearms bore the bnmt of postcranial injuries. Alvnis' detailed description 

reveded that nearly halfof the injuries displayed lesions characteristic of a clinicd parry 

hctute, whiie the 0th- were possiily the outcomes of fds on the treacherous terrain; 

close interaction with animals, especially as  horses and the cattledriven water wheel had 

been introduced; and wrestling, a favomite sport among the aucient Nubians. A desert 

enwonment and rocky terrain were also proposed by Webb (1995) as the agent for 

broken legs (45% of the total hctured bones) among prehistoric Australian desert 

dweliers. As opposed to other areas of Australia this high prevalence of leg injuies 

reflected the distances travelled in search of food, water, and camp sites, as well as 

hunting activities, which in Australia involve climbing over rocky terrain and nuining 

over open plains and savannah. 

Judd and Roberts (1999) examined the long bone hctures f?om two rurai medieval 

British sites and compared the results to similarly recorded urban British samples dated to 

the medieval period. Using modem rurai societies as a modes, they discovered that the 

ancient nual samples studied had a higher prevalence of trauma than their uban 

neighbours, just as in modem societies (e.g., BjBmstig et al. 1991; Boyle et al. 1997; 

Brison and Pickett 1992; Pratt et al. 1992). The rural way of Me, specificdly, the close 

proximity of aaimals, farming chores, and ploughed fields has been suggested as a 

c o n m i o r  to injury in other regions as well, for example, Nubia (Alvrus 1999; Judd 

1999). Romano-Bntain (Moileson 1992). and Upper Canada (Jimenez 199 1; 1994). 

3.4 Sumey of paiaeotrauma in the ancient Nubian vicinity 

The oldest Nubian cemetery (ca 12,500-9000 BC), as well as some of the earliest 

evidence for collective vioknce, was fomd at Site 117 in Sahaba, 3.0 Imi north of Wadi 

Halfa (Anderson 1968). Over 1 10 Stone points or barbs penetrated the vertebrae, 

thoraxes, arms, and skulls of24 out of59 (40.7%) duits and chikiren, white the b&al 
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fïiis produced a mer 73 Ioose lithic points; cutmarks were observed on the bones of 

eight individuals (Anderson 1968; Wcndorf 1968). Most of the nodethal injuries were 

typical of those achieved h m  fds ,  ahhough the six ulna lesions were located on the 

distd or midshaf€ sections of the bone; however, no cranid trauma was obsenred. 

Podzorski's (1990) reanalysis of the bones h m  853 individuafs recovered h m  the 

Predynhc cemetery (N 7000) at Naga-ed-Dêr in Middle Egypt, combined with archival 

field notes and photographs~ documented 14 cases of long bone hcture, and of these, 

seven ulnar lesions were attriiuted to nonlethal violence based on their distal shaft 

location. Ody two males bore nonlethai SU injuries, which were not accompanied by 

other injuries. One lesion penetrated the left parietal, while the second injury shattered 

the leh zygomatic, an injury strongly associated with interpersonal violence in the 

clinicai setting. Podzorski (1990) did not associate these injuries with collective violence. 

Smith and Wood-Jones (1910) recorded 160 injuries'* h m  theù diverse sample of 5000 

to 6000 people h m  Lower Nubia that spanned h m  the Predynastic (4000 BC) to 

Christian (1450 AD) periods. They explainecl that the low prevalence of foot hctures 

was due to the lack of footwear, curbs, steps. and stairways, which predisposed modem 

popdations to slips and fds; likewise, the low prevdence of hand injuries was ascribed 

to a lack of machinery and industry (Smith and Wood-Jones 1910,296-298). Biga and 

Hesa were two cemeteries situated on islands composed of rocky granite boulders, a 

notorious feature of the Bu& el flaar region. Smith and Wood-Jones (1 9 10,322) 

proposed that this treacherous Iandscape may have presented obstacles to the residents 

and pndisposed them to fernord and lower leg hctures. They speculated that a blow 

with a staff or naboot" produced the single ulna injuries, particdarly among fernales. 

This oft-cited study, which branded the ancient Nubians as vicious woman-batterers, 

- - 

9 The human r& wcre excavaicd h m  1901-1904, and dthoagh cxtcnsiyely studied, no comprehensive 
investigation was m t d ~ e n  befott mach of the physid coiiection was destroycd due to a kick of space, 
which ncctssioitcd tht use of archival data for the most ment skeletd ami@ (Podzorski f 990, I, 9-13). 
'O Maay of the mmes w m  classed by anatomid region, such as the fommn, band, riis, spme, and leg, 
" Smith and Wood-Jones (1910,297) dcscribcd îhe naboot as follows: "For di ordmary purposes of 
offace and def-ort of those of a c t d  wa&e+he Nubian and Egyptian native is m îhe habit of 
using a stout staffdtd the naboot and m dodc affiiirs it îs apt to be the nnat appeai of autbority.. , but 
the naboot has a much *der muge of utjIity than the use Ïn thse ordered bouts of fencing, and the women 
in these ancicnt buriais show a high proportion of hctmtd forcarms." 
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exemplineci the need for a comprehensive method of trauma analysis to determine a 

trauma fiequency that represmted al l  obsenred bones, and prompted fùture investigators 

to address the issue, for example, Lovejoy and Heiple (1981). 

The rocky Bah el Hajar region of the Nile River's Second Cataract was also Unplicated 

as a fracture risk by Kilgore et aL (1997) who expanded on Burreli et d.'s (1986) eariier 

investigation of people fiom medieval Christian Kuiubnarti (CL 550-1 500 AD), and by 

Alvrus (1999), who observed individuals h m  Semna South where the burials were 

predominantly dated to the Meroitic period (ca 300 BC-350 AD)." Disparity existed in 

the fracture distrîîution among these neighbouring sites. At Kulubnarti, only one 

disputable skull lesion was observed, whiie the forearm expenenced nearly 75% of al1 

injuries (Kilgore et al. 1997). On the contrary, the Meroitic people of Semna South 

sustained 53.9% of 117 f'ractures to the skull and 22% to the forearm. Alvms (1999) 

accredited the high prevalence of skuU trauma affecting 17.9% of her sample to an era of 

unrest during the Meroitic period. The long bone hcture rate h m  Semna South was 

8.9%, but at Kulubnarti it was dramaticaliy higher (32.9%) (EIgore et al. 1997). 

Filer's (1998) study of 42 Chnstians fiom medieval Soba, situated near the southerly 

plains of the Sixth Cataract, found no evidence of hcture. This maintained Bumll et al's 

(1986) and Kilgore et al!s (1997) conclusion that the Christian period was peacefid in 

contrast to the troubled e a r k  eras and that the rocky terrain of Batn el Hajar 

predisposed its inhabitants to falls. Conversely, Amelagos' (1969) analysis of skeletal 

rernains &om the Wadi Halfa region., located on a f d l e  plain north of Butn el tlojr, 

revealed the âequency of cranial trauma to be similar between the Meroitic (14.2%) and 

Christian (13.4%) periods, while postcraniai trauma increased in fiequency h m  5.6% to 

1 1.3%. 

In her study of 309 s M s  fiom Nubia's earliest city at Kama (1750-1500 BC), Filer 

(1992) f o n d  a preponderance of depressed cranial lesions among the 1 1% injuced, and of 

" Fi-four buriais w m  dMcd to the Baflana Period (ea 350-550 AD) and 18 b d  derived h m  a 
Chnstiaa context (a. 550-1400 AD). 
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those injured, 44.1% were femaie. Filer (1992) obsenred one possible nasal hcture and 

one mandibuiar h t u r e  and interpreted al l  of the lesions as the resuit of intragroup 

squabbling. Injuries to the face were negligible in cornparison to those of the vault for 

both Kerma and Semna South. Ody one mandiiular hcture was noted at Semna South, 

but 10 of 72 (13.9%) nasd bones observed were fiactured, which contributed to 8.5% of 

aiI fractures (Aivrus 1999). Depressed lesions on Nubian and Egyptian skuIIs 

have been credited to blows h m  fists or blunt objects, such as  maceheads or s h g  Stones 

(e.g., Courville 1949; Gurdjian 1973,ll; Nielsen 1970; Smith and Wood-Jones 19 1 O, 

38). 

Dkc t  evidence of collective violence is not unlaiown for Upper Nubia, but most injuries 

reported were due to accidental or nonlethai interpersonai violence. Environmental 

factors, such as a rocky Iandscape and riverine location, placed the inhabitants at an 

increased risk of fall-related injuries, with hctured forearms often the result, while the 

lower leg was seldom affected. The distribution of SM lesions ùidicated that the vault 

was a favoured target as opposed to the facial area, dthough females from Semna South 

displayed a higher fkequency of cranio faciai trauma Much variation existed between the 

locales and temporal periods, and, as yet, no clear pattern of injury has been ascertained. 

3.5 Summary 

Clinicai and nonhuman primate research function as viable rnodels from which to assess 

pdaeotrauma and the results can be assimiIated to fom an injury profile for the ancient 

sample to be interpreted within the cultural, historical, and environmentai context. Past 

paiaeotrauma research has examined ancient warfare, statu, domestic violence, 

occupation, sports, and residence both diachmnically and synchnicaiiy, but many 

geotemporaî and topicd voids, begging for investigation, continue to exist. 
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Table 3.1 : Trauma mechanisms in deveiopine countries 

'citation 
Crandon et al. 1994 
DeSouza 1968 
Ebong 1978 
Matthew et al. 1996 

Mock et ai. 1995 
Odero and Kibosia 1995 
Watters et al, 1996 

Country Economy Faiis Assault 
Jamaica regional 11 52 
Uganda regional 19 35 
Nigeria urban 59 1 
Papua nurtl 28 56 
New Guinea 
Ghana nual 12 5 
Kenya urban 17 40 
Papua regionai 44 38 
New Guinea 

MVA = Motor Vehicle Accident 

MVA Burns 
20 7 
27 9 
29 
14 

29 16 
18 3 



CHAPTER4 

Cornparison of recording methods of long bone trauma 

"Missing parts bedevil the palaeopathologistk Wen (Waldron 1994,58). 

4.1 Iirtroduction 

Long bones, comrnonly used for the systematic analysis of palaeotrauma, reveal aspects 

of environmental, socioculturaI or occupational hazards in which ancient people lived 

(e.g., Brothwell and Browne 1994; Grauer and Roberts 1996; Judd and Roberts 1998; 

1999; Jurmain 1991; Kilgore et al. 1997; Lovejoy and Heiple 1981; Neves et al. 1999), 

while exclusive studies of skull hcture evaluate violence within the community (e.g., 

Filer 1992; J m a i n  and Bellifernine 1997; Owsley 1994; Walker 1989; Walker 1997; 

Wilkinson 1997; Willcinson and Wagenen 1993). The trauma profile created by these two 

methods of investigation perrnits researchers to assess the prevaience of ûauma within 

and among cultures; however, a host of problems beset methods of trauma recording 

although numerous recornmendations have been made. These proposais highlighted 

trauma classification (e-g., hcture, dislocation, soft tissue trauma, and surgical 

procedures, such as trephination and amputation), fiacture typology (e.g., complete, 

oblique, and cornminuted), and memernents of bone displacement (e.g., aligment and 

apposition) (e.g., Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; LoveIl 1997; Merbs 1989; Ortner and 

Putschar 198 1; Roberts 199 1; Steinbeck 1976; Thillaud 1996). These lesion descriptors 

are well mderstood, but a pmnnial issue with hchire recording is the integrity of the 

bone due to differe~ltial presewation-how much of a bone is required to include it in the 

sample under observation? 

Différentia1 bone preservation is indeed a confounding issue in archaeologicai skeletai 

analysis and although various protocols exist for reporthg palaeotrauma, investigators 

modify these methods to suit thei. research problem. WhiIe necessary, this may create 

resuits that are incomparable to other data and in times of global repatriation of skeletal 

collections the Iinciiry of fiture primary data gathering is not always feasiile. An 

additional factor to consider in bioarchaeological recording design is the accordance with 

clinicai methods. Bioarchaeology increasingly relies on medicd studies to aid 
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palaeotrauma intqretation; it follows that a clinically based method of recording is 

desirable. BioarchaeoIogists need not "reinvent the wheel," but must attempt to make 

their recordhg techiques more cornpliant. A flexible recording system that allows for 

maximum extraction of data is essentiai, while sùndtaneously behg efficient for use 

when t h e  is critical. This investigation compared various palaeotrauma recording 

methods by using the long bones of one skeletai sample only as an example to determine 

if there rediy was a sipnincant difference among the results obtained. A biocuihual 

interpretation was not the desired outcome for this particular investigation, but the r d t s  

wiH be integrated with the trauma patterns observed in the foIiowing chapter. 

4.1.1 Revfew of trauma recording protocols that address the preservation problem 

Lovejoy and Heiple's (1981) analysis of the Late Woodland skeletal sample fiom the 

Libben site in Ohio was a pivotai point in human palaeotrauma recording that addressed 

skeletd completeness in archaeological collections and examined human palaeotrauma as 

a viable research ana Not only was thae a problem of the skeletons lacking some 

osseous elements, but also the bones present were not always cornplete. They remedied 

this situation by including only "complete" bones in their sample and excluded 

incomplete bones with hctures. They expressed the hcture fiequency for each bone 

element (eg., ulna, faut,, etc.) as a percentage of the proportion of traumatised bones 

per total number of bones observed. This method of repmenting hcture fiequency is 

analogous to the "tooth count" method used in dental disease d y s i s  to estabüsh the 

fiequency of disease for each tooth type and to account for variable preservation (Lukacs 

1989, see discussion of three methods of data presentation p. 271-273). Perhaps the %one 

count' may be an appropriate term for this recording method that can be applied to most 

palaeopathological Iesions. The fauit of this method is that it overlooks hctures that may 

occur on the hgmentary bones. Bennike (1985,56-59) attempted to circurnvent this 

problem by listing the number of hchued hgments observed, but did not provide a 

description or include them in her calculations. 

The degree of compIeteness of the bone is recognîsed as a probIem and several 

researchm have subjectively estimateci the wholeness of the bone. For example, long 
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bone preservation has bem scored as a percentage of the complete bone, as minimdy 

damaged, or not scored at all. Other raearchers are very explicit. White (1992,109) 

encountered a culhirally manufactureci hgmentary collection of bones in his 

investigation of cmcbaiism in the American Southwest. White's objective was to 

determine the sequence of pnicessing and ths he was required to work backward, 

consequently establishing a systematic method of recordhg differential preservation. In 

this comprehensive analysis of differential preservation in human bone White bonowed 

heavily h m  zooarchaeology to devise a recording system compatiible for hgmentary 

remains. He separated the long bone into three segments (proximal and distd portions 

each exhibithg some part of the articular d a c e  or epiphyseal plate and the shaft) that 

generated three additional combinations of elements: proximal or distal portion with 50% 

of the shaft present, and complete, which consisted of 50% or more of the three segments 

(White 1992, 132). White reiterated the importance of reporthg the number of specimens 

that displayed the attnbute under investigation (in his case, cutmarks) to the number of 

specimens capable of exhibithg the attribute and labelled the result as the "real 

incidence."' White ( 1992,295) proposed that data be presented as an MSP (number of 

identified species) of the elements present @one count), the MNI (minimum number of 

Uidividuals), and a Sunrival value for an element or element portion (number of affected 

elements observed per number of elements expected). 

Melbye and Fairgrieve (1994) faced a similar challenge when they examined the 

scattered and butchered remains of a small sample nom Saunaktuk in the Canadian 

Northwest Territones. To quanti@ lesîons per kgment type was not reiiable as the 

fkequency would Vary with the number of Eragments. Like White, they sorted hgments 

by elemaits and attempted to reconstnict complete bones, which proved to be 

unsuccessful. They mapped "neighbourhood areas" of trauma clusters onto a linc drawing 

of each elexnent to permit an examination of the role of the muscle attachent in relation 

to the cut or prefened areas of mutilation. Trauma was expressed as the occurrence of 

trauma per identifiable element 

' Waidron (1994,434) diseussed the use of the tenu mcidmce and prevalaice. 
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Robb (1997) also endorsed the need for data that pecmitted comparison among 

populations in various geographic and temporal contexts. He followed the detailed 

skeletal inventory recordhg method recommended by the Palaeopathology Association 

(Rose et al. 1991). but divided the shaft into three segments as suggested by Buikstra and 

Ubeliker (1994,7-8)-therefore, each long bone consisted of five segments 

(ProximaVmedial, middle, and distaMateral shafts, proximahedial and distaMateral 

epiphyses) in the initial inventory. Although Buikstra and Ubelaker suggested 75% of the 

bone be present for inclusion, Robb obsewed segments for trauma if more than 50% of 

the segment was present. Robb (1997,132) excluded the epiphyses fiom his count of 

segments available for observation under the assumption that the ". . .majority of trauma 

occurs on the diaphysis.. .," but incorporated the epiphysed segments into the total 

hctured segment count, which distorted his fiequency of trauma The exclusion of the 

epiphyses totally neglects the more subtle depression fiachires associated with the 

articular surfaces, avulsion lesions, and dislocations and thus, his calculated results are 

incomparable for investigations that require al1 segmental data; the raw data, however, 

were included and aU segments can be reassessed as necessary. 

Walker (1997) developed a method to account for partial rernains of the craniai vault by 

recording fkagmentary bones as partial individuals. Therefore, an individual with ody 

one half of the cranid vault present contxiiuted 0.5 to the sample of cranial vaults 

available for observation, whiie an individuai with an undamaged cranial vault counted as 

1 .O toward the total number of cranid vaults available for observation. The surn of these 

scores was the "effective number of individuals" and the f'racture fiequency for the 

craniai vault was calculated as the percentage of hctures per effective number of 

individuals. This recordhg method was recently applied to a long bone hcture anaiysis 

by Alms (1999), who caiculated the effective number of Ïndividuals as the product of 

the total nrnnber of elements observed that were 75% or more complete and the average 

completeness of elernent mder observation. 

The above rwiew surveyed various palaeotrauma rewrding strategies in use for long 

bones, but a comparîson of these methods has yet to be undertaken to ascertain if and to 
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what extent variation &sts among the final results. This investigation undertook this 

task. 

4 3  MateriaIs and methods 

4.2.1 The skeletai materiai and archaeologicai context 

The skeletai material studied in this investigation was excavated nom two neighbouring 

rurai cemeteries (P37 and 016) in Upper Nubia that were dated to the Kcmia Ancien 

(2500-2050 BC) and Moyen (2050-1750 BC) priods? The cemeteries were situated 

dong the Nile River, near the modem Sudanese town of Dongola, about 70 Imi upriver 

fkom the ancient type-site of Kerma (Figtm 4.1). The skeletal sample consisted of 55 

adults-28 males and 27 fernales. Dimorphic variations of the innominate and the s k d  

as summarised by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) were observed to determine the sex of 

each individual. Measurements of the femoral, radial, and humeral heads, as well as the 

bicondylar width of the femur complemented the obsenrations. Age at death was 

determined by degenerative changes to the pubis, auriculat d a c e  of the innominate, and 

sternai n i  end (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). 

4.2.2 Methods 

4.2.2.1 EIements examined 

For each individual al1 major long bone elements (clavicle, humerus, ulna, radius, femur, 

tibia, and fibula) were observed macroscopically for heded or healing antemortem 

fiachires and treated individuaily. The clavicle occasionaUy is neglected in long bone 

anaiysis, although anatomically it is classed as a long bone (Gray 1974,33). Some 

investigators, for example Smith and Wood-Jones (1910), combined the two bones of the 

forearm or Iower limb into one unit, but this does not aiiow for an accurate cornparison 

for specinc bone injuries and limits the comparability of the sarnple, although it is 

desirable for interpreting the injury mechanism (lumain 1999,214-222; LoveLi 1997). 

2 The skeIetal remafns were excavated by the author, local Sudanese workers fiom the Dongola vicinity, 
and fellow membets of the Sudm Archacologid bearch  Society's Nortbern Dongola Reach S w e y  
(NDRS) team h m  1994-97 tmder tht dirrction of Dr. Dcnk Welsby (1996; 1997) of the British Museum's 
Department of Egyptian Antiquities. 



4.23.2 Determinition of long bone segments 

Buiksûa and Ubelakex (1994,7-8) published tecornmendations for standardised skeletd 

data collection to faciltate compatability and to extract the mstlcimum amount of data 

h m  the material studied- They proposed that long bone shafts be divided into proximaI, 

middIe, and distal thiTds, while the epiphyses be recorded separately. Each segment was 

scored complete ifmore than 75% of the segment was present. Traumatic lesions were 

recorded by bone and section (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Attachment 25). This "5- 

segment rnethod" accords with the clinical system of reporthg hcture injury location 

(e-g., Gustilo 1991; MIUler et al. 1990). For ease in documentation the lateral segments of 

the clavicle were classed as "distal" or "distd interarticular" and the medid portions as 

"proximal" or "proximal interarticula.." The segment was not necessarily intact, but may 

have consisted of pieces that codd be conjoined to form at least 75% of the segment. 

One obstacle persists-how is each segment consistentiy determined? It is comforting for 

bioarchaeologists to know that this dilemma plagues clinical recording where segments 

are often arbiûarily detnmined as well (e.g., Schultz 1990). Both proximal and distal 

articular portions encompass the metaphyses and epiphyses of the bone, but there is no 

standard landmark that determines where the metaphysis ends and the shaft begins 

(MIUler et al. 1990,lO). Mtlller and colleagues (1990,lO) proposed that the "system of 

squares" be utilised where the proximal and distal interarticular segments composed of 

the epiphyses and metaphyses are delimited by a square whose sides are the same length 

as the widest part of the epiphysis in question (Figure 4.2). 

Once these end segments are determined, the shaft of the complete bone can be evedy 

subdivided into proximal, midde, and distal thirds, except for the proximd intdcular  

femin, which is defined by a horizontal h e  that tmverses the infierior edge of the lesser 

trochanter. Their cdculations for the foreann and lower leg interarticuiar segments were 

determined with both bones articulated, which is not always practical for archaeologkai 

material. To compensate for this, I proposed that the length of the square be increased to 

twice the width for the ulna and nbnla interarticular segments. While this is practicai for 

undamagecl bones, incomplete bones pose a problen and their segments must be 
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compared to an entire bone of M a r  robusticity to identify the size of the segment 

pment. 

4.2.23 Inclusion o f  the long boue segment 

Once the segment's position was identifie& the segment was assessed to determine if an 

adequate amount of bone was present from which to observe lesions and was 

subsequmtly recorded as present or absent. In his analysis of hgmentary commingled 

bones, White (1992) considered a segment represcnted by 50% or more of its bone to be 

cornplete; Robb (1997) foIlowed this recommendation in his analysis. The 

Palaeopathology Association (Rose et al. 1991) proposed that only one-third of a segment 

need be present for indusion, while Buikstra and Ubelaket (1994,8) advocated that a 

majority (Le*, 75%) of each segment be accounted for. A conservative approach was 

taken in my andysis and the threshold chosen was 75% presence for each segment. It 

may be argued that if al i  five segments for each bone element, for example, an ulna, were 

represented by exactly 75% of their area, in reality only 75% of the uina would be 

available to examine* What really is being investigated here, however, is the visibility 

potential of the fracture in the bone recovered and 75% of a segment should reveai some 

evidence of a complete hcture, if present. The determination of 75% of each segment is 

judgrnental and relies on cornparison to a complete segment of simiiar form. 

4.2.2.4 Determination of healed hcture presence 

Various researchers summarised the accepted characteristics of healed long bone 

fractures as follows (e-g., Jma in  199 1; Kilgore et al. 1997; Smith 1996): 

1. visible caiius formation, 

2, anguiar defomity of bone; no callus observed, but a fhcture line may be visible on x- 

raY7 

3. nonunion of h d e d  bon+hctured ends are sealed and biunted. 

The appearance of any of these injuries was noted as a heaied fiachne, whiie breaks that 

showed no indication of heaIing were excluded h m  the sample. The information 

retrieved for each injury coIlSisted of the sex of the individuai, bone element, side, and 



segment location only, as this was an andysis in recording under the constraint of 

differential preservation rather than a biocultural interpretation of fkacture patterning. 

4.2.2.5 Recording methods 

The recorâing methods that were compared in this study are summarised in Table 4.1 and 

each method (1-4) consisted of two variations, "a1' and I'b," with the I'b" methods adding 

partial ftacmed bones to the complete bone corpus of the "a" rnethods. The following 

relationships wae calculated for each method: 

1. bone count (number of lesions observed per total number of bones available), 

2. individual mean trauma count (number of hctures observed per number of individuals 

in sample), 

3. mean multiple injury (number of hctures per number of injured individuals), 

4. individual count (numba of individuals with one or more injuries per nurnber of 

individuds in sample). 

The "segment count" method examined al1 segments deemed recordable by 75% or more 

bone present. In conhast to bone count methods, a tally was made of each segment type 

for the bone elements and the number of hctures observed stated. The "segment countl 

fiequency (White's "reai prevalence") was calculated: 

segment count = seaments with hctures X 100% 
fiequency segments observed 

4.2.2.6 Presewation and analysis 

The amount of bone available for observation (sumival index) can be assessed using the 

following formuia: 

survivai index = number of segments observed 

Chi-square tests were perfonned to determine if a statisticdy sigoincant clifference was 

present in fiachire fkquencies among segments, bona, and between the sexes; the Yate's 

correction for contmuity (z2) was used if the values for any cell were Iess than 5. The 



level of signincaace chosen was .O5 and degrees of fkeedom (df) was "1" d e s s  

otherwise indicated. 

4.3 ResnIts 

4.3J Bone connt 

The hcture prevalences for the recording systems that employed variations of the "bone 

count" method are shown in Table 4.2 and varied inversely as more long bones were 

added to the sample for both "a1' and "bl' methods. However, the addition of hctured 

bone segments to the "a1' methods (Le., the "b" methods) produced an increase in h c t w e  

fiequency in cornparison to the "at' rnethods, for each of the four methods. Table 4.3 

displays a ma& of p-values calculated h m  chi-square analyses between the methods 

when the total hcture prevalences were compared. There were no significant differences 

between any of the four "a1' methods, nor were there significant differences between the 

"a" and "b" methods for each of the four methods tested. Methods " 1 b" and "2b," 

however, exhibited statistically significant differences when compared to some of the 

other recording schemes. 

4.3.2 Individual count 

Table 4.4 summarises the mean number of frachues observed per individual, the mean 

multiple injury score, and the individual count of injured people. In this sample, the mean 

number of hctures per person ranged h m  0.4 when bones with aU five segments 

present were observed to 0.5 when alI hctures were included, which was not 

signifïcantly Merent. The mean multiple injury score or number of hctures per injured 

penon spanned fkorn 1.7 where the "b" recordhg methods were employed to 1.9 when 

the "3a1' and "4a" methods were used; the Iowest possible score, "1," wouid denote that 

each injured person SuSfained one lesion ody. The "individual connt" method expresses 

the percentage of affiïcted individuals within the sample. Individuals that met with one or 

more injuries ranged k m  21.8% of the sampIe when the bones with five segments 

present were evduated to 30.9% when aii  hctures were reported, which was not 

sipnincant (p = 1.17, p = 0.279). The inc1USIon of these three interpretative 6equencies 

provides an accurate summary of injmy for the sample; for example, with Method "2a" 
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an average of 0.4 injuries per individual was obsenreâ, but when only the injured 

individuals were included 21.8% of the group bore 1.8 lesions each. 

4.33 Segment count 

The fifth method of recording injury included aIi segments 375% or more of the bone 

was present. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 tally the hcture prevalence for males and females 

respectively; a chi-square analysis found no s i w c a n t  dEerence in the presence of 

lesions between the sexes (X2 = 2.23, p = 0.135). A chi-square andysis between the 

hcture distribution among the five locations reveded that a level of signincant 

d i f f i c e  was approached among males (X,' = 9.29, p = 0.053, df = 4). and existed 

among females (X,' = 22.26, p < 0.000, df = 4). When the segments for both sexes were 

pooled, 28 fhctured segments were observed among 2652 total segments and the 

"segment count" fkquency of fractures among the total observed bones was cdculated to 

be 1.1%. 

A hcture pattern was common to both sexes-the distal shaft was the most frequently 

injured location, while the f o r e m  and foreleg were the most commody injured boaes. 

The forearrn injuries occurred on the rniddle and distd shafts in al1 cases. Lower leg 

injuries presented a unique pattern: the tibial hctures were located on the proximal and 

distal articular surfaces, while fibular hctures were observed on the shaft only. Neither 

sex sustained hctures on the more proximaüy Iocated humerus and femur. 

4.3.4 Presewation 

The percentage of presemd bone (White's sunrival rate) for the entire sample was 68.9% 

(2652 segments recovered per 3850 segments expected)? For the 28 males, 77.9% (1526 

recovered segments pa 1960 expected segments) of the expected long bones survive4 

while the amount of femde Iong bones preserved-59.6% (1 126 recovered segments per 

1 890 expected segments)-was significanty less k2 = 150.01, p eO.000). These fesults 

c m  be expressed as an mdex of preservation that desmies the proportion of surviving 

55 mdividuals X 14 Iong bones each X 5 segments = 3850 expected segments. 
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female bones to those of the males, or vice versa. In this sample, the sex diffientid 

preservation index would be 0.77 (0.596/0.779) or 76.5%. There was no significant 

différence between the sexes in the proportions of left and nght bone segments available 

for observation (x2 = 0.25, p = 0.6 15). When bone preservation between the sides was 

considcrcd within each sex cohort, however, a significant ciifference was noted for both 

maies (f = 1 1.38, p =0.007) and fernales (x2 = 10.16, p = 0.00 l), which favomed the 

preservation of the right side as opposed to the left side. 

4.4 Discussion 

Al1 of the bone count recording rnethods assessed in this comparative analysis have 

distinct advantages and disadvantages, which are nunmarised for the "a" methods, as 

well as the "segment count" method in Table 4.7. The "b" methods retain the advantages 

and disadvantages of the "a" methods, but report al1 available hcture data. Therefore, the 

"bu methods make some dlowances for differentid preservation and raise the hcture 

fkequency from the "at1 method. The hcture fkequency, however, wiIl Likely demase as 

more hgmentary untraumatised long bones are hcluded in the observable sample. 

Noticeable différences were observed between ai l  of the bone count methods, and 

dthough only four cornparisons were significantly different, this emphasises that 

variation will exist between recording methods. However, if only complete undamaged 

bones were included in the fkacture evaluation for this sample, six out of 28 (21%) of the 

bctures would be excluded, which may a e c t  the interpretation of the hcture pattern. 

In this analysis, five of the partialiy complete bones excluded h m  Method " laf1 present 

accident-associated hctures; by their exclusion the prevalence of violence-related 

injuries becornes more prominent. Likewise, diffemces in h c t m  fiequency existed 

arnong the individual cottnts, which were not signincant within the sample, but may 

a f k t  camparisons with other sarnples. 

Few meanin@ resuIts existed at the populational level when other hquencies were 

compared. The mean number of fktures, for example, distriiutes the prevalence of 

injury over the entire poptdation and aiiows the investigator to evaluate the trauma 

potentid of the entire group with that of another. Here, the mean number of hctures p a  
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person ranged fiom 0.4 for "compIete" bones to 0.5 when all fktured bones were 

included, and therefore, each individual had less than one hcture in ali cases. Likewise, 

in terms of real injury, the mean multiple injury score, which may be an indicator of 

interpersonal violence or a particularly hazardous environment if hi& was the same for 

di methods used-each injured person contracteci l e s  than two fiachues on average. 

The "segment count" method does not enhance hcture recording more than any of the 

"b" methods. However, it provides a quick means of assessing the amount of preserved 

bone available for any pdaeopathologicai analysis. in this case, for example, less femaie 

bone was available for analysis than male bone, and therefore, the number of hctures 

discovered amoag females may be rnisrepresented in cornparison to the male sample. 

Besides presemation between the sexes, preservation between the sides can dso be 

evaluated, which is particularly usefil information for handedness, bone geometry, and 

other activity-related studies. A second advantage of the "segment countw method is that 

it presents a locational distriiution of injury, which provides an overview of the types of 

injury to expect. In this case for example, hctures located on the distal long bone, with 

the exception of the ulna, are fkquentiy associated with indirect forces, while injuries to 

the articular surfaces are often associated with direct impaction forces (Adams and 

Harnblen 1992; Rogers 1992). Distd ulna injuries are most offen the result of a direct 

force (Rogers 1992,8 16,828; Schultz 1990,265) and may alert the investigator to look 

for other sigm of intentional trauma Because the distribution of the fî-acture location is 

similar for both sexes, a hypothesis that there is no clifference in the injury patterns and 

mechanisrns between the sexes could be tested. 

The fhcture statistics and statistical relationship between methods will Vary should this 

analysis be reproduced with other skeletal samples, but signincant ciifferences may exïst 

if the collection is severely damaged due to environmental or cultural vectors. The choice 

of recorduig method, therefore, shouid be dependent primarily upon the overd integrity 

of the preserved bone, for example, a sample consishg of poorly preserved long bones 

wodd be most acctxately analysed by the "4b" or "segment coimt" method On the 

contrary, if aSi elernents are undamaged the bones can quickly be scored using the "la" 
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method and division of the bone into segments is unnecessary except for determinhg the 

location of the fÏacture among the hctrired bones. 

Lovejoy and Heiple's (198 1) implementation of the %one count" method revolutionised 

paiaeotrauma recording and interpretation, but as they neglected the hgmenttary remains 

potential data may have been lost? The "segment cotuît" methoci, facilitated by Buikstra 

and Ubelaker's (1994) suggestions for Iong bone skeletal inventory and 

palaeopathological recording, should be reflected in the anaiysis and presentation of 

palaeoûauma data at the populational level, as it accounts for the majonty of preserved 

bone that is fiequently damaged in archaeological contexts and provides a quantifiable 

assessrnent of the arnount of bone that was available for andysis. Nevertheless, it is the 

"bone count" and "individual coud' trauma fkequencies that are fundamental for 

sociocultural interpretation and render the sample comparable to other findings. 

Depending on the method of analysis selected, an inventory of hctured bones that were 

exduded fiom the andysis is essential, as it reports al1 available data; in doing so, other 

investigators have the option of including hgmentary bones in theV analysis (see 

Bennike 1985, Table 8). 

4.5 Conclusions 

This investigation evaluated the Iong bone hcture fiequencies obtaincd by commoniy 

utilised methods of analyshg paiaeotrauma to mess whether meaningfbl differences in 

fracture fiequencies really existed when the skeletal sample was held constant. Some 

statistical variation among the r d t s  was observed, but they did not occur between the 

recording method proposed by Lovejoy and Heiple (record complete undamaged bones 

only) and any of the other methods that includeci partid bones in the inventory. However, 

if only complete bones were included in the ffacture evduation of this sample 21% of the 

injuries wouid be excluded. The omission of this &ta codd afféct the cornparisons of 

injuries between the sexes, the multiple trauma anaiysis, and the prevdence of accidental 

versus intentional injurÎes. The presewation maiysis of the segments indicates that 69% 

' The coiletion studied by Lovejoy and Hcipie (1981) has not ban examinai for exc1uded trauma data to 
the best of the author's knowiedgt. 
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of the expected bones are available for analysis, and therefore, some dowanct must be 

made for damage in the future hcture analysis of this collection, aithough it is also 

desired that aii  pathological data be examined. Method "3b" is preferred as it includes di 

fhcture data, yet aiiows for up to 20% of each bone to be damaged Method "4b" is an 

alternative; however, a greater element of uncertainty is introduced as up to 40% of the 

bone is pennitted to be absent. 
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Table 4.1 : Summarv of %one count" recordinrr methods 

bone 

Method 
1: Undamaged 

represented by 5 complete, 
undamageci segments; segments 
on which the lesion occumd 
were noted. 

a 
A taUy was made of di bones 

2: Minor 
damage, but a11 
5 segments 
present 

3: Some 

A tally was made of ail bones 
reprcsented by 5 segments that 
were 75% or more complete; 
segments on which the lesion 
occurred were noted. 
A t d y  was made of dl bones 

damage, aiIows 
for 1 segment 
to be absent 

represented by 4 or more 
segments that were 75% or more 
complete; segments on which 

4: Heavy 

AU damaged bones with 
hctures were added to the 
numbers of bones and hctures 
tailied in la 

the lesion occurred were noted. 
A tally was made of al1 bones 

damage, allows 
for 2 segments 
to be absent 

Traumatised bones with less 
than 5 segments that were 75% 
or more complete were added to 
the numbers of bones and 
fhctures tailied in 2a 

represented by 3 or more 
Segments that were 75% or 
more complete; segments on 
which the Iesion occurred 
were noteci, 

Traumatised bones with less 
than 4 segments that were 75% 
or more complete were added to 
the numbers of bones and 
hctures tallied in 3a. 
Traumatised bones with Iess 
than 3 segments that were 75% 
or more complete were added to 
the numbers and hctures tallied 
in 4a. 
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Table 4.2: Fracture ~revdence and hquencv for Iong bone count recording: methods 

Clavicle 1 1 1 56 1 1.8 
Humerus O 35 0.0 
Ulna 8 52 15.4 
Radius 5 47 10.6 
Femur O 35 0.0 
Tibia 6 34 17.7 
Fibula 2 41 4.9 
Total 22 300 7.3 

Method 3a 
- 

Element a N % 
Clavicle 2 66 3.0 

Femur O 77 0.0 
Tibia 7 71 9.9 

TotaI 124 1 480 1 5.0 

'Method Description: (la) long bones counted included ail bones represented by S 
complete undamaged segments; (Ib) included bones fkom (1 a) plus aU damaged hctured 
long bones; (2a) long bones counted included ail bones with 5 segments present that were 
at least 75% or more complete; (2b) included bones Eom (2a) plus ftactured Iong bones 
with 4 or fewer segments present that were at least 75% or more complete; (3a) included 
alI bones represented by 4 or more segments that were at least 75% or more complete; 
(3b) included bones h m  (3a) plus fractured long bones represented by less than 4 
segments that were at least 75% or more complete; (4a) included al1 long bones 
represented by 3 or more segments that were at lem 75% or more complete; (4b) 
included bones h m  (4a) plus traumatised Iong bones represented by less than 3 
segments. n = bctures observed; N = number of long bones observed; 

% = n/N X 100% (the hcture fiequency). 



Table 4.3: Maûix of D-values calculated between bone count methods for the total 
hcture fieauencies usinn chi-sauare analvsis 

'Method Description: (la) long bones counted included aii bones represented by 5 
complete undamaged segments; (lb) included bones h m  (la) plus aU damaged hcîwed 
Iong bones; (2a) long bones counted included al1 bones 6 t h  5 segments present that were 
at least 75% or more complete; (2b) hcluded bones nom (2a) plus f'ractured long bones 
with 4 or fewer segments present that were at least 75% or more complete; (3a) included 
al1 bones represented by 4 or more segments that were at least 75% or more complete; 
(3b) included bones h m  (3a) plus hctured long bones represented by less than 4 
segments that were at lest 75% or more complete; (4a) included alI Iong bones 
represented by 3 or more segments that were at least 75% or more complete; (4b) 
included bones nom (4a) plus traumatised long bones represented by less than 3 
segments.*significant at a4.05. 



Table 4-4: Frachue statistics calculated h m  individual counts for each recording method 

Fractures Individuaïs Individu& 
Observed 1 with lesions 1 Obsewed 

Individual 
Count 

(n'lL) % 
21.8 
3 0.9 
2 1-8 
3 0.9 
23 -6 
30-9 
25.5 
30.9 

'Method Description: (la) long bones counted included all bones represented by 5 
complete undamaged segments; (lb) included bones fiom (la) plus al1 damaged hctured 
long boues; (2a) long bones counted included aU bones with 5 segments present that were 
at lest 75% or more complete; (2b) included bones fiom (2a) plus frachued long bones 
with 4 or fewer segments present that were at least 75% or more complete; (3a) included 
al1 bones represented by 4 or more segments that were at least 75% or more complete; 
(3b) included bones fiom (3a) plus hctured long bones represented by less than 4 
segments that were at least 75% or more complete; (4a) included al1 long bones 
represented by 3 or more segments that were at least 75% or more complete; (4b) 
included bones fiom (4a) plus traumatised long bones represented by less than 3 
segments. 







Table 4.7: Summarv of "a" bone comt and sement count recordine; methods 

2a: Minor damage, 
biit PU 5 segments 
present 

3a: Some damage, 
ahws  for 1 segment 
to be absent 
4a: Heavy damage, 
allows for 2 
segments 
to be absent 

Advantages 
examines only bone 
available 
fast 
no judgement cails 
dows for minor 
damage and more &ta 
visual potential for 
complete bone retained 

aiiows for a portion of 
bone to be absent (20%) 

includes more bones 
(60%) present and more 
lesions 

assesses al1 bone present 
and allows for damage 
specific segments can 
be arialysed 
records ali data 
percentage of complete 
bone automatically 
calculated 
collapsible raw data 
most adaptable for ail 
arc haeological 
conditions (e.g., 
memation) 
can be used to calculate 
&va1 rate of bones 

igwres hctures present 
complete preservation is 
rare in archaeological 
coliections 

- --- 

a must estimate 75% of 
segment; judgmental 
ignores hctures present 
slower due to time to 
establish segments 
judgmental, slower 
introduces uncertainty 

shows the greatest 
significant difference 
when compared with 
other "a" rnethods 
judgmental, slower 
ereatest uncertaintv 
judgmental 
most t h e  consuming 
data collection, entry, 
and anaIysis 
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Figure 4.1 : Location of NDRS sites 016 and P37 



humerus radius ulna clavicle 
(width = length) (width = length) (2X width = length) (width = length) 

Figure 4.2: Width and length ratios for epiphyseal calculation using the "square method" (continued next page) 
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CHAPTER 5 

Trauma at the city of Kerma during the Kerma Classique period 

5.1 Introduction 

Violence, dehed as the physicai form of aggression (e-g., Berkowitz 1993; Levinson 

1989), occurs cross-culturaliy with varying intensity aï ail  Ievels of society-the family, 

the commmity, and the state. The mallest unit, the f d y ,  is viewed as the microcosm 

of society, and although perceptions of violence differ among cultures, the level of 

violence within the household tends to positively comlate to the level of violence within 

the state (Mckendrick and Hoffman 1990,164). By analogy, ancient societies that 

condoned warfare and human suppression, as evidenced by archaeological and historical 

records, may also have been equally aggressive in a domestic se- and, therefore, 

suitable for an investigation of ancient interpersonai violence. 

The presence of warfare, that is, aggression between culhirally different political 

communities (Otterbein 1968), is easily identifieci in the archaeological record by 

fortifications, settlement pattern, military weapons and amour, political documents, 

victory monuments, and artXstic renditions (e.g., Ferguson 1997; Filer 1997; Fischer 

1961; Maschner and Reedy-Maschner 1998; Nikolaidou and Kokkhidou 1997; Pergerine 

1993; Roper 1975; Thordeman 1939). Direct osteological evidence for warfâre has 

incIuded projectile points embedded in bone (e.g., Anderson 1 968; B e d e  1 985; 

Jurmain 1991; Lambert 1997; Milner 1995; Wendorf 1968; Winlock 1945) and other 

injuries idicted by weapons, such as, bives, spears, maces, and axes (e.g., Bennike 

1985; Bridges 1996; Fiorato et aL in press; Frayer 1997; Inglemark 1939; Lambert 1997; 

Wells 1982; Wenham 1989; Wood-Jones 1908). These fataI injuries are readily observed 

and interpreted, but the determination of noniethai domestic or acquaintance violence is 

much subtler. The lesions are nonnally less senous and therefore, comparatively more 

dificult to detect In fact, evidence of fiequent physical conflict may be completely 

absent in the skeletal remains because haematomas, abrasions, and lacerations are the 

more predominant consequences of physical assadt or accident (e.g., Butchart and 

B m  1991; Odero and Kibosia 1995; Shepherd et ai. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1990). 
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Before analyshg nodethal trauma patterns within a culture, it is essential to consider a i i  

trauma and establish if lesions traditionally apsociated with interpersonal violence were 

represented skeletally. CIinicaI Iiterature and nonhuman primate field observations 

provide effective models with which to compare human palamtrauma AIthough there are 

deviations h m  the injury pattern produced by assault due to cultural impositions of 

acceptable physicai targets (e-g., Burbank 1994; Matthew et al. 1996), a generai assault 

injury pattern has ancrged cross-cuituraily (e.g., Burbank 1994; Butchart and Brown 

1991; Chalmers et al. 1995; DeSouza 1968; Ebong 1978b; Geldermalsen 1993; 

Geldemalsen and Stuyft 1993; Greene et ai. 1997; Khalil and Shdadi 1981; Mock et al. 

1995; Muelieman et al. 1996; Mwaniki et al. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1987; Shepherd et al. 

1988; Shepherd et al. 1990; Watten et al. 1996; Whitten and Smith 1984; Zachariades et 

al. 1990). Males are the most frequent participants in assault and the economicaily active 

age group sustains most injuria (20-40 years of age). The wound pattems are nonrandom 

with the majority of injuries affecthg the SM, and of these, rraniofaciai injuries are 

moût prevalent (as high as 90%) with less than 30% manifest as hctures. Contusions, 

haematomas, and lacerations represent the majority of postcranial lesions, while fractures 

and a m a l 1  number of dislocations make up the difference (approximately 30%), and 

hally, the hands are the preferred method of assault. 

~ioarchaeologists' are resûicted in thek assesment of nonlethal injury patterns by the 

absence of soft tissue in most samples and the inability to determine the age at which the 

hcture occurred. However, certain osseous lesions derived fiom the clinical pattems of 

nonlethal physical aggression are discernible on human bone when healed. Rimary 

lesions suggestive of interpersonal violence in archaeologicai skeletai rem& include: 

craniai injuries ambuted to direct blows, multiple lesions h m  habituai or severe assault, 

and isolated distal ulna shaft fractures (parry fkhires), deemed to be the outcome of 

diverhg a blow to the head (e.g., Jurmain 1999,214215; Junnain and Kilgore 1998; 

Lahrai and Berryman 1984; Lambert 1997; Lovell1997; Martin 1997; Maschner and 

Reedy-Mascher 1998; Shermis 1983; Smith 1996; Walker 1989; Walker 1997; Waker 

Researchers studyhg nonhmnan primate trauma m skeletd coiiections ais0 face th problem (Bramblett 
1967; Jurmain 1989; 1997; JurmainandKilgore 1998; Loveil 1990a; 1990b; 1991; Schultz 1939). 
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et al. 1997; WiIkinson 1997; Wilkinson and Wagenen 1993). M e r  injuries are &O 

acquired during a violent incident, for example, muscle pulls (myositis ossifcam 

traumatica), dislocations7 and hctured extremities and rias, but in isolation these injuries 

couid be a consequmce of any action. 

The attniution of cranid injury to nonlethal violence and the prevalence of multiple 

lesions are relatively straightforward concepts, when compared to the identification of the 

more complex " p a . "  fkacture, and much of the problem is due to inadequacies in 

paiaeotrauma recordhg (Jurmain 1999,214-222; Loveli 1997). In clinicai practice, 

isolated ulnar firactures are most fkequenty associated with a direct force and normaliy 

occur on the more vulnerable distal half of the bone when raised to protect the head fkom 

a blow (e.g., London 199 1,40; Rogers I992,8 16-8 17; Schultz l990,265; Seligson and 

Voos 1997,83). This injury, often refemd to as the "parry'kr "ni&tstiçkt' hcture, is 

physically recognised by its isolation, linearity, lack of soft tissue damage, and simple 

callus, but too ofien bioarchaeologists identify the "pany" hctures solely by a disfai or 

midshafk location (Jurmain 1999,2 17; Love11 1997): Because isolated ulna shaft injuries 

may also result fkom an indirect force, such as a fall, the lesion's configuration must be 

closely scrutinised in order to classify it correctly. 

This investigation nrst examined the occumnce of healed ûama among the utban 

inhabitants of Kerma (Wppeï Nubia) dated to the K m a  Classique Period (1 750-1 550 

BC), when collective violence (warfare) was known to exist, to discover if any of the 

acknowledged skeletai indicators of noniethai violence were present. The expected 

skeletal injury pattern for noniethai violence included isolated distal uha shaft hctures, 

cranid injuries, and multiple trauma. Second, the fhquency and pattern of trauma in the 

sample was discussed in cornparison to other imcient Nie Valley societies to a s c d  

whether the prevaknce of healed injuries, particdarly those that are attiiibuted to 

' Physîd anthmpologiso have cautioncd that the term "parryn iniplies îhe uitimate aetiology (e-g., Jurmain 
1999; Lovefi 1997); howcycr, tbis descriptive cponym continues to be oscd m clinicai descriptions and 
textbooks, 
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interpersonal violence, was greater at Kemia, suggesting that interpersonal violence 

within the community may have beai a consequaice of intersocietal violence. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

52.1 The archaeologicil context 

ICerma3 is the type-site for the Kerma culture, the earliest state power that dominated 

Upper Nubia (located in Sudan above the Second Cataract) over k e  periods: Kerma 

Ancien (2500-2050 BC), Kerma Moyen (2050-1750 BC), and Kerma Classique (1750- 

1 500 BC). This ancient city was located 20 km south of the Nile's Third Cataract-a 

strategic position that monitored trade between Egypt, Central Afnca, and the Red Sea 

mtiI its annihilation in 1520 BC by Thutmose 1 of Thebes (Figure 5.1). 

The relationship between Upper Nubia and Egypt d u k g  the Kerma Period was 

notoriously hostile at times, as Egypt pressed for uncontested access to exotic sub- 

Saharan niw materials such as ebony, ostrich feathers, and incense, although gold and 

humans were the most highly vaiued naturai resources (Adams 1977; Amin 1970; Bonnet 

1 WOa; Budge 1907; Reisner 19 18; 1923a). Monumental evidence of warfare in Nubia 

and Egyptian propaganda that commemorated the pharaoh's triumphs over the Nubians 

often surfaces in the archaeologicai record and has included cornmernorative plaques of 

conquest depicting the Egyptian pharaoh "smiting" his Nubian enemies such as the 

Sheikh Suleiman rock carving at Wadi HaEa (FiIer 1997; Williams 1980); a casemate 

system with moats three to six meters deep, gates, and towers that protected the city of 

Kerma (?on.net 1994); and a system of 11 Egyptian fortresses with names such as 

"Wading off the Bows" and "Curbing the Corntries" that was constructed at the Second 

Cataract beginning in 1943 BC for protection against Nubian idiltrati~n (Adams 1977; 

Watterson 1997,55). Humans were not only traded to Egypt, but were dispensable as 

burid retainers within the K m a  society, particuiarIy during the Iater Kerma Classique 

Perîod (17504500 BC) when "sacrificiai cnmdors" that contained hundreds of people 

bisected the burial tumuli of the royai f d e s  (Kendaii 1997; Reisner 1923a). The 

The name "Kcfman was bomwed h m  the modan t o m  adjacent to the site. Tht ancicnt name of thk 
cityremains ~ o w n  
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militaristic material culture coupled with socidy sanctioned rihiai deaths implied that 

aggressive behaviour prevailed during the Kerma Period and the society, therefore, is 

conducive for paiaeoûauma studies. 

The mccess of Kerma and its d e n  was apparent in its cemeteries. The graves began as 

simple pits (ca 3000 BC) and by the end of the Kema Classique period the buriais 

culmiaated into massive tumuli, which surpassed the pyramids of Giza in area (Reisner 

l923a, 65). In 19 16, George Reisner (1 9%; l923b) excavated seven major tumuli 

whose d a c e  structure was disthguished h m  other tumuli by a broad ring of black, 

femginous stones that ûaced the mouds  perimeter (up to 90 m in diameter)? White 

quartzite pebbles covered the ring's interior and a white quartzite cone marked the 

summit; a crescent of cattie bucrania hugged the southem rim (Reisner 1923% 64). The 

subterranean structure was characterised by a vast floor area (up to 200 square metres), 

"sacrificial" humans (as many as 322 individuals), and the presence of subsidiary graves 

that flanked the centrally located burial chamber, which housed the prominent or "chief' 

burial. In addition, Reisner explored 16 one-chamber tumuli (smaii replicas of the large 

tumuii, but without the subsidiary graves) and 250 rectangular subsidiary graves that 

were in close proximity to the great tumuIi; 23 smalI graves were excavated just north of 

this area in Cemetery B. 

The smaiier tumuli and subsidiary graves emulated the bu id  style of the larger tumuli. 

The prominent burial was that of an individual clothed in Iinen and covered in ox-hide, 

whose body rested on an ivory or mica iniaid wooden bed situated on the south side of 

the tomb. Personal jewekry, a wooden headrest, weapons, ostrich feather fans, and 

sandais were placed on the bed; bronze toiletries stood at the bed's foot. Pottery vessels 

surrounded the bed in addition to a haphazard array of other humans and up to six rams. 

Finely d e d  objects accompanied the b6aIs including alabaster goblets, bronze 

daggers in leather cases, makeup pots, minors, combs, ivory cantings, gold, precious 

stones, and rnother of par i  (Bonnet I990b; Reisner l923a, 66; 1923b). 

Reima ( lgîh,  61) refmd to thk southeni part of thc Eastern Cemetcry as the Egyptian Cemetety due 
to the ovawheirnîng prcsence of Egyptian artifacts. 



5.2.2 The skeletai sample 

The Kerma skeletal remains are curateci in the Duckworth Laboxatory at the University of 

Cambridge's Bioanhpology Department. Because skeletal records and reports were 

mavailable and only the skulls assigned an age and sex, it was essential to examine the 

skulls and postcrania together and establish the individual's age and sex. 

The sex of each individual was assesseci by the morphologicai variation of the SM and 

pelvis as summarised in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1 994.16-20). If neither skuii nor pelvis 

was available, dimorphic measurernents of the long bones (radial, humerus, and femod 

heads; femoral bicondylar width) as described by Olivier (1969) were used to assess 

biological sex. Age at death was established Erom scores obtained fkom the degenerative 

morphological changes to the pubis (Todd 1921a; 1921b), the stemal n i  end (Loth and 

Iscan 1989), and the innominate's auricular d a c e  (Lovejoy et al. 1985). The ages 

determined h m  these methods were collapsed into broad age categones: subaduIt ( ~ 2 5  

years), young adult (25-35 years), middie adult (35-50 years), old adult (SN), and "adult" 

when bones were too hgmentary to confïdently estimate the age. Ali bones, except for 

v e j  hgmentary adults and aU subaduits, were inventoried and exarnined for trauma In 

total of 223 adults, 93 males and 130 fernales, were repmented by postcrania; sM1 

bones were completely or partialiy absent for 17 males and 19 femaies. 

5.23 Recoràing of trauma 

In this analysis the categones of trauma were as foiiows: 

1. hctures, classicdy dehned as an incomplete or complete break in the continuity of 

bone (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998.20; Ortner and Putschar 198 1,55; 

Schultz 1990,4), 

2. dislocations, identified as the complete (luxation) or partial (sublwation) loss of 

contact between joint components d t i n g  in a modification to the bone (Aufderheide 

and Rodn'guez-Martin 1998.25; C h e r  and Putschar 198 1,85), 

3. myositis o s w c a r  traumatica or soft tissue trauma, identifieci by an irregular ossifieci 

mass at the site of an avulsion of the tendon or muscle attachment h m  the bone 

(Aufderheide and Rodnguez-Martin I998,2? ûrtner and Pubchar 198 1.69). 
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Each s k d  bone (fiontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, zygomatic, nasal, maxilia, and 

mandiible) that was 75% or more complete was scrutinised for healed injurÏes associateci 

with skulls and identifieci by breakage pattern on dry bone as dehed in Table 5.1 and 

iiiustrated in Figure 5.2. All SM elements were disthguished by side with the exception 

of the occipital and nasal bones, which were each counted as one bone oniy; the area of 

the injury was also calcdated. 

All long bones (clavicle, humerus, uha, radius, femur, tibia, and fibula) were examined 

for evidence of healed trauma These bones were divided into five segments (proximal 

and distal interarticular d a c e s ;  proximal, middle, and distal shah)? Since some of the 

bones were damaged or incomplete, the bone was considered to be "complete" and 

included in the bone count if four or dl five segments of each element were present. 

Fractured bones with three or fewer bone segments intact were counted as "complete" 

bones and included in the andysis; unfractured partial bones were excluded fiom the 

analysis. Because the inclusion of partial bones is controversial in palaeoûauma analysis 

and felt by some investigatoa to inaccurately estimate the fiacture count (e.g., Bennike 

1985; Lovejoy and Heiple 1981; Nakai et ai. 1999), a brief description of the partial 

bones was noted to accommodate researchm that prefer to exclude partial bones nom 

their analysis! 

Antemortem healed ftactures were identified by angular deformity, apposition of bone, 

and complete or partial cdus  formation. The following information was recorded for 

each hcture: bone type, side, position on bone (proltimai, middle, and distal diaphysis; 

proximal or distai articular end), the hctrne configuration in relation to the long axis of 

the bone (the length of the hctured bone and its opposite, the angle of the hcture he, 

and the apposition, anguiation, and rotation of the distal fkactured segment relative to the 

proximal hctined segment)? Each injury was classified as a hcture type based on its 

' Sec Chapter 4 for detded method. 
" B d e  (1985) portially overcame this discfcpancy by listing the bctured fÏagments, but without any 
in- description, and deleted them m her CaIcuiations 
' Sec LoveJi (1997) for ment defipitions and the method for taking these measurements. 
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configuration (Table 5.1, Figure 5-31? A detailed tmalysis of the forearm fractures is 

presented in Chapter 7 and some of the results were incorporated into this investigation. 

The metacarpal and metatarsa1 bones were divided into three segments (proximal, shaft, 

and distal) and classed as "complete" bones X75% or more of at least two segments were 

present. Like long bones, partid fhctured srnail bones (Le., those represented by one 

segment only) were included and noted to facilitate variations in trauma recording 

methods. Carpals, tarsals, and their phalanges were inventorieci if they were 75% or more 

complete, and as above, traumatiseci bones less than 75% complete were hcluded and 

documented in the results. The determination and configuration of healed or partialiy 

healed injury to the tubular bones was identicai to the scheme used to describe the 

injuries of the appendicular long bones. Carpd and t a r d  lesions, as well as injured 

irreguiar bones (e.g., scapula, vertebrae, pelvis, and thorax), were descnied on an 

individual basis. When calius lines were questionable, magnification (10X) was used to 

ver@ the presence of a lesion. 

5.2.4 Analysis 

Preservation plays a critical role in the andysis of pdaeopathology, since complete 

preservation of the skeleton is rare. Some degree of damage or Ioss due to taphonomic 

factors is often sustained with archaeologicai bone, which poses problems for gathering, 

reporting, and comparing data. By establishg the percentage of osseous elements 

available for examination by a segment count, the completeness of any sample cm be 

assessed. For this reason, the amount of bone avaiiable for observation was determined 

for the skull, long bones, and extrrmities as a percentage of the bone segments recovered 

compared to the bone segments expected. 

Trauma frequency was detamined by element count (lesions per bone) to establish 

patterns of injury for each bone type. At the UidMduaI level, trama fiequencies were 

expressecl as an individual count (nimiber of individuals with one or more injuries per 

' Dehitions for fia- types were daived h m  many sources: (Adams a d  Hamblen 1992; et al. 
1990; Rogers 1992; Schdk 1990; Tefiranzadeh 1989). 
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total individuals), mean trauma count (number of lesions observed per total individuals), 

and the mean multiple injury (number of lesions per injureci individuais). Tb fiequencies 

of injury types, and locations wae determined among the k t u r e d  bones. Chi-square 

tests detefmined statisticdy signincant variations in h c t m  patteming between the 

bones and sexes. The Yate's correction for continuity was appiied to maII samples 

(n < S), the number of degcees of fieedom was "1" d e s s  otherwise stated, and the 

sigaincance level chosen was 0.05. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 SkuU preservation and trauma 

An elemental count of skuli bones and hctures (Table 5.2) revealed that males 

experienced more skdl injuries than females, although not sipificantly so, and no partial 

s k d s  bore injuries. Female skulls were better preserved when compared to male skulls 

and therefore, the male hcture frequency may be slightly misrepresented in cornparison. 

The parietai was the most fiequentiy injured bone followed by the hnta l  bone for both 

sexes and neither sex sustained injuries to the temporal or the maxilla bones. In five 

cases, more than one injury affected a single bone. The lesions were similarly distributed 

between the sexes, with the vaults bearing the bnmt of the 3 1 injuries. Fifieen of 19 

(79%) male injuries occurred on the vault, while 10 of 12 (83%) female injuries afFected 

the vault; the remaining six injuries were observed on the facial area. 

A comparÎson of depression hctures (mcluding cnish hctures) to penetration injuries 

(Table 5.3) demonstrated that the depression injuries prevailed among both sexes; 

however, one third of the injuries among males were due to penetration in contrast to the 

fernales who bore no penetration injuries (;G = 4.69, p = 0.030). The parietal exhibited 

the greatest number of depression lesions (males = 7/13, fernales = 6/12) followed by the 

hntal bone (males = 2/13, fernales = 3/12). The depression injuries that were located on 

the large fiat bones of the skull vault ranged Ui area fiom 7 to 1326 mm2 and were 

typicaily round, ovd, or rectangdar Ï n  shape (Plate 5.1). Three of the injuries exceeded 
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an area of 1000 x r d  and ali  affected females. Depression injuries were distnbuted 

equally arnong the sides for both sexes. Imguiarly shaped cnish injuries occurred on the 

hgi le  narrow expanses of bone, such as the zygomatic or madible. The penetration 

injuries that af5ected six males ranged in area from 13 to 299 mm+. but ouiy one 

completely pierced the skuU One penetration injury occurred on the frontal bone and the 

remahder damaged the parietal; four lesions were located on the left side and two were 

located on the right side. 

5.3.2 Long bone preservation and trauma 

Although the total percentage of bone available for obsewation was similar for both 

sexes (males = 62.6%, females = 68.6%)). the survivat of male long bone segrnend was 

signincantly less than the recovered number of fanale long bone segments (x2 = 6 1.37, p 

= 0.000). This result was likely a factor of the large size of the segment sample (Shennan 

1988,74) since the relationship was very weak. ($2 = 0.003); the diEerence in 

pnsewation, therefore, was not redy substantive. The fracture statistics for the Kema 

people are shown in Table 5.4. Forty-eight of 223 (179%) individuals bore long bone 

fiachues and twice as many males as females suffered h m  injury (x2 = 6.7 1, p = 0.009); 

the individual mean trauma and mean multiple injury fkequencies were sîmîlar for the 

sexes. 

The long bone hcture fkequency for the sample was 2.4% as 48 of 2029 complete long 

bones were hctured (Table 5.5). Males experienced signifîcantiy more elmentai 

fhctures than fernales (f = 10.80, p = 0.001) and in both instances, the ulna was the 

most fiequently injured bone. Injuries to the males were e q d y  distnauted arnong the 

other long bones, whiIe additional injuries occuned only on the clavicle, radius, and 

femur of the femdes. The left long bones were more fiequently injured among males (p 
= 4.44, p = 0.035), whiie fractures to the fernale long bones were eveniy distriiuted 

between the sides. Twenty-seven out of 48 hctures (56.3%) occurred on the distal or 

9 93 mdes X 14 long boucs X 5 segments per bone = 6510 segments of which 4072 were recovcred; 130 
f d e s  X 14 Ioag bones X 5 segments pet bone = 9100 scgmaits arpected and 6240 recovcrtd The 
preservation rate for the combined sample was 661%. 
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d i d  intecarficdar segments of the long bone and there was no signincant ciifference 

between the sexes when the distriiution of lesion location was compared. The 

distriiution of long bone hcture types (Table 5.6) shows that oblique and transverse 

fkture types predominated for both sexes; males sustained a greater variety of fkacture 

typa* 

The medial articula segments of two clavicles were crushed, and while one case was 

minor and did not r e d t  in dislocation, the second injury altered the stemoclavicular joint 

and integrity of the manubrium. Three oblique clavicular shaft injuries were displayed by 

young fernales. A raised linear cdus on a humeral head was accompanied by an 

ebuniated @one polishing caused by boue rubbing against boue) and flattened facet on 

the articulating glenoid fossa of one male's shouider. This modification to the glenoid 

fossa altered the joint structure and thus, provided evidence of a minor shoulder 

dislocation. Two other males suEered h m  oblique medioposteridly angled midshaft 

hctures to the left humerus. 

Of the 23 ulnar hctures, 18 may be the result of a direct force injury" Fourteen of these 

ulnae exhibited the clinical morphology of the "parry" h c t w e  (Plate 5.2): isolated 

hcture (non-radiai involvement), hisiform swelling on the distal third of the shaft, little 

or no rotation or apposition, and the hcture Line was tranmerse or slightly oblique 

(Richards and Corley 1996,912; Rogers 1992; Schultz 1990,265; Stem 1997,256). Two 

ulnae had parry configurations that were accredited to a direct blow, even though a radial 

injury was also present. The ipsilateral radius was absent in three instances of pany type 

Iesions rendering the aetiology to be unceaain. Four remaining injuries formed two 

patterns: two uinae had crushed styloid processes and heads likely due to a direct force, 

while the two other hctured ulnar shafts were completely unapposed, creating an "S- 

shaped" shaft defoxmation. Five isolated radial shaft Eractures without ulnar involvement 

were classined as mjPnes acquired while protecting the body during a fall (e-g., Adams 

and HambIen 1992; Rogers 1992) and indudeci a rotated oblique midshaft Eracture, three 

Colles' fcractures, and a depresseci radial head H i . .  

'O Set Chapm 7 for detaired f o m  d y s k  
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Fernoral injuries produced complications among four individuals. A middie-aged male 

expeknced a distal oblique femoral injury that was partially healed by a Iattice of new 

bone and complicated by osteomyelitis. Fernosal shaf€ injuries are associated with hi&- 

energy trauma as the femur is the most densely mineralised bone and therefore, the most 

nifficult to break (Stem 1997,322). The lateral action of the superior abductors, the 

opposing action of the infkrior adductors, and the extemally directed foot weight force 

the ends of the broken femur to relocate in an unapposed and ovcrlapped position (Dandy 

1993,246). Two fernales displayed injees to the neck of the right fernu. The older 

female had a weil healed adduction injury identifiecl by a transverse neck fracture that 

increased the neck shaft angle. The younger fernale sustained an abduction injury 

identified by a vertical shearing line that decreased the neck shaft angle by about 30" and 

weakened the joint. Both injuries were healed and the individuals remained mobile as 

ebumation was observed on the fmoral heads. A severe crushg injury ossified one 

male's femur and lower leg into a permanent 60' posterior angle; the normal muscle 

insertion features dong the linea arpera and soleal line were minimal. This male also 

endured a severe slipped femoral epiphysis and flatteneci acetabular cup that perhaps 

contributed to the debilitating fdL 

One individuai bore oblique distai rnidshaft hctures to the left tibia and fibuia, which 

were healed with little displacement and no complications. The lone fibula hcture 

occurred proximal to the distal interarticular segment, and the tibial tuberosity of a young 

male was separated fiom the bibial shafk, but was unrecovered. 

5.33 Extremity preservation and trauma 

Table 5.7 presents the hand and foot bones with the nimber of hctures observed arnong 

the individual bones and among adults. The extremities were poorly preserved in 

cornparison to the skulI and long bones, Iikely due to exclusion during excavation or loss 

in storage, dthough many of the existing bones were enclosed in m d e d  soft tissue 

that shmuded them h m  macroscopic observation-a problem aiso encountered by other 

investigators (e.g., Kilgore et aI. 1997). The use of radiology, however, is impractical as 

many extremity Iesions, particularly those on the articdar d a c e s ,  have been shown to 
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be undetectable in clinical examinations (Juhi et al. 1990). Excluding the sesamoids, the 

observable quantity of extremities for males was 17.2%" and for fernales was 3 12%* (f 

= 592.17, p = 0.000). and therefore. the fkequencies of ktured  male bones in 

cornparison to those of the f d e s  may be misrepresented in this sample. In general, the 

extremities available for observation were underrepresented for the entire sample and this 

should be taken into consideration when comparing the Kerma skeIetal sample to other 

more intact archaeological skeletal collections. 

The prevalence of hand and foot trauma did not vary signincantly between the sexes 

when the individual bones were examined for lesions, nor when the extremities were 

assessed as anatomical units of the skeleton. Among the hand bones the proximal 

phalanges were most fiequentiy fractured among males, while the distal phalanges were 

most frequently hctured among females. When the modal distribution of hand injuries 

for the pooled sexes was observed, the metacarpals accounted for half of the injuries. The 

metatarsais were hctured more often among the male foot bones and the distal 

phalanges were the most fiequently fiactured foot bone among females. Of the 14 foot 

bone fhchues, the metatarsds represented half of the injuries. 

One male and one female bore awlsed hamate hook injuries. Six of the metacarpal 

injuries were midshaft fractures of the fifkh metacarpal and included one on the shaft's 

neck (Plate 5.3). Two second metacarpal shah exhibited transverse fbctures, two fint 

metacarpals bore articular impactions, and two metacarpals had impacted head injuries. 

The fkst proximal hand phaianx accounted for three basai injinies--one avulsion and two 

depressions; four second proximal hand phalanges encountered one injury each-two 

oblique fhctures, one cut, and one impaction; two middie hand phalanges had impacted 

heads; and haiiy, one distal hand phalanx displayed a cut on the tu& 

One male d e r e d  a calcaneus injury to the heel that resulted in a fhcture line at 

appmximately 45'. The lesion was exceptiondy well-healed, a normal response of 

isoIated calcaneai kjinies that are not displaced and do not affect the talocalcaneal joint 

" 93 d e s  X 106 bons = 9858 armmitybanes, ofwhich 1697 w a c  recovcnd; 130 femaies X 106 bons  
= 13,780 extnmity bones, of which 4296 werc recovercd, 
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(Adams and Hamblen 1992,258; Schultz 1990,121 -124). The metatarsai injuries 

consisted of two impacted bases, two transverse fhctures of the fifth metatarsd, and 

three metatarsal stress hctures. Four proximal foot phalanges exhibited the following 

injuries: one crushed head, two midshaft f'ractures, and one impacted base. The balance of 

the injuries consisted of one middle foot phalanx base adsion and one distai foot 

phalanx base impaction. 

5.3.4 Other trauma 

Many of the traumatic lesions were observed in the thoracic region. One femaie sustained 

transverse fractures to spinous processes of (2-7, T-1, and T-2, while one male bore a 

similar injury to a thoracic vertebra-injuries typical of extreme flexion or rotation on 

one side (London 1991.65). Another female had a mshed C-7 spinous process and 

scapula. Spondylolysis, the separation of the neural arch fiom the vertebrd body, was 

observed on the fi& lumbar of four young females and three males. Two males incurred 

transverse hctures to the proximal sternum. Rib fhctures were observed on six females 

and five males. A transverse patellar hcture was the Ione hjury bom by one female. 

Myosiitis ossificanr traunzatica (exostosis) due to muscle ossification resulting fkom 

trauma was observed on assorted larger bones. Two females exhibited myositis osszjfcans 

traumaticcz on the femur, which was manifest on one femaie at the attachments of the 

glutei minimu and m e d k  of the greater trochanter, and on the other female as a smooth 

iinear lesion dong the Iinea aspera that spanned 132.9 mm in length. The femur of one 

male presented myosib ossz~cans traumclticu surrounded by periostitis dong the 

superior linear arpera. Hummetal lesions occurred at the deltoid insertions of two f d e s  

and at the brachialis insertion of one male. A middle*aged male displayed lesions on the 

Ieft scapular spine, the left tibia superior to the tuberosity, and the s u b s c r p l u ~  insertion 

of the Ieft humerus. The IateraI maiieolus of an older fernale's a u l a  exbriited ossified 

tissue at the insertion area ofperoneus br&. 0th smder lesions were observed 

between the intercostal insertions of the eighth and ninth nis of one mde and on the 

ischium of another male. 
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5.3.5 Modal distribution of injuries and muItipIe trauma 

The modal distriiution of the 156 m e s  (hctures, dislocations, myosih osszficam 

traumatica) o b s d  among the Kama adults revealed that the skuU and face bore the 

majority of injuries (20%) foIIowed by the trunk (19% combined total of scapula, ri% 

units, vertebral column, and pelvic injuria), the ulna and han& (15% each), the feet 

(9x1, the fernur (5%), the humerus and radius (each with 4%). the clavicle and h%ia (3% 

each), the fibula (2%), and lastly the patella (1%). Table 5.8 displays the prevalence of di 

injuries (fktures, dislocations, and soft tissue lesions) for the 223 Kema adults. The 

majonty of individuals (60.5%) did not M e r  fiom trauma and no signincant difference 

was detennined in the proportion of injured to non-injured individuals between the sexes. 

Forty-eight of the 88 individuals bearing lesions (54.5%) had one injury only. Although 

23.7% of the males sutfered multiple trauma in contrast to 13.9% of the fernales, this was 

not a statistically sigaincant difference. 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 General pattern of injury at Kerma 

Injuries due to f d s  and assaut account for the majority of lesions in most modem 

societies, and this was likely tme at Kerma as well. Clinical findongs reported that males 

bear the bnmt of traumatic injuries, whether fractures or soft tissue trauma, to dl regions 

and generally, the facial area of the skull is most fkequently injured no matter what the 

mechanism (e-g., Brismar and Tunér 1982; Butchart and Brown 1991; Chalmers et al. 

1995; Greene et aL 1997; Mock et al. 1995; Nordberg 1994; Shepherd et al. 1987; 

Shepherd et aI. 1990). Some exceptions existed (1978a; Ebong 1978b; Prince et al. 1993; 

Sa& 1990), but the most notable was a study of Papua New Guinea viiIagers, where 

collective and intexpersonal violence is endemic, and the humenis was most o h  

fiactured, foiiowed by the foream (Matthew et al. 1996). The modal distribution of 

injuries to the Kema people reveaied that the skuli was the most frequently injured area, 

although it was the skuIi vault that nistained the majonty of the injuries. When the 

elementd frsicture hquencies were examiRed, the skull was dso the most fiequentiy 

hctrned matornicd area (1 1.2%). 
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Aside h m  the high prtvalmce ofskull fractures among most cünicai studies, the 

ranaining fkachue fiequencies do not form a consistent pattern. This may be attniuted to 

variations in patient inclusion or recording, for example. in some studies extremity 

fhctures included those of the h b s ,  hm&, and feet (e.g., Emile and Hashmonai 1998; 

Shepherd et al. 1988). In investigations of assault where the skuil was the most - 

commoniy injured anatomical area, the second most fkequentiy injured location was the 

hands (Brink et ai. 1998; Shepherd et ai. 1990; Spedding et ai. 1999). the upper limb 

(Shepherd et al. 1988). the aukie (Wladis et al. 1999), and the extremities (combined 

upper and lower limbs, han&, and feet) @ d e  and Hashmonai 1998). When the modal 

distribution of fractures was examined among the Kema people the hunk (scapula, nis, 

sternum, vertebral colurnn, and pelvis) fractures were second in prevaience; however, 

isolated uinae were the second most fiequentiy hctured bone (8.3%) when fkequencies 

of injury among bones available for examination were assessed. Males suffered a higher 

fiequency of hctures than females in al1 cases, except for the clavicle, hand and foot 

phalanges, and pateiia. 

Aside nom the five radial iajunes, many of the long bone lesions observed are also 

typicai outcornes of falls. The two crushed mediai clavicle ends were unusual injuries and 

were IikeIy the result of a lateral blow to the shoulder that forced the clavicle to shift 

anterior to the rnanubrium; the mechanism could be intentional or received nom f a h g  

onto the shoulder (London 1991.23). Three oblique clavicular shaft injuries were 

displayed by young females. Two were completely unapposeci. which is the normal 

healing pattem for the clavicle due to the excess weight of the humerus when 

unsupported by the clavicdar strut (Dandy 1993,182). The injury occurs when the 

clavicIe snaps under the weight strain h m  bracing the fall rather than force the stronger 

ligamental attachments to move at each clavicuiar end-ne cannot ascertain, however, 

the cause of the f d .  

One individual bore weU heaied oblique distal midshaft hctures to the Ieft tibia and 

nbnla, a routine injury associated with an acute angular force (Adams and Hamblen 
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1992,232). A lone fibda h t u r e  occurred proximal to the distal interarticular segment 

and was likely broken due to a l a t d  shearing rotation, or going over on the ankle 

(Adams and Hamblen 1992,246). SoA tissue trauma obsaved on the fibula of another 

female may be due to ankie adduction and perhaps was associated with her Colles' 

fhcture- 

A rather extraordinary injury was a transverse posterior patellar fhcture of one young 

female, the solitary injury obsenred on this person. Pateliar injuries can be the result of a 

violent contraction of the quadriceps muscle to prevent a fd, a direct blow or fall directly 

on the knee cap, or the result of continued stress h m  ninning or long distance walking 

(Adams and Hamblen 1992,215-6; Rogers 1992,1257) 

The possibitity of sports-related injuries c a ~ o t  be overlooked, as the Nubians were 

renowned for their archq  and wrestling abilities, which were oAen depicted in Egyptian 

art (e.g., Carroll 1988; Filer 1997; Fischer 1961). Two males suffered Eom oblique 

midshaft humeral hctures and in bath cases the distal humerus was angulated mediaily 

and posteriorly in relation to the proximal segment. The oblique nature of the hcture 

indicates that a torsional twisting force was involved, a routine injury in ann-wrestling or 

a fd on the hand (London 199 1.26-27). Another injury explained by a more active life 

style was an avulsed tibial tuberosity, an injury provoked by repetitive avulsion during 

the growth years and associated with sports or activities that require rapid acceleration 

and deceleration (Kujala et al. 1985). And hally, three older adults experïenced 

metatmal stress Iesions, indicators of excessive waiking, rnarchhg, or ninning (Black 

1983; Linenger and Shwayhat 1992). 

The configuration of the ni lesions aids in distinguishing between direct and indirect 

trauma (Galloway 1999,107-9); examples of the K m  rib lesions are shown in Plate 

SA. Transverse n i  injuries are most o h  associated with a direct blow, which may break 

one or more nbs, typically involve the seah to eighth ais, and affect the left side more 

ofien. Rib lesions that are oblique are caused by crushing or bencihg and tend to break on 

the laterd m e  creating sharp points as a result; these injuries are typicai of falls fiom 
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heights. Multiple n i  lesions an associated with interpersonai violence, especiaily when 

other injuries are invotved (Butchart and Brown 1991; Geldermalsen 1993; Muelleman et 

al. 1996). In the Kerma sampIe, eight of 11 individuals d é r e d  transverse ni lesions, 

and five of these people also had SM or long bone injuries. Although isolated ni 

injuries rnay be the outcome of a direct blow they may also be caused by stress or 

perhaps a harsh cough (Adams and Harnblen 1992,99; Dandy 1993,161). 

The majority of the hand injuries among the K m a  grog were simple oblique or 

transverse metacaipal shaft firactures and impaction injuries to the heads and bases of the 

metacarpals and phalanges. While these injuries are typicd outcornes of offensive 

actions, any of these lesions may also be due to nonhuman involvement or accident (e.g., 

Brismar and Tunér 1982; Butchart and Brown 199 1; Chalmers et al. 1995; Geldermalsen 

1993; Greer and Williams 1999; Kraemer and GiIuIa 1992; Shepherd et al. 1990). Two 

hamate hook injuries were observed and may be the result of a number of mechanisms. 

The injury occurs in isolation and is chronic among athletes where equipment handles 

can cause a direct blow, such as a tennis racket, bat or golf club, dthough it has also been 

attributed to a fdi on a donifiexed wrîst or direct blow (Boulas and Milek 1990; Redîer 

and McCue 1988). While the causes of extremity hctures are clinically diverse, 

interpersonai violence remains a recumnt aetiology (Brismar and Tunér 1982; Butchart 

and Brown 199 1; Chalmers et al. 1995; Geldemalsen 1993; GeIdmaIsen and Stuyft 

1993; Muelleman et al. 1996; Shepherd et al. 1988; Shepherd et al. 1990). No doubt a 

sizeable portion of extremity hctures was the product of interpmonal violence in 

archaeological samples. 

5.4.3 Nonlethal interpersonal violence injuries and cornparison to other Nile VaIïey 

simples 

The injury pattern at Kerma was comparable to the clinical mode1 for interpersonal 

violence: maies SUffered the most h m  major lesions deemed diagnostic of interpersona1 

violence and more males than fernales &iited mdtiple trauma; SM injuries were most 

common, foiiowed by the parry fbture, and fktures were much more common than 
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dislocations. For both the males and fernales, more injuries (about 80%) occurred on the 

SM vault as opposed to the craniofaciai area, which conûadicted the clinical pattern. 

In order to determine whether this was a culturally mediated injury pattern and whether 

or not Kerma eqerienced a higher level of interpersonal violence due to the state's 

penchant for aggression and suppression, it was necessary to compare the fracture 

patterns h m  Kerma to palaeotrauma analyses h m  other Nubian cultures, which are 

located on the map in Figure 5.1. Table 5.9 presents the fiequency of skull and direct 

force ulna hctures among individuds for Nile Valley samples that were obtained nom 

the modal distribution of h ~ t u r e s ' ~  h m  Sahaba (Anderson 1968), Naga-ed-D& 

(Podzorski 1990), Semna South ( A l m  1996; 1999), Soba (Filer 1998). Kulubnarti 

(Kilgore et al. 1997), and the Archaeological Survey of Lower Nubia (ASNL) (Smith and 

Wood-Jones 1910); the p-value obtained when each sample was compared to the Kema 

fracture fkequency is hdicated The number of individuals that bore skull fiachires was 

significantly higher at Kerma when compared to the skull hcture frequencies fiom the 

other samples, with the exception of Semna South. The Kulubnarti people experienced 

significantly more direct force uina injuries in cornparison to Kema. Al1 other samples, 

except for Sahaba, displayed sigaincantly fewer direct force uina injuries than the Kema 

sample. Filer (1997) observed no injuries among 42 individuals fiom Soba, a Christian 

Period site that was located near the feaile plain of the Nile's confluence. Anderson's 

(1968) skeletal analysis of the 47 adults fiom Nubiats oldest cemetery at Sahaba, 3.0 lm 

north of Wadi Halfa, reported 11 cases of healed long bone hctures with five out of 47 

individuals Mering isolated middle or distal uina fractures. There was no evidence of 

cranial trauma, although cutmarks and stone points embedded in bone, which denote 

collective violence, were observed. Podzorski's (1990) reanalysis of the bones recovered 

h m  the Predynastic cemetery ('BI 7000) at Naga-ed-Dêr in Middle Egypt, relied heavily 

on archival field notes and photographs." She credited five distai ulnar lesions and two 

" The modal dWtrbtttion of fia- provides a count ofûatunatised bones only and the numba of 
eIements observed is oAcn unlniown (e-g., Podzorski 1990; Smith and Woo&Jones 1910); this method of 
analysis was most recentiy rcvivcd by Berger and Trinkhaus (1995). 
13 The human remains were excavatcd fkom 1901-1904, and aithough extensivtly studied, no 
comprehensive investigation was undertaken before much of the p h w d  coUection was destroyed, which 
necessitated the use of archival &ta for the most rcccnt skdetal auaiysis (Podzorski 1990,1,9-13). 



hctured skuils to intexpersonal violence. Smith and Wood-Jones (1910) recorded 

comparatively few skuli injuries h m  their temporally diverse Lower Nubian sample, but 

observed that the forearm generated the greatest fiequency of hctures. They speculated 

that a blow with a staff or nabod4 produced the injury, particularly among femaies. 

When one considers that betwem 5000-6000 skeletons were examhed and only 27 

(0.5%) individuals, 10 of which were female, d m d  h m  these "parry" type injuries, 

the achial number of people that d e r e d  this ulna injury that was possibly a result of 

violence, was considerably lower compared to other groups. Although this type of 

analysis does not account for differentiai preservation, when the injuries were pooled the 

K m a  people experienced an overall higher fiequency of violence-related hctures than 

other samples. 

5.43.1 Cornparison of the Kerma sample to two systematicaUy analysed skeletal 

samples from Upper Nubia 

The two systematic skeletai investigations of societies located in the rocky BUOZ el Hajar 

region of the Nile River's Second Cataract provided regional comparative matenai for the 

Kerma society at the expense of temporal variation (Table 5.10). Kilgore et al. (1997) 

examined dl of the bones of 146 adults fiom Kulubnarti, a Medieval Christian site (ca 

550-1500 AD), while A l m s  (1999) obsened the crania and long bones of 480 adults 

fkom Semna South where the buriais were predominantiy dated to the Meroitic period 

(ca 300 BC-350  AD).'^ The number of fiactured long bones observed at KuIubnarti was 

sigoincantly higher than that of Kerma (X2=6.21, p = 0.013), while the Kerma people 

d e r e d  a greater prevaience of long bone trauma than the group nom Semna South 

(X2=3.69, p = 0.056). There was no signincant difference in the prevalence of aduits with 

multiple SM or long bone hctiires among the injured aduits at Kema (13/47, 

27.7%%), Sexnna South (26/99,263%), or Kuiubnarti (13/48,27.1%). 

" Sn* and Wood-Joncs (1910,297) dcrcnbed the nu600t as folIows: "For dl ordmary pqoses of 
offence and defcncc-shoa of those of actuai w a r f i t h c  Nubian and Esyptian native is m the habit of 
asing a stoat staffcaiied the naboot and in domestic affairs it is apt to be the final apped of authonty,.. but 
the naboot bas a much wider range of utility îhan the use in dese ordettd bouts of f d g ,  and the women 
În  these anCient btirials show a high proportion of fiactured fortarms." 
" Fm-four biaials wexe &îed to the Baiha Paiod (ai. 35U-550 AD) and 18 burials derived h m  a 
Christian contcxt (ca. 550-f 400 AD). 



Eighteen out of 23 (78.3%) u i ~  lesions were attniuted to direct force trauma (includes 

c m h  injuries) among the Kerma people and of these injuries, 16 (69.6%) met aiI of the 

"parry" fiacture criteria that were listeci p r ev i~~1Y~16  Among the Kulubmrti ad& 22 out 

of 34 (64.7%) ulna hctures may be due to a direct force injury,," while nine of the 2 1 

(42.9%) hctured dnae matched the full parry fhcture morphologicd criteria among the 

Semna South group.'s The fiequency of ulna fractures atûibuted to direct force (and by 

infierence violence) among the ulnae observed was sigaificantly greater at Kenna (18 out 

of 276) when compared to Semna South (9 out of 493) (2 = 11.52, p = 0.001). while the 

fkquency of direct force uha hctures was slightiy less among the Kerma ulnae when 

compared to the ulnae fkom Kdubnarti (22 out of 260). 

It has been argued that the parry fiachire is dso the outcome of a f d ,  aithough the 

Colles', Smith's, radial head, Galeazzi, and paired radioulnar hctures are more 

widespread consequences (e.g., Loder and Mayhew 1988; Richter et ai. 1996; Rogers 

1992).19 These more universai fdl-related injuries should at least occur more fiequently 

than the falI-related ulna fkacture that bears a transverse f'iacture Iine diagnostic of direct 

force trauma The "fd" injuries should also occur with a similar regularity among groups 

inhabithg the same environment, such as the Nile Valley, where reliance on the river for 

food, water, and transport requires carefiil footing and navigation to avoid fdls, slips or 

trips upon slippery rocks. It folIows that people residing in more topographicdly 

treacherous regions, such as the Bain el flajar, would expexience an even higher 

fiequency of foream fiachires that are diagnostic of falls. As expected, sigaificantly 

more fall-retated forearm fractures occurred among the Kdubnarti group (16 hctures 

among 146 aduits) in cornparison to the fd-m1ateâ injuries arnong the Kerma people (6 

hctures among 223 people) (jc2=10.76, p = 0.001). However, there was no signincant 

l6 Three paay type Iesions that did not have îhe ipsilatcral radius prescrit for conEirmation wcre exchided 
l7 The pmcnce of rotation or apposition was not stated, nor was the prtpence or absence of the ipsilatd 
bone. TEmeforc, the nPmba of lesions that conform to the c M c  parryw description may be 
overreprcsmted by thîs figure. 
" The pany fiequcncy at Semnn South may be midemprescnted since associateci radial hctures and/or 
uina shaft rotation were tmknown in six cases. 
'' See Chspta 7 for dehitions of these firactmg. 
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différence in the percentage of the sampIe that d é r e d  h m  fa-reIated forearm injuries 

between Kema and Sanna South, where five of these injuries were observed among 480 

people. Considering the similarity of locale, it is curious that more individuals d e r e d  

fd-related forearm hctures at Kuiubnarti than at S e m  South (x2=33.96, p < 0.000). 

Likewise, the lower leg, clavicle, and humerus, all contenders for injuries received from 

f d s  h m  heights or standing level (e-g., Agarwd 1980; Loder and Mayhew 1988; 

Richter et al. 1996; Rogers 1992), were substantiaily Iowa in hcture fiequency than the 

ulna and no signficant dinaence in the hcture fkequencies for these injuries was 

observed among the three skeletal samples. It is noteworthy that in Agarwal's (1980) 

investigation of a hilly region of India, where 65% of injuries were due to falls on uneven 

paths or fiom trees, that 1130 out of 1992 (57%) fractures and dislocations involved the 

hume-, distal radius, proximal ulna, and radiouhar bctures, while a M e r  10% 

involve the tibia and fibda-distal ulna hctures were not even observed uuiess they 

were included with the 40 (2%) miscellmeous upper limb hctures. Since the transverse 

distal or distaVmiddle junction of the tûna shaft is not the most prevalent injury received 

during a fdl, the abundance of isolated transverse ulna shaft injuries must be explained 

by another aetiology indigent to dl groups. In clinicaI practice this common aetiology is 

personal assauit. 

5.4.3.1.2 Cranial injuries 

The lone Kulubnarti skuil lesion was unconfhed as traumatic;O while the adults fkom 

Semna South suffkred a significantly higher fiequency of skull injury when compared to 

the Kerma group (X2=4.39, p = 0.036). Among the Kerma group, variously shaped 

depression injuries that did not affect the imer skull table were the nom and ranged fiom 

7 to 1326 mm2 in area, with the average size behg 405 mm2. OvaI and round depression 

lesions were typicai among vaults f k n  Semna South, although much malier (95 mm2 on 

average). These injuries were andogous to those observed by previous investigators of 

- 

One mdhïdaal at Kdubnarti was orïgmalty thought to have a d @ r d  hcture (Kilgore et 
ai. 1997), but more recenriy the aetioIogy of this lesion c&ed as uadetcrmined (L Kagote, personai 
commzmicatioa, November 1999)- 
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Nubian and Egyptian skull trauma who proposed that the lesions were the outcome of 

blows h m  fists or blunt objects, such as maceheads or sling stones (e.g., Coumille 1949; 

Filer 1992; Gurdjian 1973,ll; Nielsen 1970; Smith and Wood-Jones 1910,38). The 

clinicd evaluation of this injury is scarce, dthough the use of stones as weapons retains 

populanty among modem societies (e.g., Babapulie et al. 1994; Crandon et al. 1994; 

Emile and Hashmonai 1998; Geldermalsen 1993; Geldermalsen and Shiyft 1993; Nahlieli 

et al. 1993). However, a smali study (n = 20) in Samoa conhnned that depression injuries 

measuring 707 to 33 17 mm2 in diameter were pmduced by intentional stoning and that 

individuais recovered completely (Judd 1970). Although Kulubnarti and Soba adults did 

not suffer fbm any cranial trauma, other Christian sites nom the Wadi HaWa region of 

Lower Nubia reveaied that the frequency of trauma between the Meroitic (14.2%) and 

Christian (13.4%) penods was similar (Armelagos 1969), and the people of the Christian 

period were, therefore, not immune to head injuries. 

Table 5.1 1 presents the modal distribution of skull vault and facial trauma between the 

sexes for Kerma, Semna South, and the Archaeologicai Survey of Lower Nubia (ASLN). 

In contrast to the clinical model, more vault hctures than facial hctures were sustained 

by both sexes frorn Kerma and Semna South, and akhough there was no significant 

ciiff ice,  the Semna South fernales had noticeably more facial hctures that the other 

groups. The distribution of skuU hchues h m  the ASLN sample supported the chical 

model and this dispersal of injuries was significantly different h m  Kenna (X2=7.95 p = 

0.005) and Semna South (2' 9.53, p = 0.002). This variation rnay be due to the multi- 

temporal context of the ASLN sample or alternatively, may reflect the culture pattern of 

injury in Lower Nubia Some societies develop d e s  for acceptable interpersonal 

violence (Le., what is a safe part of the body to attack; what weapon may be wd, or what 

price will be paid in "bblood money" for the location of the injury) as a method of 

resolving disputes and this wiii influence the obsavable injury pattern (e-g., Evans- 

Pritchard 1940; Kennett 1968; Matthew et ai. 1996). The mdigenous AuStcalians of 

Mangrove, for example, sanction the use of gender-specinc weapons (e-g., the dr'a 

nulla is a h e  foot long women's fighting stick) to W e  or bIock blows and E t  targets 

to the legs, m s ,  and fingem-sû&hg the head and chest is forbidden (Binbank 1994% 
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74). In the Mangrove society, therefore, nonlethal slculi trauma would be infiequent, 

while h b  and finger k t u r e s  would be endernic. 

Bioarchaeologists (e.g., Jurmain and Kilgore 1998; Kilgore et al. 1997; Smith 1996; 

Smith 1997) have argued that the presence of cranïofacial trama is directly related to the 

level of interpersonal violence in a society. Ifthis was the case, then interpersonal 

violence would be unknown at Soba, Kulubnarti, and Sahaba, even though multiple 

injuries and pany fÏactures existed, but would be common at Kerma aiid Sema South. 

While this pattern of injury may reflect cultural patterning of acceptable violent 

behavioq it may indicate successfully defiected blows to the skull, with the uina 

absorbing the full impact and thus, fractwhg. A ciinical ariaiysis of isolated ulna shaft 

injuries in Pretoria, for example, found that direct assault with a wooden baton, fended 

off by the foreami, occmed in all63 cases examined (DuToit and Grgbe 1979). 

Associated skull injees were observed in 27% of al1 cases and injuries to the ipsilateral 

radius affected 8% of the patients. Accordhg to clinical studies, the stick was a popular 

weapon in other developing countries as weli (e.g-, Crandon et al. 1994; DeSouza 1968; 

Geldermalsen 1993; Geldemialsen and Stuyft 1993), while a close analogy is the use of 

baseball bat as a weapon in Western societies (Berlet et al. 1992; Bryant et ai. 1992). 

Most individuais chose any suitable object close at hand and this selection varied with the 

individual's biological sex (see Babapulle et al. 1994 for an interesthg s w e y  of weapon 

choices in Sn Lanka; Butchart and Brown 1991; Chalmers et al. 1995; Geldermalsen 

1993; Geldermaisen and Stuyft 1993). The use of the staffas a weapon in ancient Nubia 

was nrst proposed by Smith and Wood-Jones (1910) based on ethnographie observation. 

Carroll (1988) and Filer (1997) have since presented more convincing evaluations of the 

wooden staff as a Nubian fighting tool by its presence in early Nubian and Egyptian 

artistic representatiom of sports and battle, and its role in trainuig recNits in the 

pharaoh's anny- Filer (1997) referred to tomb paintings that depicteci mock scrimmages 

among boatmen who wielded their punting poles against each other- And kaIiy, the staff 

was omnipresent in Egyptian art as a traditional waIking cornpanion for males, an 

ernblem of male author& a p0stura.I or support aid, cmtch, or male leisure accessory 

(Loebl and Nunn 1997), and thus was indeed a very convenient weapoeat  Ieast among 
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maies. Even more interesting, was the presence of throwsticks, measuring up to 75.5 cm, 

which accompanied severai of the Kerma retainers in the sacrificiai corridors as weil as 

individuals in the smaiier subsidiary graves (Rtisner 1923b, 245-346). Hardwood 

thmwsticks that were imported h m  the Afiicau interior were a valued possession among 

the Egyptian elite since the fourth millennium and were fkquently depicted in hunting 

scenes, but were also burnished as weapons (see, Kendall 1988,703-707, for a discussion 

of the throwstick and its representation in art among modem and ancient societies). The 

throwsticks were associated with males in artistic representation and, therefore, were 

another convenknt weapon for some males. However, while throwsticks may have been 

widded as a weapon on occasion, the possibility of ancient hunting accidents c a ~ o t  be 

neglect ed! 

The presence of the three indicaton of interpersonal violence was inconsistent arnong the 

ancient Nile Valley skeletal samples. The K m a  people and aduits fiom two other 

systematicdly examined samples (Kdubnarti and Semna South) encountered similar 

1eveIs of multiple injuries. Although the Kulubnarti people suffered the most long bone 

injuries, many of the f o r e m  injuries, which represented 75% of d l  injuries observed, 

were credited to accident rather than interpersonal violence. Kerma adults also 

experienced a high fiequency of foream injuries, but here the fiachires were more 

characteristic of those caused by a direct force. Individuals fiom Semna South, in 

contrast, bore fewer parry lesions, but sustained an excessive amount of skuil trauma 

However, when the sM1 and direct force ulna fracture ftequencies were pooled, the 

hcture fiequency for violence-related injuries among al1 of the skulls and uinae 

obsmred was neariy identical between Kema (39/463,8.4%) and Semna South (72/840, 

8.6%). The pooled violence-related fracture fkquency of the Kulubnarti group was Iower 

(22/392,5.6%), but not significantiy so. The injury patterns of the Kema and Semna 

South samples shared some characteristics, which suggest culturai congruency with 

respect to nodethal intentional trauma--maies sustained more lesions, cranid injuries 

were more fiequent thau other injuries fouowed by the ulna, and the SM vadt sustained 

more fractures than the craniofacial region. 
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5.5 ConcIusions 

The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain whether the ancient people of Kerma 

exhibited any of the traditional skeletal indicators of intapersonal violence (healed 

cranid and parry hctures, as weU as multiple lesions) and to evaluate the fkequency of 

these lesions, if any, with otha Nubian cultures. When ai l  anatomicd regions were 

examined for injuries (fkactures, dislocations, and myositi;s ossicans traumatica) it was 

observed that 39.5% of the Kerma people had one or more injuries. The Kama people 

displayed diagnostic skeletal markm of nonlethal violence, and these injury fiequencies 

were observed as follows among the sample: skulI firrctures (1 12%), direct force ulna 

hctures (6.5%). and multiple injuries (1 8%). However, the Kema injury pattern for 

interpersonal violence contradicted the cünical model on two aspects when frachue 

fiequencies were examined. First, the skull vault was more fkequently injured than the 

facial area among the Nubians, which may indicate a cultural preference for avoiding the 

facial area during altercations. Second, isolated ulna injuries followed the skull as the 

second most fiequently fiactured elernent, while hand injuries dominate this position in 

many dinical studies. 

When the fkequency values of individuals with skull or direct force ulaa hctures fiom 

six ancient Nile Vdley skeletal samples were compared to the Kerma sample, and 

differential recording procedures and presemation were not controlled for, the Kerma 

people experienced a higher overdl fkquency of violence-related injuries. An evaluation 

of two systematically analysed Upper Nubian samples fiom Semna South and Kulubnarti, 

dated to the Meroitic and ChrÎstian periods respectively, yielded some contrast in injury 

pattern to that of Kerma when the indicators of interpersonal violence were examined 

independen* the fkquencies of multiple injwîes (skull and long bone hctures only) 

were similar, individuals fiom Kulubnarti bore more ulna fhctures (although these were 

not rigorously defined as direct force fkactures), and the people h m  S e m a  South 

sustabed more skdi hctures. However, when the elmental fkquencies of direct force 

uina and skull fi;ictures were combineci the Çacture prwaiences of violence-related 

injuries among the Kemia and Semna South people were neariy identical, whüe the 

fkacture prevdence of these pooled injuries among the Kulubnarti people was lower. 
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These higher prevalences of iudividual and eIemental fkacture fiequeacies of SU and 

direct force ulna injuries, which have been associated with interpersonal violence, among 

the Kerma people may refiect the "culture of violence" of the Kerma state as 

demonstrated by the materiai culture. 
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Table 5.1: Descriptive identification of fhcture mes 

Linear 
(indirect, 
s w  on&) 

Cmsh 
(direct) 

Depression 
(direct) 

Fracture 
(force) 

Description 
( A h  and Hamblen 1992; Müiier et al. 1990; Rogers 1992; Schultz 1990; 

Tehranzstdeh 1989). 

Compression 
fdirectl 

fractures (See Fimres 5.2 and 5.3) 

I 

Penetration 
(direct) 

r 

A force with a large mass (e-g., solid wail) causes the contact area to 
bend inward and forces a corresponding outward bendmg of bone 
elsewhere in the skull that foiiows the path of least resistance. 
A low velocity impact forces one bone surface against a point of 
resistance. The bone is crushed and the number of hctured segments 
cannot be identified (e.g., a femur or pelvis crushed under a steel beam 
or boulder); when the fragments can be counted, the fÏacture is 
comminuted. 
Extemai bone is driven intemaiiy by a low velocity blunt surface, to 
create a locaiised crushed depression at the point of contact, surrounded 
by an area of radiating or concentric lines that result ftom forced 
outbending. In contrast to the penetration lesion, the extent of the 
extemal bone damage is greater than the area of the lesion at the greatest 
depth of the injury. The lesion's sides gently slope towards its centre 
(e.g.. the circular area left by a blow with a mal1 rock). 
Two opposing forces drive opposite surfaces of one bone (e.g., medial 
and lateral, Ieft and right, or supenor and infienor) toward each other and 
cmsh both sides. 

Other pst-craniat fractures (See Figure 23) 
Transverse 1 A force perpendicular to the longitudinal axis creates a singie Iinear 

The externai d a c e  of the bone is driven interndly by a hi& velocity 
and sharp object, to amte a localised lesion marked by sharp edges 
perpendicdar to the cortex. In the skull, punctures cause hgmentation 
of the inner bone table and eject bone hgments into the brain to create a 
larger area of damaged bone intemally than extemaily, the opposite of 
the depression iniury (e.g., an injury created by a knife or bullet). 

Impactioo 1 Telescopic: the bone is dnven into itseif at the point of the force of 

(dire&) 
Oblique 
(indirect) 
Spiral 
(indirecî) 

hcture line that bisects the verticai bone axis at an angle 4 5 O .  
Angulated and compressive forces mate a h e  that bisects the vertical 
bone axis at an angie > 4 5 O *  
Rotational and longitudinal forces enchle the bone to create a single 
hcture curve with a steep verticd step. 

(indire&) 
AvuIsion 
(rirdirect) 

resistance, thus shortening its length. 
A portion of bone is pulied fiom its orïginaI position by a tende force 
created by a ligament or tendon attachment, caushg the bone, being 
weaker. to reIease, 

Stress ~epetitive forces cause small subcortical breaks that rnay eventualiy 
(repet&e) 
IncompIete 

become a complete hcture. 
Only one cortex of the bone has been broken due to bending or buckling. 



Table 5.2: Distniution of hctured skull segments amoner Kerma ad& 

Total - 
N - 
IO8 
109 
109 
109 
107 
106 
109 
85 
88 
61 
91 
97 
73 
74 - 

1326 - 
1820 - 
72.9 - 
I l l  - 

Eiement 

t Frontal 
R Frontal 
L Parietal 
R Parietal 
L Temporal 
R Temporal 
Occipital 
L Zygomatic 
R Zygomatic 
Nasal 
L MaxiMa 
R Maxilla 
L Mandibie 
R Mandible 
Total segments observed (û) 
Expected segments (E) 
Preservation (OIE X 100%)* 
Complete skuUs 

n = number of hctures observed; N = number of segments present; % = n/N X 100%; 
L = le& R = right; Cmale vs. female preservation based on 14 sewents per person 

(f = 5.38, p = 0.020) 



Table 5.3: Twes of skull fractures among Kama adults 

Mdes Fernales Total 
TypeofInjury n % n % n % 

Total iniuries 19 100.0 12 100.0 31 100.0 

n = number of fiachues observed; %= f lotal  injuries X 100% 



Table 5.4: Long bone b t m e  statistics for Kerrna aduIts 

Descriptive Statistic 
Individuils observed (I) 
Injured individuab (nt) 
Number of fmctures (n) 
Individual count (nt/i X 100Y0) 
Indmdual mean trauma (M) 
Mean multiple injury (olnl) 

Males 
93 
24 
30 
25.8 
0.3 
1.3 

Femaies 
130 
16 
18 
12.3 
0.1 
1.1 

Total 
223 
40 
48 

17.9 
0.2 
1.2 



Table 5.5: Distriiution of long bone ffactures among Kerma addts 

'No hctured long bones less than 80% complete were observed. 

EIement 
CIavicle 

Eumerns 

h a  

Radius 

Femur 

Tibia 

Fibula 

Total 

n = number of hctwes observed; N = number of bones observed; % = nM X 100% 

Side 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Lef€ 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 

Combined 



Table 5.6. Tpes of long bone Giactures among Kerma aduits 

Fracture 
Type 

Avulsion 
Crush 
Depression 
Impaction 
Oblique 
Transverse 
Total Fractures 

ales 
Y0 

3.3 
10.0 
3.3 
3.3 

36.7 
43.3 

Total 

n = number of ftactures; % = f l o t a i  Fractures X 100% 



Table 5.7: Distriion of e d t y  hctures amone bones and individuals at Kerma 

Bone Groap 
Eund 

Carpais 
Metacarpals 
Proximal phalanges 
Middle phalanges 
Distal phalanges 
Total 

Foot 
Tarsals 
Metatarsals 
Proximal phalanges 
Middle phalanges 
Distal phalanges 
Sesamoids 
Total 

Total bones observed (O) 
Total bones expected (E) 

Males Fernales To ta1 

13780 23638 

n = number of hctures observed; N = number of bones obsenred; % = nM X 100%; 
nt = number of injured individuals; 1 = number of individuals observed; 

% = n'fi X IOO%; 2excludes sesamoids; *(x2 = 592.17, p = 0.000) 



Table 5.8: Distribution of  multide trauma fiauencv among Kerma adults 

Number of Lesions 

-- 

Males 





Table 5.1 0: Cornparison o f  Umer Nubian k t u r e  frwuencies 

Kerma 
(Ciassique) 

1750-1500 BC 

S e m a  ~ o d  
(Meroitic) 

100 BC-300 AD 

~ulubnprti~ 
(Christian) 

Site 
(Period) 

Date 
~Gment  

Long bones 
Clavicle 
Humeras 
Ulna 
Radius 
Femur 
Tibia 
FibuIa 
Total 
Total Individuals (I) 
Total Injured Individuals (nt) 
Individual Fracture 
Frequency (uYI X 100%) 
Skulls 

  AI^ 1996; 1999; 'mgore et al. 1997; n = number of hctured bones; 
N = number of bones observed; % = n/N X 100% 



Table 5.1 1 : Corn~arison of skull injury distriiution 

Site 
Total Skuii 

'ASLN = Archaeologicai S w e y  of Lower Nubia; n = number of hctures observed; 
% = f lo ta i  Skull Frachues 

Fractures 
Element 

Vaalt 
Face 
MandibIe 

-- -- 

Maies 

15 

Fernales 

11 
n 
11 
3 

73 
20 

1 7 1  

Maies 1 Femaies 
1 

41 
% n % n % a %  

Males 

22 

9 
1 

Females 

11 
n %  

13 
9 

9 1 2 0 0 0  

6 
n %  

59 
41 

76 
9 2 2  

82 
9 

3 
8 

31 27 
73 

2 
4 

O 0  

33 
67 

O 



Figure 5.1 : Location of Kerma 
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Figme 5 2 :  Skuii trauma visuai 
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Figure 5.3: Long bone trauma visual (coatinued on next page) 
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Figure 5.3: Long bone trauma visual (continued) 





Plate 5 2 :  Direct force uina h t u r e s  @arry hm) 



Plate 5.3: Fiflh metacarpal shafl fractures 





CHAPTEX 6 

Trauma among ancient Nubian villagers 

6.1 Introduction 

Trauma aetiology in modern nuaI societies is oftm a consequence of assorted 

occupationally-related hazards not fond in urban locales, many of which are due to 

factors unrelated to modern mechanised equipment, such as the close contact with 

animals (e.g., Barber 1973; Bjornstig et ai. 1991; Boyle et al. 1997; Brison and Pickett 

1992; Busch et al. 1986; Pratt et al. 1992); the increased age of workers due to non- 

mandatory retirement (Purschwitz and Field 1990); the intensified penods of harvest by 

inexperienced or exhausted workers (Hostetler 1993; Stueland et al. 1997); and the daily 

exposure of children to a hazardous adult working enWonment (Wilk 1993). While rural 

workers and thek families face a greater injury risk due to the working and living 

environment, personal injury due to assault, homicide, and violence is often excluded in 

clinical analyses of nuaI trauma because the emphasis is placed on preventable 

occupational injury. 

Sociologists attribute the dearth of violent crime in rural areas to the comrnunity's 

collective conscience (for overview see Websdale 1998,5648). In niral areas there is 

less tolerance for individual diversity, and social controls, such as, gossip, shame, and 

guilt would propel the individual into community prominence for their crime. On the 

contrary, group cohesion diminishes in urban societies and the community encompasses 

assorted personalities in a sea of anonymity rhat cIoaks an individual's actions. While it is 

generaily accepteci that public violent crime (Le., crimes involving strangers) is 

substantidy lower in rurai than d a n  areas, cllliical literature revealed that domestic or 

acquaintance violence occurred with equal prevalence in both environments within the 

same culture (Poole et al. 1993; Websdaie 1998,5546; W i a m s  et al. 1997; Wiadis et 

al. 1999). By analogy, the prevalence of mjury traditiond1y attriiuted to nodethal 

violence should be of similar frecpency among rurai and &an archaeologicd skeletal 

sampIes that belong to the same cuiture. Thus, in order to evaluate mterpersonai violence 

among a nnal archaeologicd skeletaî simple, it is also essential that a cdturally similar 
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urban skeletal sample be avdable for cornparison. Two such skeletai samples, dated to 

the Kerma Period (ca 2500-1500 BC) of anCient Sudanese Nubia, were available for this 

study. The urban group h m  the ancient city of Kerma, nucleus of the Kerma empire, 

was known to have a high prevalence of nodethal trauma,' as weU as an affinity for 

violence, so adeptly recorded by the ancient Egyptians. 

Egyptian historic documents vividly traced the trade rivalry and warfare between Egypt 

and Nubia (e.g., Budge 19O7), which is complemented by archaeological evidence of 

fortification, ntual sacrifice (animai and human), weapons, and conquest during the 

Kerma Period when the city of Kema was the focus of Nubian power (e.g., Adams 1977, 

179-85; Bonnet 1990a; Bonnet 1990b; 1990d; Breasted 1 9 6 2 ~  1962b; Kendall 1997; 

Reisner 1923a). Although the nual hinterland south of Kerma was not a major exchange 

depot for the Egyptians, the rural dwellers intmcted with the Kenna traders and adopted 

many aspects of the popular urban culture such as pottery design, burial practices, and 

rituai (e-g., Gratien 1999; Welsby 1996; 1997). This fellowship, coupled with Nubia's 

turbulent relationship with pharaonic Egypt for the control of the Nile trade and Central 

Afncan resources, affiorded a viable venue fiom which to assess the behavioural 

infiuences of an aggressive ancient urban society on its neighbouring inhabitants of the 

rural hinterIand by direct evidence of skeletai analysis. 

The chicai Iiterature provides a nch source of epidemiological studies that forrn a 

template for bioarchaeological analysis. In cross-cultural dinical research males are more 

fiequentiy involved in assaults, and haematomas, lacerations, and contusions are the most 

common injuries, while hctures and dislocations account for a minority of the Iesions, 

usually about 30% (e-g., Butchart and Brown 1991; Chalmers et al. 1995; Geldermalsen 

1993; Geldermalsen and Stuyft 1993; Maîthew et al. 1996; Shepherd et al. 1988; 

Shepherd et al. 1990, and many others). The skull is the prefmed site of attack in most 

societies (e-g., Brismar and Tunér 1982; Butchart and Brown 1991; Chalmers et ai. 1995; 

Crandon et al. 1994; Geldemialsen 1993; Geldermalsen and Stuyft 1993; Greene et al. 

1997; Khalil and Shaladi 1981; Matthew et ai. 1996; Mwaniki et al. 1988; Shepherd et ai. 

see Chapm S. 
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1988; Shepherd et al. 1990), but there are some exceptions, notably the forearm, ribs, and 

extremities (e.g., Burbank 1994; DuToit and Oriibe 1979; Mock et al. 1995). 

Bioarchaeologists who previously investigated human and nonhuman primate skeletal 

samples consolidated this data and developed a suite of skeletal lesions associated with 

nonlethal interpersonal violence, which included cranid injury, multiple lesions in 

varying stages of healing, and single ulna shaft hctures (parry bcture) (e.g., Junnain 

1991 ; Juimain 1997; 1999; Jurmain and Bellifimine 1997; Jurmain and Kilgore 1998; 

Lahren and Berryrnan 1984; Lambert 1997; LoveIi 1990a; 1990b; 1997; Martin 1997; 

Maschner and Reedy-Maschner 1998; Shennis 1983; Smith 1996; Walker 1989; Walker 

1997; 1997; Wiiicinson 1997; Wilkinson and Wagenen 1993). The nis  and hands are 

equally susceptible to harm during altercations, but aside fiom having extremely 

ambiguous fhcture aetiologies, they ofien are unrecovered in archaeological excavations 

(e.g., Kilgore et al. 1997). Because these small bones are seldom presented in trauma 

analyses (some notable exceptions include, Kilgore et al. 1997; Love11 1 99Oa; Smith and 

Wood-Jones 1910). cornparisons are r h c t e d  to the skull and long bones oniy, although 

ali observable injuries are integrated into case studies (e.g., Hershkovitz et al. 1996; Pàlfi 

et al. 1993; Wakely 1996). 

This investigation examined healed injuries arnong individuals fiom rural settlements of 

the Kerma period (ca. 25004750 BC) in ancient Nubia to determine what proportion of 

trauma, if any, was characteristic of interpersonal violence, identified by cranial injury, 

isoiated distai ulna hcture, andlor multiple lesions. The fiequency distribution of healed 

traumatic lesions among the rural sample h m  Kermars hinterland was compared to that 

of the inhabitants of the city of ~ e r m a ~  to determine if there was a statistically sipificant 

difference in the general trauma prevdence between the sexes and in the skeletal lesions 

traditionally associated with interpersonal violence, and by inference, a difference in 

Ievels of interpersonal violence between &an and nual groups of the Kerma culture. It 

was expected that the types of injuries atûibuted to interpersonai violence would be 

comparable, but that the nud sample wouid exhicbit more accident-related injuries 

because of the more hazardous nnal Miestyle (see, Judd and Roberts 1999). 



6,2 Materiaïs and methods 

6-2.1 The archaeo1ogicai context 

The ruraI skeletal remains were excavated h m  two cemeteries by myself, local 

Sudanese workers from the Dongola vicinity, and fellow members of the Sudan 

Archaeological Research Society's Northern Dongola Reach Survey (NDRS) team from 

1994-97 under the direction of Dr. Derek Welsby (1996; 1997) of the British Museum's 

Department of Egyptian Antiquities. The sites, O 16 (N 19' 02.324 E 30°00.000) and P37 

(N 19' 00.563 E 30' 36.025), are situated near the modem Sudanese t o m  of Dongola, 

about 70 km upriver from Kerma (Figure 6.1). 

The nual cemeteries, dated to the Kerma Ancien (ca 2500-2050 BC) and the Kerma 

Moyen (ca 2050-1 750 BC) periods, were easily identified by scatters of thin-wdled red 

and black bumished pottery Uidigenous to the culture. The cemetery landscape was also 

highiy visible-circular clusten of white quartzite pebbles interspersed with hgments of 

basait and a black femiginous substance delineated the buriais, in stark contrast to the 

endless expanse of brown quartzite pebbles Littering the Nubian Desert. The burial 

configuration was similarly homogenous, particularly the placement of the body. The 

Kema Ancien circular burial pits, 1.0 m in diameter and up to 2.2 rn deep, each 

contained a skeleton placed in the fiexed position on an ox-hide shroud (Plate 6.1). The 

skeleton was consistently laid on its right side, oriented east to West, head to the east and 

facing north, with the hands placed in fiont of the face. Simple personal effects such as a 

faience or ostrich shell necklace, a single stone pendant, or aiabaster labrets adorned the 

individual. 

The inclusion of grave goods required a Iarger burial pit durhg the K m a  Moyen period, 

aIthough offirings were less lavish and more d o r m  than those at the city of Kema 

(Bonnet 1990d; Reisner l923a). Pit diameters expanded to 1.5-4.5 rn, yet were 

shallower-about 1.0-1 -5 m deep. A crescent of cattie bucmia embraced the south side 

of the largest grave at P37 ami& the smdIer unadomed graves. This body was laid on an 

ox-hide shroud in the same position as the earlier period, but shifted to the south side of 

the grave. CareWy placed pottery bowIs were interspersed with meat cuts of sheep or 
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goat and the assemblage was situateci north of the body; four goats and an aduIt dog were 

interred by the individualk feet The presence of the goats was interpreted as a sacrifice 

for the deceased and thought to be the precunor to 'liuman sacrifice" associated with the 

Kema Classique period (Bonnet 19904 77; Kendall 1997,60; Reisner 1923a). 

6.2.2 The skeletnl sampie 

The trauma analysis assessed 55 adults, 28 males and 27 fernales, who will be referred to 

as the Northem Dongola Reach S w e y  (NDRS) sample. The sex of each individual was 

established by the dimorphic variation of the sM1 and innominate as advocated by 

Buikstra and Ubelaker (1 994). If neither sM1 nor innominate was available, 

measurements taken fiom long bones as described by Olivier (1969) were utilised. Age at 

death was established with scores obtained fiom the degenerative changes of the pubis 

(Todd 1921a; 1921b), stemal ni end modification (Loth and Iscan 1989), and changes to 

the auricular surface of the innominate (Lovejoy et al. 1 98s). The ages determined nom 

these methods were collapsed into broad categories: subadult ( ~ 2 5  yean), young adult 

(25-35 years), middle adult (35-50 years), old adult @O+), and "adult" when bones were 

too fhgrnentary to confidently estimate the age? 

6.23 Recording of trauma 

In this analysis the categories of trauma were as follows: 

1. A hcture was deked  as an Uicomplete or complete break in the continuity of bone 

(Ortner and Putschar 1981.55; Rogers 1992). 

2. A dislocation was identified by the complete (luxation) or partial (sublwation) loss of 

contact between joint components resulting in bone modification (Cher and Putschar 

1981,85; Rogers 1992). 

3. Myositis OSSZ~C~IIS  troumatica or soft tissue trauma was identifïed by an irregular 

ossified mass at the site of an adsion of the tendon or muscie attachent firom the bone 

(Anfdeheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998,27; Ortner and Putschar 1981,69). 

Judd (forthcoming) d e ~ i  detaiied osteological dysis .  
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Each major SM element (hntaI, parietal, temporal, occipital, zygomatic, nasal, m d a ,  

and mandrcble) that was more than 75% complete, was examined for healed injuries as 

defïned in Table 6.1 and iliustrated in Figure 62. The foUowing information was 

recorded for each lesion: side, position on the bone, dimensions, and shape. Ali skull 

elements were distinguished by side, with the exception of the occipital and nasal bones, 

which were counted as one bone only for each element type. 

Al1 long bones (clavicle, humerus, ulna, radius, femur, tibia, and fibula) were examined 

for evidcnce of healed injury. These bones were divided into five segments (proximal and 

distal interarticdar surfaces; proximal, middle, and distal shafts) that were judged to be 

intact if more than 75% of each segment was present! Since the bone collection suffered 

some damage, typically breakage, allowances had to be made for partial boues. 

Therefore, the bone was considered to be "complete" and incorporated into the bone 

count if four or all five segments of each bone were present? Fractured bones with three 

or fewer intact bone segments were also included in the long bone corpus in order to 

include al1 trauma data Because the inclusion of partial bones is controversial in 

palaeotrauma andysis and felt by some investigators to overestimate the hcture count 

(e-g., Bennike 1985; Lovejoy and Heiple 198 l), a bnef descrîption of the injured partial 

bones was noted to accommodate researchers who prefer to exclude these partial bones 

nom their analyses! 

Antemortem healed fractures were identified by angular deformity, apposition of bone, 

and complete or partial callus formation; x-rays were taken in questionable cases. The 

foliowing information was recorded for each hcture: bone type, side, position on bone 

(proximal, middle, and dÏstaI diaphyses; proxirnai or distal articular end), and hcture 

configuration (the length of the hctured bone and its opposite, the angie of the fracture 

Bone segments have been considercd to be complete witbin a range of 333% to 100.0% by various 
researehcrs @dcstm and Ubelakcr 1994; Lovejoy and HcipIe 1981; Robb 1997; Rose et ai. 1991; White 
1992). A consavative approach was taka in this investigation and a segment repmented by 75% or mote 
bone was considercd to be compIete as recommended by Buhtra and übeIakcr (1994). 
' See Chapter 4. 

~enniice (1985) parriaIIy rectined thD problem by Ming the fiactured fkagments separateIy, but did not 
include hem m her caicatations. 
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h e ,  and finally the apposition, angdation, and rotation of the distal hctured segment in 

relation to the proximally fractured segment)? Each lesion was assigned to a hichne type 

uable 6.1, Figure 6.31~ based on this information. The r d t s  of a detailed foreami 

andysis that identifid the proXimate mechanism (direct or indirect force) were integrated 

into the r e d t s  to facilitate the inteqretation? 

The metacarpal and rnetatarsai bones, as well as the phalanges, were divided into three 

segments (proximal, shafl, and distal) and those with 75% or more of at least two 

segments present were classed as complete bones. Like long bones, hctured srnaII bones 

represented by one segment ody were included, but documented in the analysis to 

accommodate trauma recording variations. The carpals and tarsais were reported in the 

study if they were 75% or more complete; partial bones that yielded evidence of injury 

were dso included in the sample and noted in the results. The determination and 

configuration of heaied or partially healed injuries to the tubular bones were identical to 

the processes used to descnie the appendicular bones. Injwed irreguiar bones (Le., 

scapula, vertebrae, innominates, and thorax) were briefly descriied on an individual 

basis. Magnification (10X) verified the presence of heaied callus lines that were 

questionable on the articular d a c e s .  

6.2.4 Anaiysis 

The amount of bone preserved was detennined for the long bones, skull, and extremities 

as a percentage of the bone recovered compared to the bone expected, in order to assess 

presemation as possible source of bias in flactute reporting between the sexes. Trauma 

fkequency was expressed by element (lesions per bone) and individual (injured aduits per 

number of individds) counts that permitted anaiysis at the populational level and the 

establishment of injury patterns among the bones themselves. Trauma fiequency statistics 

among individuais included the mean trauma count (number of lesions per nirmber of 

' Set LoveU(1997) for ment definitions and the mthod for taLmg these meamrrmmts. 
' Definitions for bcture types w a e  consoli&ted h m  many sources (Adams and Hamblen 1992; Keiiam 
and Jupiter 1992; Mmer et ai. 1990; RockwOQd et aL 1996; Rogers 1992; Schdîz 1990; Tehraazadeh 
1989)- 
Set Chapta 7. 
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individuaIs in tht sample) and the mean multiple injury (nmber of lesions per injured 

individuaIs). Chi-square tests detemiined statistically significant variations in the 

presence of injury between the bones, sexes, and lesion location within the rural sample 

and were also employed to compare the sarnple to the tnwna results nom K e m a  The 

Yatets correction for continuity ~t:) was applied to srnail samples (n c 5). The 

significance level chosen was .O5 and the number of degrees of fkeedom (df) was "1" 

unless othenvise stated. Because of the maIl size of the Kema Moyen sample (12 of the 

55 addts), the data for both Kerma periods were combined for this analYsis.'O 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Skiil1 preservation and trauma 

The s h U  bone count and bone survival rate are shown in Table 6.2 and no significant 

difference was revealed in the "elemental" preservation or injury prevalence between the 

sexed l Nineteen male and 1 7 female complete skuils were available for observation and 

of these, seven (19.4%) dkplayed vault injuries. but no significant difference in the 

distribution of skull injuries between male and femaie sMls existed Two Kenna Moyen 

fmaies presented oval-shaped depression hctures on the left parietal (362 and 330 mm2 

in area), while two Kenna Ancien males received smaller depression injuries on the lefi 

side of the skull va& (126 and 109 mm2). Two Kenna Ancien males each had an oval 

puncture on the right side of their skull vaults (5 and 78 mm') and a multi-lnjured male 

bore a series of smaU ovoid scattered lesions on the right parietal.12 One male rnandible 

was severely crushed and was associated with a complete uninjured sM1 vault. In total 

six males (3 1.6%) bore injuries to the skul1, while 22.9% (8 out of 35) of the total sample 

expenenced healed SM injuries. 

'O A detaiied trauma d y s i s  for the each paiod as weii as the palaeopathologicai catalogue is fotmd m 
Judd (forthcoming). 
" The expected nrrmber of elemcnts for each skun was 14. 
" The îhrec Iargcst lesions measurcd 26.7,33.6,383 mm' and wen sumunded by active bone. 
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63.2 Long bone preservation and trauma 

Signiscantly more male long bone (77.9%))" was preserved in cornparison to the female 

Long bone (59.6%) k2 = 150.01, p =0.000), which may misrepresent the reported fracture 

fiequency results between the sexes. When the sexes were pooled the percentage of long 

bones preserved for the entire sample was 68.9%. 

Fracture statistics for individuals with long bone trauma are shown in Table 6.3. 

Seventeen of the 55 individuals sustained long bone fractures for an overall individuai 

fracture rate of 30.9%. Although nearly twice as  many males as females bore injuries, 

long bone hcture was independent of biological sex. Table 6.4 records the numbers of 

complete long bones and fhctures obsenred for males and females. The long bone 

hcture fkequency for the entire sample was 5.8% as 28 out of 484 long bones were 

injured. No signincant merence among elements was found when the prevalence of 

hctured bones between the sexes was exarnined, nor was a significant difference noted 

for either sex when the injuries between the right and lef€ sides were considered. 

Efeven of the male lesions and six of the female Iesions affected the distal or distal 

i n t d c u l a r  portion of the bone, but no significant difference existed between the sexes. 

The type of fiachue (Table 6.5) provided evidence as to whether a direct or indirect force 

caused the injury. The angled, oblique fracture lines characterised 35.7% of the lesions 

and were situated on the distal sh& (1 clavide, 2 ulnae, 3 rad.& 4 fibulae), a combination 

traditiondy associated with indirect trauma. An equal number of hctures (1 cIavicIe, 7 

ulnae, 2 radii) were transverse types, where the break occurred at the point of impact 

from a direct force (e.g., Adams and Hamblen 1992,145; Rogers 1992). 

Injuries to the shah  of the radius and uina, however, are controversid in aetioIogy and 

interpretation is influenced by the presence of ipsilateral associated hctures in addition 

to the hcture Iine (Rogers I992,8 1 1-836).'~ An independent anaiYsis '' of fore- 

" 28 mako X 14 long bones X 5 segments pa bone = 1960 bone segments, of which 1526 w m  recovered; 
27 females X IQ long bones X 5 segments per bone = 1890 bone segments, of which 1126 were recovereâ. 
14 See Iurmaitl(l999,214-222) and Lovcll(1997) for problems with bioan:haeologicai mterpretations of 

forcaaa trauma. 
' * See Chapter 7. 
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trauma fomd that the seven transverse ulna lesions met the morphological characteristics 

of a typicd direct force parry hcture-non-radial involvement, fusiforrn s w e h g  on the 

distd third of the shaf€, minimai displacernent ((10" in any plane) if at aii or were Iess 

than 50% apposed, and the fiachne line was 5 45' (Richards and Corley 1996,912; 

Rogers 1992; Schultz l990,265,8 16-8 17). Three individuals sustained grossly rotated 

p a h d  forearm fractures, where both the ulna and radius were involved. One individual 

aiso had a Smith's hcturei6 on the same radius. These individuals presented other long 

bone injuries and two also experienced nonunion of long bone fhctures that were 

identified by bImted and seded bone ends (the left radius and right ulna of one Kema 

Ancien male (Plate 6.2) and the clavicular fkcture of a Kema Moyen fernale). Nonunion 

of the forearm is cornmon in chical practice and may be the result of Iack of control for 

rotation in healing (ConneUy 198 1,27-30). 

Two tibial avuisions were present on the proximal shafts of a Kerma Moyen male where 

both tibial tuberosities were completely detached fiom the shafts. A distd anilsion of the 

tibial malleolus of a Kenna Ancien f d e  and five depression lesions occurred on the 

tibial articuiar d a c e s .  

6.3.3 Extremity preservation and trauma 

The extremity (hands and feet) inventory, fracture distribution, and preservation 

calculation for the sample are located in Table 6.6. A significant ciifference was observed 

between the sexes for the numben of extrernity bones preserved Discrete hand hctwes 

were statisticdly more prevalent arnong mdes than females (X2=5.80 p=0.0 1 6), but there 

was no significant ciifference in the hcture fiequemies whm the han& as units for each 

adult were compared between the sexes. There was no signincant ciifference observed 

between the sexes whm the bones of the foot were examined for trauma individually or 

as units for each adtût. 

I6 The Smith's fkcttxe is caused by a faii on an outstretched hand or direct blow to the back of the hand 
(Rogers 1992,847). 
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Two maies SuSfained a Bennett's iïachrre, which is identified by the shearing off of a 

triangular wedge h m  the base of the first metacarpal by a misplaced punch (Adams and 

Hamblen 1992; Rogers 1992,976; Schultz 1990). Three males had multiple oblique 

metacarpal shaft frsictures (Plate 6.3), whiie one male and one fernale had one each of 

these injuries. Three males exhibited transverse metacarpal shaft hctures and head 

impactions were noted on the metacarpais of thm 0 t h  males. Injuries to the proximal 

hand phalanges hcluded eight impacted phalangeal heads of females, four impacted 

bases of males, one slash on the lateral side of a male's fifth proximal phalanx, and four 

oblique shaft injuries, again to males. Three individuals each had one distal phalangeal 

tuft that was sheared off. 

Injuries to the metatarsais included five base and one head impaction, as well as an 

avulsion of the styloid process of the fiAh metatmai. Two Kema Moyen f e d e s  

suffered a stress injury on the fourth metatarsal; a parallel fkicture on the adjacent £ifth 

metatarsal also occurred on one of these females. The majonty of the foot phalanges 

sustained impaction or avulsion injuries, but one first &al phalanx exhibited a 

longitudinal cut. 

6.3.4 Other trauma" 

Six Kema Ancien males suffered damage to the vertebrae, mainly depressed articuiar 

facets. In most cases one vertebra only was injured except for one male who bore six 

adjacent injured elements, four of which were to the spinous processes. A second young 

male had bilateral spondylolysis that traversed the lower third of the superior artîcular 

facets of a lumbar vertebra. Five individuds suffered rib trauma in the form of hcture or 

soft tissue injury. Three of these people had other injuries, but most notably one male and 

one fernale each sustahed distal uina and phalangeai hctures as well. The right superior 

acetabuIar rirn of an Ancien male revealed a smaii round puncture surmunded by 

perîosted bone reaction. One male with multiple injuries exhibited a healed cwh 

hcture on the scapular body (Plate 6.4). This scapula aiso displayed musde puIl lesions 

" The ntrmbcrs of elexnents recovered for the femamder of the Meton are tabuhted m Judd 
(forthcoming). 
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at the insertion points for the bruchia, teres minor, teres m a m  and serratus 

anterior muscles. The right scapula sustained soft tissue trauma dong the medial spine 

where the rrapQius muscle herts. 

Aside from the bones mentioned above, £ive cases of myositis ossifians truumatica were 

noted on the bones of four Kerma Ancien males who mered  injuries at the foiiowing 

locatiom: the soleal insertion of the left proximal posterior tibia and the interosseous 

insertion of a hand phalanx; the linea aspera of the lefi mid-sh& fmur; the deltoidius 

and brachialis insertions of the left mid-shaft humerus; and the adductor magnus 

insertion on the right distal femoral condyle." Sofi tissue trauma was observed at the 

addrctor longus insertion of the right pubis of an older Kema Ancien female. 

6.3.5 Multiple trauma 

Many individuals experienced multiple trauma consisting of hctures and soft tissue 

injury, but most lesions were minor, such as depression Eractures to the hand and foot 

bones or vertebral facets; dislocations were not observed. Significantiy more males than 

fernales bore some type of injury (Table 6.7) (x2=1 -92, p= 0.002). but the occurrence of 

multiple injury was similar between the sexes. 

6.4 Discussion 

Accidentai and intentional Uijtuies wen obsemed in this niral skeletd sample, dated to 

the Kerma period, from North Dongola Reach vicinity, but how did the injury pattern 

compare to the neighboimng urban group h m  Kerma? 

The modal distriiution of injuries dinéred between the two groups. Among the rurai 

peopie, the 151 observed injuries (hctures, dislocations, and myositis osst@cam 

traumatica) were distriiuted as fo~ows: the han& displayed the most injuries (34%) 

foUowed by the feet (27%); the tnmk (13%); the h a  and tibia (6% each); the skull(S%); 

the radius and nbula (3% each); and haUy the clavicle and femur (1%). In contrast, the 

156 injuries met with by the Kema people included SM lesions (20%)). folIowed by the 

" This was a partial boue. 
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tnink (19%). the han& and ulna (15% each), the feet (9%). the femur (5%). the humerus 

and radius (4% each). the clavicle and tibia (each with 3%)). the fibula (2%), and the 

patella (1%)). Both samples deviate fkom the ciinical modal distriiution of hcture where 

the skull is gcnedy  the most fnsuently injured area foliowed by the han& in many 

cases @rink et al. 1998; Shepherd et al. 1990; Speddiiig et ai. 1999), although variations 

exist (e.g., Ebong 1978b; Matthew et al. 1996; Prince et al. 1993; Sahiin 1990) 

Table 6.8 compares the hcture prevalences of trauma among the most commonly 

injured bonesIg for the rural sample and the sample fiom K m a ,  whiIe Table 6.9 

examines the prevalence of hcture among bones typicaIly associated with interpersonai 

violence (skull, ulna, and multiple injury) by sex for the two ~ a r n ~ l e s ; ~ ~  the p-values 

obtained fiom the chi-square analyses accornpany the tables. A significantly higher 

number of nual people suffered fmm one or more injuries when compared to their urbau 

neighbours (80% vs. 39.5%) (XZ = 29.07, p = 0.000). 

When the major injuries associated with nonlethal interpersonal violence were exaaiined, 

there was no significant ciifference between the samples in the Eequency of isolated skuii 

or direct force &a injuries, or in the fiequency of individuals with combined sM1 and 

uina trauma The similarity between the samples in the prevalence of cranial and direct 

force ulna shaft injuries confïrmed the clinical premise that interpersonai violence among 

acquaintances (i.e., known individuais) in urban and niral areas was analogous within a 

given culture (e.g., Bachman 1994,7; Poole et al. 1993; Websdale 1998,56; Williams et 

aL 1997; Wladis et al. 1999). Fernale multiple trauma involving the c d a  and long bones 

was comparable for both samples and implied that Mal and urban fernales faced mutuai 

challenges in theV daily activities or social d e .  The disparity in male multiple trauma 

involving the skuii and long bones was produced by greater hcture fkequencies of the 

radius, tibia, and &da, white the addition of the extremities created a higher prevalence 

of multiple fractures among nnal individuals for both sexes. The dissimilarity may be a 

factor of diffaentiaI preservation since ~ ~ c a n t i y  more long bones and extremities of 

t9 Infkequcntiy mjmed bones (Ï.e, sternum, vertebrac, scapuia, innominate, and pateila) were exchdeci. 
See Chapter 5 for complete trauma anaiysis of the mbaa Kama ample. 
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the niral group were recovered (x2 = 1 1 .O?, p = 0.00 1; X2 = 3457.74. p = 0.000), while the 

skuli elmients of 223 Kerma inhabitants were more favourabiy preserved k2 = 41 -83, p = 

0.000)?' This was particularly me of the extremity bones fiom Kerma, which were 

unde~epresented physidy or were cloaked in mummified tissue. Variation in activity 

and behaviour is an alternative explanation, since the landscape and proximity to the Nile 

River wae  comparable for both groups. 

6.4.1 The role of the environment 

Geographicai hazards, nonfatal interpersonal squabbüng, and weapon assaults are often 

implicated as factors responsible for traumatic lesions (e.g., Filer 1992; Frayer 1997; 

Kilgore et ai. 1997; Lambert 1997; Shermis 1983; Smith and Wood-Jones 1910, and 

many others), but other dangers, seeming quite innocent, lurked in the rurai areas during 

the Kerma period. Dental indicatoa of an animai protein diet (e.g., calculus deposits), 

combined with the abundance of bovid bones and effigies reûieved fiom domestic refuse 

and ritual contexts at Kerma and the neighbouring rural Kerma senlement of Gism el- 

Arba (Bonnet and Ferrero 1996; Chaix 1988; Chaix 1993; Gratien 1999; Krarnar 1994), 

in addition to the faimai remains fkom the Kerma Moyen buriais of the NDRS and the 

dental calculus deposits of the rural people (Judd forthcoming), confïrm the importance 

of animais to this culture. The proximity of animais, however, has ominous 

repercussions. Aithough Smith and Wood-Jones (1 9 1 O, 296-298) considered ancient 

Nubia to be Eee of occupationai hazards, modem ernergency units demonstrate that 

famiers and their families are at greatest risk of fatal and nonfatai injury-a sizeable 

percentage of nonfatal accidents, 30% to 40%, is blamed on animal assault during the 

processes of m g ,  feeding, dehoming, cdving, herding, ploughing, cleaning, 

slaughtering, and maintainkg (ag., Boyle et ai. 1997; Brison and Pickett 1992; Busch et 

ai. 1986; Pratt et ai. 1992); fdls from ladders, lofts, and short heights account for a 

fùrther 10% of injury (e.g., Cogbül et al. 1991; Jones 1990). 

Traditional farming as a contriibutory factor to long bone trama was investigated among 

Mal and d a n  medieval Britons (Judd and Roberts 1999). The long bone kcture 

" See Chapter 5 for preservation caicuiatiom for the Kexma siceletal ma- 
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fkequencies for the medievd farming villages ranged from 2.2% to 3.5% and individual 

hcture hquencies spanned fZom 10.7% to 19.4%. Both rates were s ignincdy higher 

than the craft-oriented d a n  dwellers whose elmental and individual Eracture rates 

ranged fiom 0.8% to 4.1% and 4.7% to 5.5% respectively. This long bone injury pattern 

was reproduced in the Nubian material examineci here. Long bone hcture fkequencies 

were reduced fkom 5.8% among ruraI residents to 2.4% among the urban dwelIers, whiie 

the number of individuais with long bone hctures plummeted fiom 30.9% for the NDRS 

group to 17.9% for the &an Kerma sample. 

The radial fractures observed were charactenstic of those received when the body weight 

shifts over the axis of the bone, such as when one attempts to break a f d  with an 

outstretched hand or when one goes over on the ankle (e.g., Adams and Hamblen 1992, 

244-7; Loder and Mayhew 1988; Rogers 1992.8 1 1-25.841-9; Sacher 1996,777). 

Similarly, minor injuries were discovered on the lower leg bones of both samples and 

were attnauted to continual stress on the h e e  joint, sudden impaction of the joint or 

going over on one's ankle-none were readily identifiable with direct trauma (e-g., 

Adams and Hamblen 1992,246; Rogers 1992,1270, 1233-4, Sacher 1996,777). The 

decrease in the d e  injuries associated with going over on the ankle accompanied by a 

reduction in radial injuries, more traditionally attributed to breakhg fdls, may be 

explained by the différences in urban and rural activities and work areas (e.g., courtyard, 

rïverbank, field, workshop). It was likely that many of the Kerma individuah, particularly 

those in the mass burial section of the large tumuli. were the king's "retainers," and those 

fkom munding subsidiary graves were rnembers of the royal entourage or bureaucrats. 

The urban administrators or even the household slave quite possibly enjoyed a more 

cornfortable existence than the working-class farm famiy who had p a t e r  contact with 

the daiiy environmental hazards of the Nile River, desert terrain, and domestkatcd 

animals (see, ûwsley et al. 1987, for comments concerning differences in working 

conditions among historic American slaves). While animds were also involved in the 

rituals at Kerma, their care was like1y delegated to the sumiunding village peasants, who 

were unlike1y to be interred in the royd tumuli, or perhaps im exclusive or hereditary 

animal caretaker position existed. Urban specialisations at Kerma included commercial 
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and ritual baking; carving of ivory, bone, mica, faience, tortoise &eu, and wood; 

jeweilers; bronze metallurgy; boat building; îanning and perhaps competitive sports, such 

as wrestling and mwing @omet 1990~; Cmll1988). and although each had its own 

unique set of occupational hazards, injury risk would be minimal in cornparison to the 

pnils of the nuai iifestyle, as it is in the modern context (e.g., Bnson and Pickett 1992; 

Jones 1990; Nordstrom et al. 1995; Ratt et al. 1992; Purschwitz and Field 1990). 

Injury aetiology in the niral regions of developing Afiican corntries where "traditional" 

subsistence strategies and Miestyles exist satisfies both the geographic and economic 

criteria for an effective analogy. Mechanisms of nonfatai injuries have been reported in 

Afncan vinages as follows: falls h m  trees that resulted in multiple trauma, snimbles into 

holes at night that produced ankie or lower leg injuries, agriculture, hut wall or roof 

collapse, trees falling on the individual, household accidents, sharp tool injury, assaults 

with sticks causing multiple comminuted injuries, boxing, falls at home, striking or 

receiving a blow, snake and hyena bites, human bites, and knife fights (e.g., DeSouza 

1968; Ebong 1978a; Loro and Franceschi 1992; Mock et al. 1995). Sizeable numbers of 

these injury mechanisms involved physical confiict and no doubt ais0 occurred in 

antiquity . 

6.4.2 The role of the extremities 

The high fkequency of hand and foot injuries in the rural sample is not unreasonable 

when comparai to modem clinicai and nonhuman primate research that found the hands 

to be the most fkquently hctured region (e-g., Barton 1988, vii-ix; Bramblett 1967; 

Loveil 1990a). Clinical literahne reported that hand injuries resulted nom sports, 

agriculture, f a s ,  blunt trauma, machiuery, glass, industrial accident, burns, household 

accident, animai bites, and occupation, in addition to human bites h m  a tooth-punch 

injury, direct bites, and fights (e.g, Ip et ai. 1996; Jonge et al. 1994; Keliy et al. 1996; 

Lon, and Franceschi 1992; Mock et al. 1995; Redler and McCue 1988; Smith and Bars 

1991). Many of the injury mechanisms mentioned above were also present in ancient 

Nubia, but the nnal males and fernales susfaineci signincantly more injuries to the 

extremities than their utban compatriots. While this discrepancy may be a consequence of 
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the differential preservation of extremity bones between the two collections or variation 

in daily tasks, injuries encountered during physical conüontations were ais0 implicated. 

An andogous situation emerged in nonhuman primate research. LoveIl's (1 99Oa) review 

of nonhuman primate field literatue found that interpersonal violence and traps were the 

primary cause of injury for both sexes. with the han& and feet being the most vulnerable 

in fights. She obsaved skeletal evidence for this behaviour in her in-depth arialysis of 

nonhuman primate injury where she found that extremity injuries-usually simple. 

compression, and ununiteci f?actures--were distributed between both sexes and in most 

cases more than one element was involved. A correspondhg result appeared among the 

ancient nual Nubians-13 out of 55 (23.6%) people suffered fiom multiple hand injuries 

and 10 out of 55 (18.2%) ad& experienced multiple foot trauma Both extremity 

multiple injury ffequencies were significantly higher than that of K m a  where only one 

individual out of 223 (0.5%) exhibited multiple lesions of the hands (X2= 45.19, p = 

0.000) and feet (x2= 36.5 1, p=û.OOO). 

In clinicai practice, most aduit assault victims claim to d e r  injuries Eorn a punch, hit, 

push, or kick (Brismar and Tunér 1982; Chalmers et al. 1995; Goldberg and Tomlanovich 

1984; Greene et ai. 1997; Muelleman et al. 1996; Shepherd et al. 1990; Zachariades et ai. 

1990), and therefore, some injuries must appear on the hands of the person delivering the 

blow (e-g., Shepherd et al. 1990). Offensive hand injuries, many of which were observed 

among the rural NDRS sample, included metacarpal injuries, particularly the neck where 

the head is bent dorsally (boxeris fiachire), and the base of the fïrst metacarpal when a 

misplaced punch shears a trianguiat portion of the articular base away fiom the shaft 

(Bennett's Scture) (e-g., Adams and Hamblen 1992,171; Rogers 1992; Schultz 1990). 

Other notable offensive hand injuries include the tramverse shaft fracture of the fifth 

metacarpal caused by a side-ways blow by the mediai edge of the hanci, tooth-punch 

injuries received by assailant's metacarpophalangeal joint when the fist contacts the teeth 

and hally7 one haIf of the V-shaped base of the second metacarpal can be sheared off by 

the blunt edge of the trapezoid when the metacarpal absorbs a blow to its head. Common 

defensive hand injuries are obIique shaft hctmes of the metacarpal (especially the nfth) 

caused by holding and twisting, a "parrying" fhcture to the nfth metacarpal or pha1a.m 
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when the hand is raised to fend off a blow, and bite injuries h m  humans or animais 

causing c o s c c ~ g  dorsal and palmar damage or amputation (Adams and Hamblen 

1992,171; Rogas 1992,945-98 1). Notable among the distal phalangeal injuries were 

three instances of tuft amputation, which o h  result h m  humaa or animal bites Goro 

and Franceschi 1992), in addition to injuries inflicteci by weapons (e.g., knives, axes, etc.) 

and stugical procedures. WhiIe some of the hand injuries observed above were likely the 

result of striking or absorbing a blow, the blow may not necessarily have involved 

another individual. Altematively, a blow can be delivered in a socidy acceptable venue, 

such as competitive sports (e.g., Hershkovitz et al. 1996; Mock et al. 1995; Wafker 1997). 

sanctioned dispute senlement (e.g., Burbank 1994) or play among age sets (e.g., Whitten 

and Smith 1984). 

6.4.3 Variation in weapon choice 

Although no significant difference in skull trauma prevalence was observed between the 

two groups, the intensity of the skull vault lesions among urban dwellers was more severe 

(7 to 1326 mm2 in area, mean = 405 mm2) than those of their rural couterparts (Plates 5 

and 6). The nuai depressed skull hctures ranged h m  109 to 362 mm2 (mean = 232 

mm2), which was much srndler than modem stoning injuries, whm the lesions ranged 

fiom 707 to 3317 mmf in area (Judd 1970). if interpersonai violence was indeed the 

cause of cranid injury, a greater force, or heavier or sharper weapon inflicted the injuries 

on many of the urban dwellers at Kerma Injuries caused by the hands and feet are 

widespread in cluiical reports of violence in les-industrialised societies, although 

individuals involved in spontaneous physicai confikt often grab any object close at hand, 

such as, a traditionally carried stick or M e ,  stone, whip, basebal1 bat, kitchen utensils 

(eg, broom, pestle, clay pot), occupational tools, or more cnative items (e-g., umbrelia, 

lamp, coconut, and cycle chahs); the choice of weapon varied with the biologicai sex of 

the d a n t  and the mtended victim (e-g., Babapune et al. 1994; Burbank 1994; 

Geldermaisen and Stuyft 1993). At Kerma, any common object, such as, a staff, 

throwstick, rock, pottery vesse1 or axe was eligiiIe for use as a weapon to inflict injury 
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and therefore, may account for the more severe lesions, since those pmduced by the 

han& and feet would be less prominent (e-go, Bostrom 1997)P 

A second factor influencing weapon choice at K m a  may have been the desire of the 

elite to d a t e  the actions of the der,  and the severity of some of the t h a n  SM 

injuries may, therefore, be comected to the urban social hicrarchy. The pharaoh's act of 

"smiting the foreheadt' with a macehead, battleaxe or mord to subdue the enemy was a 

fiequent Uieme throughout Egyptian art and textual sources, the most renomed being the 

Namier palette dated to 3000 AD (see, Filer 1997 for an excellent review of textual 

accounts and artistic porûayals of events involving skulI injuries in the Nile Valley). The 

urban elite, many of whom were Egyptians or Egyptianked Nubians (Bonnet 1990a; 

Bomiau 1991; Kendall 1997; Reisner 1923a; 1923b), may have imitated this practice on 

a less deadly scde, as a method of exerting power over their minions; this mimicry would 

also explain the high proportion of skull vauit injuries over facial injuries as the preferred 

injury target. Additional support for this interpretation rests with the burial distribution- 

the male and female retainen interred in the "sacrificial corridors" of Kerma's royal 

himuli bore a higher fiequency of skull injuries than the individuals buried in the elite 

burial vaults or srnder subsidiary burials (X2= 9.29, p=û.002). The abundance of the 

extremity and minor skuil injuries observed arnong the nual group, in contrast to the 

more severe skull injuries and paucity of extremity lesions experienced by the Kerma 

aduits, therefore, may reflect a variation in weapon choice that was infiuenced by social 

position, ifsome of the injuries observed, particularly those to the skull, were indeed due 

to interpersonal violence. 

6.5 ConcIusions 

Acute trauma was endemic among the Mal North Dongola Reach Survey (NDRS) 

skeletal sample h m  the eariier K m a  periods (ca 25004750 BC) and was endured by 

80% of the residents, with extremity injuries bemg particdarly widespread. Individuab 

who experienced long bone hctures represented 30.9% of the sarnple, and the lesions 

" See Chapter 5 for comments about the ubiquity of the staff in Egyptîan art and the mdigenous Nubian 
throwstick, Aii of these objects were ubiquitous throughoui Egypt and Sudan, 
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were d o d y  disûiibuted between the sexes. Of the 484 complete long bones available 

for wessnent, 5.8% wexe injureci-the ulnar shaft most fiequently (13.8%). The three 

traditional indicators of interpersonal violence emerged in this sample: cranid trauma, 

distal ulna shaft (parry) htures,  and multiple injury. S M  trauma, visible as a puucture 

or minor depression h t u r e  on the parietai or hnta l  bone, affecteci 19.4% of the 

observable da, while only 2.8% of the facial area was disfigured, which contradicted 

clinicai enquiries. Of the ulnae obsetved 10.7% exbibited the parry hcttue 

configuration. Multiple trauma was prevalent with the majority of uijured individuais 

(62%) bearing more than one injury. 

The rural NDRS and urban K m a  adults suffered fÏom similar fkequencies of injuries 

due to interpersonal violence, although the d group bore more injuries due to al1 

causes. Because the two samples denved nom identical cultural and geographic 

environments, other factors were influential. Variation in traumatic lesions was due to a 

greater prevalence of minor foreann and lower leg injuries that are commonly a result of 

a faIl or a loss of balance. The most parsimonious explmation attributes the excess 

arnount of nuai long bone trauma to different male activities between the rural and urban 

workplaces, particularly those involving animals and agriculture. Cultivation and herding 

activities account for some component of injury pattern discrepancy, but minor skull 

depression injuries combined with the overwhelming involvement of the extremities in 

multiple trauma for both sexes suggests that some of these mal1 lesions were the resdt 

of customary physical confrontations where the han& and feet were used to resolve 

issues. While injuries to the hands and feet are markedly cornmonplace in modem 

ind&aIised and developing countries, and represent the consequences of countless 

possible actions, injuries sufféred during physical altercations are a recurring 

phenornenon. ConverseIy, the injury pattern at Kerma produced more severe skull 

injuries and fewer extremity injuries, which likely represented a preference for hand-held 

objects as weapons among some of the urban dwellers, particdarly the elite. Nonethelas, 

levels of interpersonal violence in the niral and urban Kenna communities were simiIar, 

which accords with modern clinicd research; however, the individual that inflicted the 
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injury avoided striking the facial area in contrast to the expected chical patterns. which 

indicates cuItudLy pattemed behaviour between the two societies. 
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Table 6.1 : Descri~tive identification of fracture twes 

Skull and oste 
Linear 
(indireet, 
skull on2 

Fracture 
(force) 

Compression 

Description 
(Adams and HambIen 1992; Keliam and Jupiter 1992; Mmer et aL 1990; Rockwoad et 

al. 1996; Rogers 1992; Schuitz 1990; Tchranzadeh 1989) 

(direct) 

ranidfiactures (See Figures 6.2 and 6.3) 
A force with a large mas (e-g., soiid wd) causes the contact area to 
bend inward and forces a corresponding outward bending of bone 
elsewhere in the skull that foiIows the path of least retistance. 
A low velocity impact forces one bone surface against a point of 
resistance. The bone is crushed and the number of fhctured segments 
cannot be identifkd (e.g., a fcmur or pelvis crushed under a steel beam 
or boulder); when the hgments can be counted, the hcture is 
comminuted, 
Extemal bone is driven intemally by a low velocity blunt surface, to 
create a localised crushed depression at the point of contact. surmunded 
by an area of radiating or concentric lines that remlt nom forced 
outbending. In contrast to the penetration lesion, the extent of the 
extemal bone damage is greater than the area of the lesion at the greatest 
depth of the injury. The lesion's sides gently dope towards its centre 
[e.g., the circular area lefi by a blow with a small rock). 
Two opposing forces drive opposite sinfaces of one bone (e.g., medial 
and lateral, lefi and right, or superior and Merior) toward each other and 
c m h  both sides, 
The extemai surface of the bone is driven intemdly by a high velocity 
and sharp object, to mate a locaiised lesion marked by sharp edges 
perpendicular to the cortex. In the skull, punctures cause hgmentation 
of the huer bone table and eject bone hgments into the bmin to create a 
larger area of damaged bone intemally than extemaiIy, the opposite of 
the depression injury (e.g., an injury created by a knife or bullet). 

- 

Other posteanid fractures (See Figure 6.3) 
Transverse 1 A force perpendicular to the lonpitudinal axis creates a single linear 

1 (direct) 1 hcture h e  that bisects the vertical bone axis at an ande 4 S 0 .  

Rotational and longitudinal forces encircle the bone to create a sing1e 

Oblique 
(r'ndirect) 

bcture curve with a steep vertical step. 
Telescopic: the bone is driven into itselfat the point of the force of 

Angulated and compressive forces create a h e  that bisects the vertical 
bone axis at an angle >4S0. 

resistance, thus shortening its l e n a  
A portion of bone is pulled h m  its original position by a tende force 
created by a Iigament or tendon attachment, causing the bone, being 
weaker. to release. 

Stress ~ep t i t i ve  forces cause smali mbcorticd breaks that may eventually 
(repe&ive) 
Iacomplete 

become a comptete fracture. 
OnIy one cortex of the bone has been broken due to bending or buckling. 



Table 6.2: Distribution of ktured slaill segments for NDRS addts 

L Frontal 
R Frontal 
L Parietal 
R Parietal 
L Temporal 
R Temporai 
Occipital 
L Zygomatic 
R Zygomatic. 
Nasal 
L MaKiIla 
R M d a  
L Mandible 
R Mandale 
Total Obsewed Segments (O) 
Expected Segments (E) 
Prese~ation (OIE X 100%) 
Complete SkuUs 

n = number of hctured bones; N = number of bones observed; 
% = a X  lOO%;L=Le&R=Right 



Table 6.3: Long bone k t u r e  statistics for NDRS aduIts 

Descriptive Statistic 
IndividuaIs observed (I) 
Injared individuals (nt) 
Number of fractures (n) 
Individuai count (n'II X 100%) 
Individuai mean trauma (dI) 
Mean multiple injury (du') 

Fernales 
27 

Males 
28 

Total 
55 

11 
20 

39.3 
0.7 
1.8 

6 
8 

222 
0.3 
1 -3 

17 
28 

30.9 
0.5 
1.7 



Table 6.4: Disûiiution of long bone hctures  for NDRS adults 

One fernalets partial right fibula (distal articdar and distal shaft segments) displayed an 
oblique fracture; n = number of fractures observed; N = number of bones observed; 

% =n/NX 100% 

Etement 
CIavicle 

Eumems 

UIna 

Rsdius 

Femur 

Tibia 

Fibula 

Total 

Side 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Cornbined 
Le ft 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Left 
Right 
Combined 
Le ft 
Right 
Combined 
Lefi 
Right 
Combkd 

Combined 

n 
O 
1 
1 
O 
O 
O 
3 
4 
7 
2 
2 
4 
O 
O 
O 
2 
3 
5 
2 
1 
3 

20 

n 
O 
1 
1 
O 
O 
O 
1 
1 
2 
O 
1 
1 
O 
O 
O 
1 
2 
3 
O 
1 
1 
8 

n 
2 

O 

9 

5 

O 

8 

4 

28 

Males 
N 
20 
19 
39 
18 
22 
40 
18 
20 
38 
19 
19 

' 38 
21 
26 
47 
22 
25 
47 
23 
25 
48 

297 

Femdes 
N 
13 
14 
27 
13 
18 
31 
12 
15 
27 
12 
14 
26 
14 
16 
30 
13 
12 
25 
9 

12 
21 

187 

% 
0.0 
5.3 
2.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

16.7 
20.0 
18.4 
10.5 
10.5 
10.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.1 

12.0 
10.6 
8.7 
4.0 
6.3 
6.7 

% 
0.0 
7.1 
3.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
8.3 
6.7 
7.4 
0.0 
7.1 
3.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
7.7 

16.7 
12.0 
0.0 
8,3 
4.8 
4 3  

Total 
N 
66 

71 

65 

64 

77 

69 

484 

l 

% 
3.C 

O,( 

13.E 

7.1 

O.( 

7211.1 

5.l 

5.1 



Table 6.5: Tpes  of long bone k t u r e s  amone NDRS addts 

n = number of hcttues; % = n/Total Fractures X 100% 

L 

Fracture 
Type 

Avulsion 
Depression 
Oblique 
Transverse 
TotaiFractares 

Males FemaIes 
n 
2 
3 
7 
8 

n 
1 
2 
3 
2 

Total 
% 
10.0 
15.0 
35.0 
40.0 

?'O 

12.5 
25.0 
37.5 
25.0 

n 
3 
5 

10 
10 

20 

YO 
10.7 
17.9 
35.7 
35.7 

28 
- - .-- - - - 

100.0 
- - 

- 100.0 
. - - - - - - . 

100.0 8 



Table 6.6: Distniution of extremitv ktures arnong bones and individuais nom 

. .- - 

Bone Grout, 

Carpais 
Metacarpais 
Proximai phalanges 

' Middle phaianges 
Distal phaianges 
Sesamoids 

the NDRS sample 

Proximal phalanges 
phalanges 

Distal phPlanges 

Males 

Sesamoids 
Total 

Femaies 1 Total 
% 
0.7 
6.8 
4.8 
3.9 
2.8 
0.0 
3.2 

n 
2 

13 
9 
6 
5 
O 

35 

N 
310 
191 
189 
156 
181 
57 

1084 

Individual Count 
Hand 
Foot 

obsemed (O) 
Total bones 

expected (E) 
Presemation 
(OIE X 100%)* 

~reseruatr*on~ 
Total bones 

-- 

Females MaIes Total 

n ' 
16 
16 

n = number of htured bones observed; N = number of bones observed; % = n/N X 
100%; n' = number of injured individuals; 1 = number of individuals observed; 

%' = n9/I X 100%; 2excludes sesamoids; * (X2 = 134.09, p = 0.000). 

nt 
25 
26 

1 
28 
28 

1 
55 
55 

%l 

57.1 
57.1 

YO 
45.5 
47.3 

nr 
9 
10 

1 
27 
27 

% 
33.3 
37,3 



Table 6.7: Diski'bution of mdti~Ie trauma fieauency among NDRS adults 

Nnmber of Iesions 

Total Individuals 0 



TabIe 6.8: Com~arison of firacture Grmuencies between NDRS and Kema s m l e s  

Element 
Craninm 
Face 
Mandible 
Clsvicle 
Humerus 
Uina 
Radius 
Femur 
Tibia 
Fibnla 
Handsl 
Feetl 
Rib sets 

n = number of hctures observed; N = total number of bones observed; 
% = n/N X 100%; 'excludes sesamoids; * significant at a = 0.05. 



Table 6.9: Cornparison between the NDRS and Kerma s m l e s  bv sex for iniuries 
traditionailv associated with intemersonal violence 

Element compared 
Skuil 

Males 
Cranium 
Face 
Mandible 

FemaIes 
Cranium 
Face 
Mandib le 

Forearm (direct trauma) 
Males 
Females 

Multiple trauma (combined skuii and ulna) 

Females 
Multiple trauma (skull and long bones only) 

Males 
Fernale 

QI1 multiple trauma 
Males 
Females 

n' = number of injured individuals observed, 1 = total number of individuais observed 
% = nt/I X iOO.O%; *sipnificant at u = .O5 
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Figure 6.1: Location of NDRS sites (016 and P37) and Kerma 
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Figure 6.2: S M  trauma visual 
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Figure 6.3: Long bone trauma visual (continued on next page) 
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Figure 6.3: Long bone trauma visual (contuiued) 



Plate 6.1 : Kenna Ancien brnial (P3743-44) 



Plate 6 2  Right paired foream rotational fkcture with nonunion of the ulna 





Plate 6.4: Crushed left scapular body 







CHAPTER 7 

The parry problem 

"The nght ulna was hctured. Typical case. The nght uina was hctured at a somewhat 

higher level than usual" (Smith and Wood-Jones 19 1 O, 3 13). 

"The 'paxry hcture,' as this trauma is known, is a .  index of strife in a group. The 

nequency of Colles' fmture is an index of clumsiness" (Armelagos et al. 1982,40). 

7.1 Introduction 

I n d i s e a t e l y  crediting archaeological skeletd fhctures to interpersonal violence 

roues the ire of bioarchaeologists. The most notorious culprit is the "pany" hcture of 

the ulna, loosely described as "an isolated fkcture of the ulnar shaft-usually in the 

middle or distal third, produced by a blow and not hvolving the radius" (Jurmain 1999, 

2 19, gleaned fiom a sunrey of clinical definitions). 

The rnedicai use of eponyms, such as the "parry" hchue, was common in the past, 

particularly in the 19" century, when hcture description was established by clhical 

presentation and palpation until the advent of the x-ray (Schultz 1990,238). Fractures 

were frequentiy narned to honour the physician that fùiiy described them, for example, 

the Colles', Smith's or GaleazP fractures, while other colourful h c t m  eponyms were 

derived fiom a specific aetiological mechanism, mch as, the boxer's fiacture, bumper 

hcture, clay shoveller's hcture, and basebal1 finger (e.g., Rogers 1992.102; Schultz 

1990). These activity-related eponyms pose the same problem as the '"parry" hcture does 

in bioarchaeologicd interpretatio-their v 9  name promotes a s p a c  injury 

mechanism. Loveli (1997) and Jurmain (1999,215-8) argued that some researchers 

autornatically classify the ulna shaft hcture as a "pany" or "nightstick" hcture, without 

considering the involvement of the ipsilateral radius, the Iocation of the lesion, the 

fiacture he, and associated complications~ aU necessary components required to interpret 

the aetiology of the forearm hcture. They cautioned that the term "parry" conjures an 

Mage of fending a blow, even though it may not have been the mechanism of injury, and 
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may, therefore, influence the intqretation. The qualitative definition of the parry 

firacture. which was stated above. does not particularly illuminate the physicai 

configuration of the pany lesion and it is understandable why a variety of ulna shaft 

fkactures have been misinterpreted as a parry lesion by bioarchaeologists. The "blow" is 

the mitical factor of the definition that distinguishes this Iesion fiom ail  other forearm 

hctures and can be c o b e d  by the injureci person in clinical settings, but cannot be 

identified with certainty in an archaeological specimen. The assignment of a lesion to a 

"p~ssible'~ parry hcture, however, can certainly be improved upon by a more rigorous 

analysis of forearm firictures in palaeotrauma investigations. 

Bioarchaeologists dutifiilly record (or should record) a specific suite of rneasurernents to 

facilitate fkacture description or evaluate heaiing (e.g., Grauer and Roberts 1996; Judd 

and Roberts 1998; 1999; Lovell1997; Roberts 1988). These measurements have most 

recently been grouped under the acronym LARA-length of the bone, apposition, 

rotation, and angulation (love11 1997). Although standards for what constitutes a 

successfully heaied Iesion in palaeotrauma analysis have been published only recently 

(Grauer and Roberts 1996). palaeotrauma literature is mute on the role that these 

measurements play in defining hcture types. Cllliical definitions that employ these 

measurements exist, but cm be daunting as they involve hiemhies of subtypes that are 

neither practicai nor economical for populationai pdaeotrauma analysis and 

interpretation, although they are indispensable in case studies or a detailed skeletal report. 

I propose that generai definitions of fore- fractures denved fkom both quantitative and 

qualitative clinical descriptions be used in palaeotrawna analysis to explicitly distinguish 

the parry fracture fiom other forearm injuries. 

It is essential that the presence or absence of the ipsilateral foreami bone be recorded for 

trauma data collection as the hcturers isolation affects the etiological interpetation.' 

This negIect to identify the presence of the adjacent bone is perhaps facilitatecl by the 

protocol favoured for the systematic analysis of long bone trauma, that in itselfwas a 

t It might be usefiil to consider this ncordnig methad for Iowa leg Iesiom as weU (tibia and fibula), 
aithough the hcture aetiology ofthese bones is not as controversîai as that of the foream. 



major coup for trauma analysis when proposed by Lovejoy and Heiple (198 1). This 

method of analysis, now standard, presents the trauma frequency for each element type 

(nrmiber of hctured elements per number of elements observed) and the overaiï fkacture 

rate (total number of fkctured bones per total nirmber of bones observed). While the 

instances of individuals that incumd a foream injury hvolving both the radius and ulna 

may be mentioned (e.g., Grauer and Roberts 1996; Judd and Roberts 1998; 1999; Jurmain 

1991; Kilgore et al. 1997). the presence of the compiementary bone is unreported if it is 

uninjured, which hinders the researcher's interpretation of the injury mechanism. This 

omission was recmtly tackled by A l m  (1999) who, in her analysis of Nubian long bone 

fractures, reported the presence or absence of the associated radius, location on the shaft, 

and presence of rotation. 

The purpose of this investigation was to Mer r e h e  the forearm hcture pattern 

observed, and thus facilitate interpretation, in the simultaneous trauma analyses of two 

culturally related skeletal samples found to have high fkequencies of trauma This was 

achieved ht, by distinguishing cornmon forearm injury types by quantitative and 

qualitative cnteria collected £tom clinicai literature, and second, by determining the 

proximate injury mechanism-direct or indirect fort-for each hcture observed. The 

usefulness of the recording memements in hcture analysis was discussed. 

7.2 Materials and methods 

7.2.1 The s keletal sample and archaeological context 

The data presented here dcrived nom the general trauma analyses of two archaeological 

skeletal samples fkom the Kerma period (ca 2500-1500 BC) of Nubia, Egyptrs southem 

neighboin (Figure 7.1): Both samples, although dissimilar in socioeconomic complexïty, 

were found to have a high pmalence of trauma, particuIarly forearm hctures. In the 

Mal sample (NDRS) h m  the Dongola vicinity: 55 ad& were examined (28 males and 

' See Chaptas 5 and 6. 
' 'Ihe rurai skeletai rrmains w a c  excavated h m  two cemetaies by myse& Iocai Sudanese workm h m  
the surrolmdmg viltages, and feiiow membcrs of the Northni Dongoh Reach Survey (NDRS) team h m  
1994-97 under the dscction of Dr. Der& Welrby (1996; 1997) ofihe British Museum's Department of 
Egyptian Anti@es. The sites are sitaattd near the modern Sudanese town of Dangola, about 70 km 
priver fiom Kerma, which is 20 km south of the Niie's Third Caîaract 
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27 fernales) and of these, 10 (18.2%) ad& were found to have one or more forearm 

injuries. The sample h m  ~ e r ~ a ~  consisted of 223 ad& (93 males and 130 fernales), 28 

(12.6%) of whom had forearm injuries. The sample size for this analysis, therefore, 

consisted of 38 individuals who experienced forearm trauma h m  an original group of 

278 people. 

7.2.2 Data recorded 

Forearm injuries were examinai in the foIIowing groups: 

1. both bones of one foreanri involveû, 

2. isolated radial hctures, 

3. isolated u h a  hcmes .  

Data recorded for each element hcluded: sex of individual, side injured, the presence or 

absence of the ipsilateral bone, the length of the injured bone, the length of the callus, the 

distance from the bone's distal articdar d a c e  to the lesion's centre, the maximum 

unatignment in any direction, the apposition of the two hctured ends once healed, and 

the angle of the hcture line nom the horizontai plane. To account for variation in bone 

length among individuals, 1 developed an a@sted distance to the centre of the fesion 

ratio, which was caiculated as follows: 

distance to the lesion centre fiom the distd articular surface of the bone 

length of bone 

The average length of the ulna was calcdated for each sex in order to estimate the 

adjusted distance to centre of the lesion for individuals whose ulnae were incomplete 

(fernale mean uina length = 259 mm; male mean uha lmgth = 276 mm); likewise, the 

mean length of the female radius (233 mm) was used to e s h a t e  the adjusted distance to 

the Iesion's centre for the female radial injuries. 

The cemetexy at Kerma was fbt excanted by George Reimer (1923a; 1923b) m 19 16 and the skeletai 
rem- arc presently curatcd m the D u h o r î h  Caboratory at the University of  Cambridge's 
Bioanthropology Department, 
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723 Types of diagnostic forearm sh& fractures 

The quantitative data collected h m  each traumatiseci bone were used to classify each 

lesion by acute pmximate mechanism (direct or indirect trauma) (see, Lovell 1997) and 

common eponyms, if existing? Injuries that were not classified by the eponyms listed 

below were discussed independently. 

7.23.1 Injuries caased by indirect force 

The Colles1 fracture (Figure 7.2) is identified by a transverse hcture line (S 4S0 fkom the 

horizontal plane)6 that occurs within 38 mm (or 1.5 inches) proximal to the radiocarpal 

joint (Connelly 198 1,1010; Rogers 1992,842-7). This is accompaaied by the dorsal 

compaction of the distal segment, which rnay or may not involve the joint;7 the healed 

hcture is often described as a "dimer fork" deformity. Radii whose adjusted distance to 

the lesion's centre was less than .2* were closely scrutinised for this hcture 

configuration. The Colies' injury is associated with a fdl onto the outstretched palm of 

the hand where the distal radius is forced posteriorly and the anterior surface undergoes 

tension to culminate in a transverse fiachire on the anterior side. The distal ulna, 

particularly the styloid process (Moore's hcture), may be hctured simultaneously 

(Adams and Hamblen 1992,1504; Loder and Mayhew 1988; Rogers 1992,841-2; 

Schultz 1990,248-9). 

Smith's fhcture (Figure 7.3) is similar to the Colles' injury and has been referred to as a 

"reverse Colles' " hcture (Osteman and Bora 1980; Rogers 1992,847-8; Smith and 

Floyd 1988). The hcture appears not more than 38 mm (1.5 inches) above the 

radiocarpal joint, but the distal radius is angulated volarly rather than dorsally: the 

deformity resembles a "garden spade" (Comeliy 198 1,1021). The fracture does not 

* Although the use of cponyms is supposcdy discouraged (Rogers 1992,102; Schultz 1990,238). they 
continue to be used in standard orîhopaedic and radio1ogica.i reference texts, but are accompanied by 
descriptions (Bmwner et ai. 1992; Rogers 1992; Schula 1990). 

0th- ciiuicians (Browner cr 1992; Miiikr et ai. 1990) mggest 30" as the breakpomt berne- the 
transverse and obüqye hcture Iincs. 
' Coiles origmally emphasiscd the lack of radiocaxpai jomt mvolvemmt to dispel the beliefthat di wrist 
iujmies were disIocations (Osterman and Bora 1980). 
' This distance was detexmincd hm the avaagt chicai distance of the 1Mon above the radiocarpai jomt 
(38 mm) divided by 190 mm, which is the Iowm value of the range of radiai lcngths published by OIWier 
(Olivier 1969,232). 
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extend hto the radiocarpal joint and an associated ulna injury is uncommon (Adams and 

Hamblen 1992,159; Rogers 1992,847). Although Smith attniuted the injury to a f d  on 

the back of the hand when the mkt was flexed ventrdly, a backward fa onto the 

outstretched haud or blow to the back of the wrist or knuckies are equally possible 

( H e p p e d  1980; Rogers 1992,847; Smith and Floyd 1988). 

7.2.3.2 Injuries caased by direct force 

The definition of a "parry" hcture (Plate 7.1) is dependent upon its mechanism, that is, 

an isolated hcture of the &a's distd shaft is the result of a direct blow to the forearm 

sustained when the a m  is raised to protect the head, and except for this aetiology, 

isolated ulna hctures are rare (Rogers 1992,8 l6,28; Schultz 1990,265, and many 

others). In this position, the ulna receives the full force of the blow as it is superficial to 

the radius; the radius may also break if the force is excessive, although this is uncommon 

clinically (DuToit and Gabe 1979; Heppenstdl1980)? Richards and Corley (1996,g 12) 

described the parry fkacture in quantitative tems as follows: the majority of parry 

hctures usuaily occur on the distal third, the distal segment is minimally displaced (11 O0 

in any plane) if at ali or is less than 50% apposed horizontally in relation to the proximal 

segment, and the line of hcture is transverse to slightly oblique. An ulna fracture that 

fulnls these criteria, but is not the result of a direct blow, therefore, is not really a parry 

hcture and is verbosely referred to as "an isolated fhcture of the ulna shaft without 

radiai involvement" (Richards and Corley 1996,911). In this analysis, the "possible" 

parry10 fracture was ident5ed by the absence of radial involvement, a £îacture line S 

450," a location below the midshaft (< -5 adjusted distance to the lesion's centre, aithough 

in clinicai practice the lesion is more common below the distal third, Le., .3 adjusted 

In th& mtdy of &a blow mjuna to the foreaxm, Dutoit and Gnbe (1979) found that the ipsilaterai 
bone was mvolved m 8% of the cases; they &O employed three degrees of fracture severiîy in his 
ciassification. 
10 A pany fracture observed m the archaeological context can ody be a *possiblen parry iniuryT as the 
uitimate mcchanism, on which the dennition of the parry hcturc restsT will never bc known, For brevity, 
the tcrm parry Eractme is uscd m this papcr, but the ambiguity of the tam is understood. 
" Because some tesearchers (cg., Bmwner et al 1992; MBna et ai. 1990) consider t r a n s v a ~  hctmc 
lines to be <30", 45O is the uppcr M t  of the transverse fracture allowance that aIready borders on being 
"slightiy obIique." 
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distance to the lesion's centre), and either minor unalignment (<IV) in any plane or 

horizontal apposition h m  the diaphysis (c 50%). 

7.2.33 Injuries caused by r direct or  indirect force 

The Monteggia h h n e  (Figure 7.4) involves a hctured ulna with an associated radial 

head or distal humerai epiphyseal involvement aud nearly always occurs on the proximal 

third of the ulna (i.e., > .7 adjusted distance to the centre of the lesion) (Rogers 1992, 

8 17; Wilson and Cochrane 1925). While the original injury was descnkd as a proximal 

ulna hcture with an anterior displacement of the proximal radiai segment, the 

classification was broadened by Bado (1967) to include all directions of radial head 

displacement, as weil as a fkactured radial head. When the fiachire line occurs on the 

proximal third of the shaft it does not divide the supinator and pronator muscles and, 

therefore, little rotational deviation is noticeable in this injury. The injury is due to a fa11 

or direct blow to the posterior forearm that is incurred when the forearm is raised very 

high in fiont of the face to deflect a blow (Adams and Hamblen 1992,144-5; DeSouza 

1968; Heppenstall1980; Rogers 1992,817-22). 

Single radius injuries (Galeazzi fracture) (Plate 7.2) are unstable and r e d t  in some 

dislocation of the distal radiouhar joint (Rogers 1992.8 1 14,822-5; Schultz 1990,254). 

These injuries are most commonly proximal to the junction of the middle and distal thirds 

of the bone (Le., >.3 adjusted distance to the lesion's centre) and the h t u r e  line is 

oblique (>4S0). They involve a noticeable rotational deformity and nonunion or malunion 

between the hgments, particularly among adults, unless treated with open surgery. The 

rotational deformity is caused by the location of the hcture below thepronator teres 

insertion on the midshaft, whose action forces the proximal radial f'ragment into 

pronation across the ulna or by the supination of the proXimai radius whm the fiacture 

occurs above thepronotor teres insertion (Figure 7.5) (Ralston 1967.170). 

Like the GaIeazzï f'iacture, hctures involving the paireà radius and uiua plate 7.3) are 

easily identified by the gross defoxmity caused by rotation of the bone shafts (for brevity, 

this lesion will be referred to as a p e e d  rotationalfiaccture). The Gdeazzi and paired 
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rotational hctures are the restxits of an indirect force, such as a f d  on the outstretched 

hand, where the force of the impaction is transmitted up the bone shaft to produce an 

obüque f'racture line (>45O). A direct blow, identified by a transverse line (S 4S0) may 

hcture the radius or cause both bones to break simultaneously, but is rare in clhicai 

cases due to the position of the radius in relation to the super.€ïcial ulna when the ann is 

raised to defend the head (Adams and Hamblen 1992,145-6,149-50; DuToit and Grtibe 

1979; Heppenstd 1980; Rogm 1992,8114,822; Schultz 1990,256). 

72.4 Anaiysis 

Chi-square analysis and the Yate's correction for small samples (n < 5) were used to 

assess the nominal variables. The statistical significance was set at 0.05 for ail tests and 

the number of degrees of fkeedom (df) was " 1" unless otherwise stated. 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Both forearm bones fractured 

Table 7.1 presents al1 forearm injuries that involved both bones of one foreami, that is, 

the ulna and radius. Of the 3 8 individuds with foream trauma, four (1 0.5%) exhibited 

injury to both bones of the same forearm. One male's combined forearm rotationai injury 

(P3743-44) was the classic result of a foreami injury sustained while bracing oneseff 

during a forward fd1 with the fore- pronated-gros rotation was present, the radiai 

fracture was at a higher level than the uiua hcture, and the healing was complementary 

on each bone. This individual also had an ununited Ieft radial injury received during 

pronation as well as a Smith's fhcture. As the Smith's hcture cannot occur concurrently 

with the rotational injury, it was sustained at some point in tirne prior to or following the 

rotational injury, although both may have o c c d  in sequence during a single traumatic 

event. When considered with the similady injured and ununiteci h c t w e  of both forearms, 

it is most likely that the individual attempted to prevent a fa by extending both arrns 

forward. The location of the Ieft radial injury was 23 mm Iowa than that of the right 

radid injury and when combined with the lack of the uinar involvement disclosed that the 

right forearm absorbeci the bnmt of the fd. 
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The configuration of a second male's (Individual 13 1) associated forearm k t u r e s  

(tramverse ulna shaft fracture and crushed distal radius) suggested that a direct cmshing 

force caused the injuries rather than an indirect force. The forearm fractures suffered by a 

Kerma f d e  (193) were uncharacteristic of a fd on an outstretched hand owing to a 

large disparity in the distances between the lesions on the two bones, but may indicate a 

temporai Iag between injury episodes. The radial ftacture line was transverse, but slightly 

rotated-a configuration more likely acquired h m  absorbing a direct force. The finai 

adult (P37G3-23) with combined forearm lesions presented a minor Colles' injury and a 

medioposteriorly angled oblique uha fhcture, a typical outcome of a fa11 on an 

outstretched hand. 

7.3.2 IsoIsted radius fractures 

Seven individuals suffered isolated radial fiacture~,'~ which were complemented by an 

uninjured ipsiiaterai ulna and were characteristic of an indirect injury mechanism (Table 

7.1). Among the males, Individual 57 exhibited a depressed radiai head-a common 

injury received during a fall ont0 an outstretched hand (Rogers 1992,790-2). In this 

instance, the indirect force, which was transmitted through the shaft to the point of 

resistance, depressed a small area of the mdial head below the articular d a c e .  

The Colles' fiachires displayed by the fernales confomed to the classic Colles' hcture 

pattern. Al1 injuries occurred at the same location, well below the 38 mm breakpoint 

origùially suggested by Colles, and were situated on the distal tenth of the bone when the 

adjusted distance to the lesion's centre was considered. In the three cases of isolated 

Colles' fiachires (Individuals 60,92,203) the radius was the individual's ody injured 

bone in two instances; Individual 203 Mered sofi tissue trama to the nbuiar maUeolus, 

a lesion attributed to d e  adduction that may have precipitated a faIl (Adams and 

Hamblen 1992,252; London 1991; Rogers 1992,1355; Schultz 1990). The fourth Colles' 

Iesion (Individual P37-G3-23) was associated with an ipsilateral ulna injury and 

discussed above. 

IZ Two mjmies ocfMed on the Ieft radiaJ of Individual P 3 7 - M .  
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Three rotationai injuries were obsenred on isolateci radii; the two injuries of individual 

P37-J3-44's left radius were descnied above. Three male single radial injuries 

(riidividuals 98, P37-J3-36, and P37-K3-48) were typical of those obtained h m  a fall on 

an outstretched hand and clearly displayed some degree of shaft rotation. 

7.33 Isolated ulna fractures 

Twenty-eight single ulna injuries occurred among eight fernales and 19 males (Table 

7-21, and of these 28 hcturrs,  21 were identified as parry hctures according to the 

rneûicai and visual criteria (Plate 7.4). An additional three fractures fulfilled al1 of the 

quantitative criteria for a parry type lesion, except that the ipsilateral radius was absent, 

which weakens the argument for a direct force injury, and the proxirnate injtuy 

mechanism was, therefore, classified as uncertain. 

Two females displayed ulnar head trauma, which may be the result of a direct blow or 

sudden twisting action ofien accompanying an indirect force, that is, a fdl on an 

outstretched hand; in the latter case the radius is most often involved and the ulna styloid 

avulsed in the process (Mayfield et al. 1992; Rogers 1992,855). Only one ipsilateral 

radius was accounted for Qdividuai 39) and no visible hcture was observed; thus this 

ulna injury was likely due to a direct force. The minor injury experienced by Individual 

192 involved a healed styloid awlsion and as the radius was unavailable, the aetiology of 

this injury rernains unlaiown, but was most likely due to a sudden twist or fall (Rogers 

1992,855). A third female ulna injury (Individual 3 1), not classined as a pany hcture, 

was an unaligned oblique injury that was angled medioposteriorly. A similar fhcture 

configuration was observed on one male ulna Qdividuai 104)-the shaft was completely 

unapposed medioposteriorly and formed a distinctive "S-shape" (Plate 7.5). Neither 

individual sustained any other injuries and the ipsilateral radius was present in both cases; 

both were iikely due to a backward fa, since the oblique fracture line indicates an 

indirect as opposed to direct mechanisn of injury. 



7.4 Discussion 

The Coiies', Smith's, and rotational injuries fd into easily distinguishable categones that 

present iittie aetiologicd ambiguity conceming the proximate mechanism, but singie 

shafk hctures of the ulna are more dinicdt to categorise perhaps because the descriptive 

criteria have been meagre in palaeotrauma dys i s ,  and quantitative criteria nonexistent. 

The parry fiacture is the most poorly deked and controversial injury owing to its 

implications for social behaviour in ancient societies-interpersonal violence, 

particularly "wife-beating" (e.g., Jmain 1999.2 15-7; Lovell1997; Rogers 1992.8 16). 

The cavalier assigrnent of any ulna shaft fiachire to a parrying aetiology may 

perpetuaiiy cast an ancient culture as a violent and abusive society, as was the case of the 

ancient Nubians (Smith and Wood-Jones 19 10,297; Wells 1964,53), where the high 

fiequency of the parry fiachire was the result of expressing hctures as nequemies 

within the modal distribution, rather than as a frequency of ail ulnae or individuals 

observed.l3 Lovejoy and Heiple (1981) corrected this reporting method of fiachue 

frequency, but injury classification remains suspect as the criteria for the parry Iesion are 

often reduced to one variable-a distal or midshaft ulna fiacture. This minllnalist 

approach neglects the linear displacement of the distd hgment, the angle of the hcture 

line, and the involvement of the ipsilateral radius, dl highly indicative of an injury caused 

by indirect force and easily observed d u ~ g  the anaiysis. A scheme consisting of 

qualitative and quantitative criteria was proposed here to facilitate fiacture classification 

in order to determine the proximate cause of forearm fractures among individuals Eom 

two Nubian samples of the Kenna period, and subsequently, enhance the injury pattern 

interpretation at the individual and populational Ievels. 

7.4.1 The effect of the parry criteria 

The configuration (ka, measurements of alignment, location, and lack of radiai 

involvement) of 21 of 32 ulna shaft hctures met ail  proposed criteria for a pany hcture, 

except for the actual uitimate mechanism, the "blow," which is kmwn ody in clinical 

cases. Only two out of 10 femaIes extulited uina lesions that were confhed to be 

unaffecteci by the radius and, therefore, were amibuted to a direct blow causing a parry 

t3 See Chapter 5 for a reviscd f k t m  prevaience rate for the Archaeologid Survey of Nu6ia coiietion. 
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fracture. One f d e  exhibited injuries to the two bones of one foream that were likely 

unrelated and the ulna injury, therefore, met the parry criteria When extrapolated to 

include the entire sample, three out of 157 femaies (1.9%) may have been involved as a 

victim, attacker, or opponent in a violent encounter. Had the parry lesion been identined 

by location alone on the distal ulna, 10 out of 157 females (6.4%) would have exhibitcd 

the lesion, which was signincantly greater (p = 0.16, p = 0.047). Likewise, when the 

parry fractures are rigorously identified, the hcture fiequency of pany hctures among 

al1 ulnae observed (n = 194) was signincantly lower when compared to the overd ulna 

hcture fiequency (X2 = 0.13. p = 0.048). However, a more liberal estimate of 

interpersonal violence would include d l  direct force injuries where the radial 

involvement was unknown, but 0 t h  parry criteria met. In this sample, four additional 

females were Iikely involved in a violent encornter with another human or an object, but 

were missing the ipsilateral radius. Also, a direct force that cnished the highly cancellous 

ulna head and did not affect the radius was responsible for at least one other ulna fracture 

among females. Therefore, the involvement of females in interpersonal violence among 

this sample fiom the Kerma period may have been as high as 5.1% (8 out of 157), but the 

absence of the telltale ipsilateral radius weakens the argument. 

When the males were observed, the involvement of the quantitative data did not 

significantly alter the fnquency of ulna injuries attriiuted to direct force among elements 

or individuals had the pany critena not been applied. Nineteen males out of a sample of 

12 1 (15.7%) bore 20 ulna hctures resulting fiom a direct force, possibly during a 

coantation, while ulna injuries to the two remaining males were more characteristic of 

an indirect force. The interpretation of hctures due to direct force remained unchanged 

for the Kerma period sampl-the males experienced a significantly higher fkquency of 

uIna injury (1 9 out of 121) due to a direct force than the females (3 out of 157) (;GZ = 

1.41, p = 0.000) and no signincant diffaence was observed between d a n  and rurai sex 

cohorts whm the sexes were compared between the sites. 

When quantified details were added to the analysis of ulna shaf't hctures h m  other 

coUections, signincant Merences were observed. Alvrus (1996; 1999) supplied some 
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additional qualitative idionnation for ali distal and midshaft ulna ffactures (presence or 

absence of radial invoivement, presence of rotation, and the numbers of ulnae injured per 

person) in hcr investigation of 480 adults h m  Semna South in Upper Nubia. When these 

criteria were added, ody  nine uhae displayed a parry configuration with radial 

uninvolvement, which is associated vuith parry lesions, rather than the 21 u i ~  f'ractws 

reported. This proved to be significant when I compared the fkquencies of the hctured 

ulnae among the total number of ulnae observed (9/493 vs. 211493; f = 4.95, p = 0.026) 

and the fiequacies of individuals with pany hctures (9/480 vs. 211480, x2 = 4.95, p = 

0.026). Kilgore et al. (1997) reported the location of the injury and presence of radial 

fiachues in their evaiuation of trauma among people fiom medieval Kulubnarti in Upper 

Nubia, This additional information revealed that 22 out of 34 ulnae exhibited distal or 

midshaft injuries with no associated forearm hctures. Although this merence only 

approached tignificance when the fkquencies of possible parry hctures among the 276 

uinae observed were cornpared to aIi ulna fractures obsenred arnong 276 uina (X2 = 1.29, 

p = 0.091), the addition of quantitative data, radial presence, and the number of hctured 

ulnae sustained by the individual for d l  Kulubnarti forearm injuries may m e r  refine 

the proximate mechanisms for this sample. 

Although the fiequencies of injuries attnauted to direct force and possibly interpersonai 

violence declined for the three Nubian sarnples (KermaMDRS, Kulubnarti, and Semna 

South) when additionai fhcture data were provided, the intersample interpretation 

remained unaffected; that is the Kulubnarti people still experienced the greatest number 

of uhae injuries attributed to direct force and the Semna South people d e r e d  the Ieast. 

However, some of the criteria used to define the parry fiachire are absent k m  the 

Kulubnarti and Semna South sarnples, such as, the hcture line, angulation, presence of 

rotation, and the presence or absence of the ipsilateral bone for aIi hctured forems, 

which may alter the hcture fkquencies of proxhate for- hcture mechanisms, and 

thus, the interpretation of interpgsond violence and accidental injury among these three 

societies. 
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24.2 DUferential diagnosis of the parry fracture 

An explicit definition that applies quantitative and qyditative guidelines may indeed 

provide a useid tool to aid in distinguishing possible parry lesions h m  lesions sustained 

fiom an indirect injury mechanism; howeva, a second problem penists-differential 

diagnosis. The parry fkcture may e d y  be c o h e d  with the ulna stress fracture (e.g., 

Kitchin 1948). an uncornmon injury in clinical practice, which iikely also occurred in 

antiquity. This ulna fracture does not involve the radius and is most often the result of a 

force bearing down at 90' to the ulna midshaft while the forearm is supinated and fiexed 

at a 90 O angle fkom the elbow to facilitate lifting heavy loads. This type of exertion is 

observed in f h g  activities, for example, hay and manure shovelling (e.g., Evans 

1955; Kitchin 1948; Troell et al. 1941); sports, such as gymnastics, weight-lifting, 

golfing, tennis, fencing, and bowling (e.g., Hamilton 1984; Koskinen et al. 1997); or 

other miscellaneous stressful actions (Moms and Bückenstaff 1967,178-179). The 

incomplete stress hcture is indistinguishable h m  the healed parry hcture when the 

aetiology of the injury is unknown even in clinicd practice since the perfect alignrnent, 

srnooth layers of perîosteal bone that fom a f spinclle-shaped" or fbsiform mrelling 

around the shaft in advanced stages of continued stress, and location at the rnidshafl are 

common characteristics of an extremely Iimited clinical sample ( ' s  and Blickenstaff 

1967,178-9; Rogers 1992,826). Once broken, the sclerosed hctured ends form a 

pseudoarthrosis that permits the forearm to move fieely with Iittle pain (Evans 1955). 

Early treatmcnt of the palpable stress ftactwe consists of a simple cast only, a method 

similar to the splint treahncnt common among the ancient Egyptians and Nubians (Smith 

1908; 1910.293-4). Closer examination of the parry fiachues reveded that six of the 

ulnae belonging to urban Kama individuals (Individuds 5,207 14S71S6,187, and 193) 

exhibited no undignment (O0) and were in 100% apposition, aîthough only two h c ~ u e s  

(Individuals 5 and 156) were located above the distal third of the shafL It is noteworthy 

that spondylolysis of the fifth lumbar vertebra, also associated with heavy Ming 

(Kennedy 1989; Merbs 1989; Moms and BIickenstaff 1967.184-5). occuned in three of 

the six cases (Individuals 5,20, and 193). Spondylolysis of the hfth Iumbar was noted on 

the skeletai rem& of one ruraI male (P37-i(4-28), who displayed a parry lesion on each 

ulna, although the i n j e  were located on the distaI third of the shaft and slightiy 
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angulated (10'). The correlation between foreami midshaft fiachires that may be due to 

activity stress and spondylolysis of the fif€h lumbar warrants fkther investigation and 

illustrates the need for aiI injuries, even the minor ones, to be considered in the &hue 

pattem of the individual to evaluate trauma aetiology. While stress hctures have been 

proposed as an alternative to the parry hcture in bioarchaeologicd analysis (Alvrus 

1999; Lovell1997), the extreme paucity of their presence in clinical practice, notably in 

occupations that involve lifting and among agricultural workers, shouid be analogous for 

archaeological skeletd samples, since clinical research is fimdarnentat to our 

interpretation of pdaeotrauma, although some of the dispanty may be due to 

unde~~eportin~.'~ 

7.5 Conclusions 

Standard measurements have previously been utilised to assess healing success of 

hctures and howledge of medicine within a society, but cm also aid palaeopathologists 

in identifj6ng fhcture types, specificaiIy the controversial pany hcture. Allocation of 

forearm fhctures to types and mechanimis has previously been based on broad 

qualitative observations, even though a range of measurements is normally collected 

during pdaeotrauma analysis. Quantitative guidelines that define the lesion's 

configuration allow for greater ease to objectively compare common forearm injuries 

rather than rely solely on subjective nsud descriptions. The addition of this information 

does not endorse an uncontested interpretation of forearm trauma and may not even affect 

the r e d t s  significantly, but if the proximate mechaaism of the fonami fracture can be 

determined more reîiably, the involvement of other injuries experienced by the individual 

may enhance our interpretation of ancient behaviour and lifestyIes. 
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Table 7.2: Sinde ulna ktures  
- 
Sex - 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 

M 
F 
F 
F - 

AL 
5" 
0" 
5" 
O" 
O" 
O" 
IO0 
5" 
10" 
s0 
oO 
5" 
10' 
10" 
15" 
10" 
10" 
10" 
14" 
15' 
5" 
10" 
5" 
5' 

- -- 

Proximate 
Mechanism 

Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Duect 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 

Uncertain 
Uncertain 
Uncert ain 

Direct 
Direct 

Indiect 
Indisec t 
Direct 

Uncertain 

19" 
14" 

Head 
Head 

M = Male, F = Female; S = Side, L = Left, R = Right; BL = Bone Iength (mm), LL = 
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Figure 7.1 : Location of NDRS sites (0 16 and P37) and Kenna 



Figrne 72: Colles' hcture and "&mer fork" deformity 
(rnodined fiom Connoiiy 1981,1010) 



Figure 7.3: Smith's hcture and "garda spadel* defomiity 
(modifieci h m  Connolly 1981,1021) 





Figure 7.5: The pronator teres muscle 
Thepronator teres muscle forces the proximal radius uito supination when the f'racture 

occurs above the insertion point of thepronator teres (Ieft) and forces the proximal radius 
into pronation when the fkcture occtus below thepronator teres insertion (right) 

(modifîed h m  Ralston 1967,lO-3). 



Plate 7.1: Direct force left ulna hcture @arry kcture, anterior view) 



Plate 7.2: GaieazP Çacture of the left radiai shaft (anteor view) 



ate 7.3: Right foreatm paired rotation f'racture with uhar nonunion complicated b 
infection (PosterÎor view) 



Plate 7.4: Estal ulna direct force injuries (parry hctures; second h m  the left is an 
unapposed indirect force injury) 



Plate 7.5: S-shaped oblique right distal ulna hcture with no apposition 
(anterior view) 



Ancient injury recidivism: an example from the Kerma period of ancient Nubia 

"trauma is a chronic recurrent disease" (Sims et al. 1989,946). 

8.1 Introduction 

Trauma, long regarded as an outcome of chance, now ranks as "a chronic and recment 

disease" (Sims et al. 1989) and clinicians have developed a profile of the people who 

have experienced repeat injury-the injury recidivists' (Hedges et al. 1995; Kaufinann et 

al. 1998; Poole et al. 1993; Reina et al. 1990; Smith et ai. 1992; Williams et ai. 1997). 

As a resuit of repeat injury, these individuais accudate  an aggregate of traumatic 

lesions over the? lifetime, which is precisely what bioarchaeologists observe in 

archaeologicd skeletai collections. In the past, however, bioarchaeologicai interpretation 

has been limited by the absence of clinical literature on accumuIative injury, with which 

to assess multiple trauma at the populational level. 

8.1.1 The clinical studies 

Sims et al. (1989) chaIienged the traditional notion that injury transpired because of 

chance circumstances, and considered how an individual's lifestyle might influence their 

vulnerability to trauma over t h e .  They found that 44% out of 263 consecutive assault 

admissions to an inner city Detroit hospital were repetitive casuaities and victims of 

impoverished li festy les involving substance abuse, unemplo yment, poverty, and crime. 

Reiner et al. (1990) refhed the profile in a less volatile urban environment (Newark, New 

Jersey) and observed that 23% (n = 138) of consecutively admitted assault patients were 

injury recidivists, and of these, 53% were traumatised by the same mechanism as before 

(most &equently penetrating injury). Similar results were found among male assault 

admissions in Washington, DC, where 49% of the cases were injury recidivists and 

unemployment was reveaied as the foremost factor (Goins et al. 1992). The recidivist 

profik, in many respects, resembled that of the generai trauma casuaky (e.g., Crandon et 

al 1994; DeSouza 1968; Ebong 1978; Matthew et ai. 1996; Mock et ai. 1995; Watters et 

The temi "recidivismn derives h m  criminology and Rfns to a habitua1 or chronic rclapse back into 
crime by a perpetrator, but was mkoduced to the rnedicai iiteraturc by Reiner et ai. (1 990)- 
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al. 199+the injured person was typically male (97%)); an ethnic minonty; younger than 

the average trauma patient (mean age was 26 y-); suffered the fint injury, on average, 

at 20 years of age; and reappeared in the trauma unit within five years. CUnousIy, the 

injuries received were no more life threatening than those of other first t h e  presenters of 

trauma Recidivim in Oakland (California), though similar in profile, produced a 

dramatically lower fiequency of repeat t r a m e 3 4 2  out of 10,525 (3%) individuals were 

involved (Smith et al. 1992). The investigators attricbuted the lower incidence to their 

inclusion of all  ûauma patients, rather than those suffiring h m  serious assauit only (Le., 

Goins et al. 1992; Reiner et ai. 1990; S h s  et al. 1989) and therefore, these results 

produced a more realistic image of recidivism susceptibility to aU types of injury 

mechanisms. 

An investigation in Jackson, Mississippi (Poole et al. 1993) initiated a new dimension 

into injury recidivism research. The sample differed in that Mississippi was 

predominantiy niral and Poole's sample consisted of 200 cases of al1 types of injury (e.g., 

fdls, burns, motor vehicle accidents, and assault) that required hospitalisation. The 

results were starthg-first, the rural injury recidivist rate was 40%, nearly equal to that 

of the b e r  city of Detroit and Washington, DC, and second, there was no diffmnce in 

injury recidivism for accidental or intentional injury victirns, although the injury 

recidivist profile was identical to that found by previous investigators. Hedges et al. 

(1995) also included al1 types of trauma in their analysis of 22,213 injury admissions in 

San Diego and caicuiated a repeat rate of only 1%. Assadt ranked highest of al1 repeat 

injury mechanisms (38%) folIowed by falls (9%): but the injury recidivist characteristics 

supported the original model. Madden et al. (1997) tested the injury recidivist mode1 to 

determine if injury recidivists in Raleigh (North Carolina) were most likely to be young 

black maies. They discovered that injury recidivism was indiscriminate of race, 

biological sex, and age, but a previous assault mjury within the past year was highiy 

relatexi to a rem visit, This study was Wuentiai to i n .  recidivism research in that an 

individual's inclusion in the study did not require hospital admission, and therefore minor 

injuries, snch as, hctured fingers, were included. Also rmique was that alI people who 

' Motor vehicle mwes w m  not stated here, as they do not innuence paiaeoûattma. 
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presented with injury during a one year period were tracked for injury for the year 

foliowing their initial visit. The injury recidivism rate was 22%, and of this group, 78% 

returned one t h e ,  16% retumed two h e s ,  and 6% returned more than three times in the 

period of one year. A year long study of a d  sample h m  West Virginia found that 

12% of injured individuals were injury recidivists (Williams et al. 1997). Repeat injury 

was not associated with the individualk biologicd sex; however, age decreased with 

increasing repeat trauma. while increased retums by an individual resulted in more 

overexertion and violence-related injuries. A statewide survey of injury recidivism in 

Nevada revealed that 2% of 10,137 injured patients were injury recidivists, and those 

dering fiom interpersonal violence were at a greater risk of repeat injury (Kaufhann et 

al. 1998). 

Little injury recidivism research exists outside of the United States, with the exception of 

a nationwide New Zeaiand study (Dowd et al. 1996). where no demographic pattern was 

found among injury recidivists with repetitive assault injuries, and an investigation fiom 

Israel (Sayfan and Berlin 1997). Sayfan and Berlin's (1 997) study of injury recidivism in 

a conservative rural Israeli society not only diversified the geographical scope of this new 

area of inquiry, but perhaps provided a more appropriate mode1 with which to assess 

multiple trauma among ancient people. Thirty percent of 100 injured adults were injury 

recidivists and among them, most were young males, but socioeconomic and cultural 

factors were inconsequential. 

The profile of the injury recidivist was similar in al1 stuclies, although there were some 

exceptions-the individuai was male, younger than the average age of the nonrecidivist 

trauma patient, of low socioeconomic status, memployed, aad ftequently involved in 

illicit behaviour (e.g., crime, substance abuse). Depending on the research design, injury 

recidivisn ranged fkom 1% to 49%. Methodologicd problems persist in this topical 

research area, and are reminiscent of those encountered in paiaeotrauma research, for 

example, the Iength of the study period, sample size, definition of signincant injury, types 

of injury included in the study (assault only or all types of mechanisms), and many more 

(e-g., Dowd et al. 1996; Greer and Wfiams 1999; Hedges et ai. 1995; Smith et al. 1992). 
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However the findings available to date provide an alternative meam of assessing multiple 

injury among ancient people and the injury recidivist profile, common to the majority of 

the investigations, offers a the paradigm with which to evaluate ancient multiple trauma 

8.1.2 Paiaeotraama, age, and multiple injury 

Since Lovejoy and Heiple's (1 98 1) elernental analysis revolutionised human 

palaeotrauma recording, most bioarchaeologists produce a systematic assessrnent of 

discrete hctures for a sample and explain the patterns observed in ternis of 

demographics, culture, and environment. One problem still persists in the 

epidcmiological evaluation of ancient trauma, and that is the inability to d e t e d e  the 

individual's age when the injury occmed, ualess it was shortly before death (Roberts 

1988). Not only does this create difficulties in detennining which age groups were at 

greatest risk of injury in a given society, but the ability to detect which injuries occurred 

simultaneously, in the case of multiple trauma, is also restricted. 

Some bioarchaeologists addressed the demographic problem by applying Buhr and 

Cooke's (1959) analysis of years at nsk of firacture for each bone to archaeological 

sampIes using the age at death of individuals with hctures (e.g., Burrell et al. 1986; 

Lovejoy and Heiple 198 1 ; News et al. 1999). In their study of age-related hctures 

among Oxford infirmary hcture patients: Buhr and Cooke (1959) observed that certain 

bones were prone to hcture at specific ages. The researchers generated Eracture curves 

that characterised the most susceptible individuds; for example, injuries to the han& and 

feet peaked among young males, a pattern that was termed the "A-curve," or work-related 

curve, while fernord head fractures inaeased with age and appeared as a "J-curve." 

Lovejoy and Heiple (1 98 1) applied this anaiyticai method to a Late Woodand 

archaeological skeletal sample fiom the Libben site, and found two peak periods of 

discrete long bone fracture-adolescence to young adult and old age. They concluded 

that the people were relatively peacefid and that the injuries, which affected the sexes 

i n d i s c r i ~ t e l y ,  were accidental, and a factor of increasing age rather than violence. An 

investigation of two ancient Nubian g r o g s  discovered an age-related change in mjury 

' Repeat admissions were not idmtified 
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pattern over time (BurreU et al. 1986). The Early Christian group exhiited an A-pattern 

of injury, particularly among males, while the Late Christian sample yielded a U-crwe, 

that is, the youngest (less than 10 years old) and oldest cohorts bore fbchires. An 

improvement in general health status during the later penod was proposed as an 

explanation for the U-shaped cwe-the children enjoyed healthier, more active lives 

and, therefore, were predisposed to more fracture-inducing activities; the older people 

sirrvived their hctures of youth and lived longer because of the more amenable 

environment (see Wood et al. 1992, for a discussion of the "osteological paradox"). A 

more recent study of prehistonc Chileans found that the long bone hctures were age- 

related and that young adults d e r e d  the least fiom injury (Neves et al. 1999). In all  

cases, the total number of hctures among individuals for each age cohort was evaluated 

at the expense of the individual's cluster of injuries. 

In palaeotrauma analysis, the multiple trauma component typically consists of a multiple 

injury nite for the sample (numba of individuah with multiple trauma per number of 

individuais observed), a multiple injury rate for those with trauma (number of individuds 

with multiple lesions per number of individuals with trauma), and possibly a mean injury 

rate for both of the above (number of lesions per number of individuais with and without 

multiple trauma) (e.g., Alms 1999; Cybulski 1992; Judd and Roberts 1998; 1999; 

Jurmain and KiIgore 1998; Kilgore et ai. 1997; Lahren and Berryman 1984; Lovell 1990; 

Robb 1997). Some researchers have ventured to report the multiple injury rate for each 

sex (Jurmain and Kilgore 1998; Kilgore et al. 1997). An anaiysis of the accumulated 

number and types of injuries bom by an individual at the time of death may reved greater 

insight into age-related activity within the society, and the clinical concept of injury 

recidivism, by its focus on the accumdation of injury, provides a fiesh perspective on 

this long-negiected area of palaeotrauma research. 

8.13 The goah of this investigation 

It was proposed that in samples where multiple injuries were prominent, particdarIy 

lesions indicative of nodethai intapersonal violence (manial and direct force isolated 

ulna fractures) or accidental f a  (e-g, Colles', Smiths', G a l e ,  and paired f o r e a .  
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rotational btures)). that a second level of andysis should follow, which may Mer 

elucidate pattern of injury unique to the culture. While it is difncult to determine 

whether archaeological injuries were simdtaneous, the panorama of injuries displayed by 

a person may be the result of injury recidivism rather than a single traumatic episode. 

This study evaluated the multiple injury patterns of two ancient Nubian samples in order 

to: 

1. define the demographic pattern of multiple injury, 

2. ascertain if there was a difference in this injury pattern between these two samples that 

represented niral and urban cornmunities of the same culture, 

3. assess the association of nonlethal violence- and accident-related injuries to multiple 

trauma. 

8.2 MateriaIs and methods 

The trauma data presented here derived fkom the trauma analyses of two archaeological 

skeletal samples fkom the Kema period (ca 2500-1500 BC) of ancient Sudanese ~ubia.' 

Both samples, although divergent in socioeconomic complexity, were discovered to have 

had comparably high prevdences of generai trauma in addition to the traditional skeletai 

indicators of nonlethal interpersonai violence (cranid injury, forearm hcture7 and 

multiple injury) when compared to other archaeological ~arn~les.6 ~errna,' the type-site 

for the Kerma culture, was one of the earliest cities that dominated Upper Nubia (above 

the Second Cataract) and monitored the Nile trade with the Afncan interior. The ancient 

city was situated 20 km south of the Nile's Third Cataract, and 70 km upriver fkom the 

cemeteries of the Dongola vicinity9 h m  where the nual skeletal samples were excavated 

(Figure 8.1). The nual skeletai sample: dated to the Kerma Ancien and Moyen periods 

(ca 25004750 BC), comisted of 55 addts7 28 males and 27 femdes, and of these 80% 

Sec Chapter 7 for definitions of these fiacturts. 
See Chaptrs 5 and 6. 
See Chaptcrs 5 and 6 for a m i e w  of the skcktd indicators of vioIenca 
' Kemÿi is the ~ p m e  of the modan tom adjacent to the site. T6c anficnt name of rhis city nmahs 
ImkQ0wI.l. 
a The nrral skcetai remahs w m  excavatcd h m  two cemetenes by myscff, local Sudanese workers h m  
the Dongola vicinity, and fdow rncmbas of the Sudan Archatolagicai Research Socieîfs Northem 
DongoIa Rach Survey (NDRS) tcam h m  1994-97 unda the dinction of Dr. Derek Welsby (1996; 1997) 
of the British Museum's Department oiEgyptian Anh'qpities. 
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met with at least one injury, while 61.8% susfaineci two or more lesions. The royal 

cemeteries and subsidiary graves of Kema were dated to the Kerma Classique period ( c a  

1750-1500 BC) and yielded 93 male and 130 fernale skeletons) 39.5% of whom suffered 

at least one injury, while 18% of the sexed sample bore two or more injuries. 

The biological sex of the 278 skeletons was assigned by dimorphic criteria of the skull 

and pelvis, as recommended by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Intermittent preservation 

necessitated that other methods be employed and therefore, measurements firom long 

bones, as descnied by Olivier (1969). were utilised. Age at death was calcdated fiom 

scores obtained from the degenerative changes of the pubis (Todd 1921a; 1921 b), sternai 

rib end modification (Loth and Iscan 1989), and changes to the auricular surface of the 

innominate (Lovejoy et al. 1985). The age cohorts were broadly defined as subadult ( e 5  

years), young adult (25-35 years), middle adult (35-50 years), old adult (5û+), and "adult" 

when bones were too fhgmentary to confidently estimate the age.10 In this investigation, 

only individuals for whom age and sex could be assigned were included. 

In clinical investigation, injury recidivism was determined by the number of times that an 

individuai sought medical treatment for an injury, but the exact numbers of injuries 

presented on each occasion were unstated. On the contrary, in palaeoûauma analysis, 

bioarchaeologists have no means of knowing the number of episodes during which an 

individual received injuries, white the total number of injuries displayed by each person 

is reporîed. Each adult was grouped according to sex, age, and site as exhibithg no 

injury, one injury only, or two or more injuries, and aiI injuries were included (e.g., skull, 

long bones, hands, feet, torso). For each site, the fkquencies of adults who presented 

solitary or multiple trauma with violence- and accident-related injuries were compared to 

the fkquencies of adults with sofitary or multiple trauma where no specifïc injury 

mechanism was obsenred. Violence-related trauma included cranid fractures and direct 

force forearm fiachues (e-g., the pany hcture), while accident-related injuries consisted 

The skeletai materiai h m  Kemia was atcavated by George Reher (I9Ua; 1923b) in 1916 and is 
currently housed m the DuckWorth Laboratory of the University of Cambridge's Bioanthropobgy 
Depariment, 
'O hdd (fo~&coming) provides a detded osteologid analysis. 
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of indirect force h tu res  of the forearm (e.g., Colles', Smiths, single radius, and paired 

bone hctures)." These resuits were subsequently compared between the sites. The 

samples wae then assessed using slrull and long bone injuries only. An inventory of 

adults bearing isolated violence- or accident-related hctures and multiple trauma is 

appended. Chi-square tests determined whether any diffemces were statistically 

significmt, the Yate's correction for continuity (g) was applied to maIl samples, and 

the number of degrees of fieedom was " 1 " unless otherwise stated; the significance level 

chosen was 0.05. 

8.3 ResuIts 

The demographic distributions for both samples are presented in Figure 8.2, while Table 

8.1 inventories the raw counts of lesions sustained by the sexes for each age cohort for 

both sites. Of 54 aged and sexed nual indi~iduals,'~ 43 (80%) ssuféred one or more 

injuries, which was significantly greater than their urban neighbours where 8 8 (42%) of 

212 people incmed some form of injury (x2 = 25.02, p = 0.000). When multiple injuries 

were considered for the two samples, 63% of the total rural sample sustained multiple 

injuries compared to only 19% of the total urban sample (f = 1 10.13, p = 0.000). The 

modal distributions revealed that slightly more males presented multiple injuries (NDRS: 

59%, Kenna 55%) than the fernales in both groups. 

When the individual counts of multiple injury (nurnba of injured individuais per total 

individuals) were examined for each sex, more nual males (20 out of 27,74%) 

experienced multiple injuries than the nual females (52%) and significantly more rurai 

males displayed multiple injuries than the urban males (25%, x2 = 21.46, p = 0.000). 

Signincantty more urban males bore multiple injuries than the urban females (15%, xZ = 

3 -69, p = 0.055), as did the Mal femaies (x2 = 18.5 1, p = 0.000). Among individuais 

A detailed a d p i s  of fortamz was reported m Chapter 7 when formm fiactures were andysed 
to detwnine if the mmes w a e  due to direct force, suggesting viotence, or mdirect force, which hpIied an 
accidentd mimy. 
12 in the prryious trauma d y s e s  rcportcd in Chaptcrs 5 and 6, agc was not hctored mto the d y s i s ,  
thedore, the firequencies pnsented h m  are slightiy lower, as not aii adults codd be aged reliably. 
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under 35 years of age, more nnal adults (53%) met with multiple trama in cornparison 

to the d a n  group (45%). 

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 depict the fkquency distributon of multiple injury for the pooled 

sexes by age cohort for NDRS and Kerma samples respectively. The nequency of rural 

young adults displayhg lesions vded directiy with the increase in the number of lesions, 

but the fiequency of injured urban young adults decreased with the number of visible 

letions. Fewcr rural middle-aged adults experienced multiple injuries than the younger 

gmup, although the majority (55%) did suffer h m  multiple lesions. The opposite trend 

was observed among the middle-aged urbanites who were increasingly represented as the 

number of injuries increased; however, the majority (56%) experienced no injuries. All of 

the older rural adults sustained two or more injuries, while the majority of urban elders 

suffered no trauma. 

In the present anaiysis, it was observed that 34 out of 43 (79%) of the rural injured adults 

and 40 out of 88 (46%) of the urban injured aduits met with multiple trauma (x2 = 1 1 .65, 

p = 0.001). Table 8.2 tafies the fiequency of multiple injury for each sex by age cohort 

for the two samples; the p-values that resulted when the two samples were compared 

accompany these results. The pattern of multiple injury was comparable between the 

sexes for each sample, and in all but one case, the males showed a p a t e r  prevaience of 

multiple injury than the females, dthough the differences were insignificant. Multiple 

injury was higher among the rural adults when compared to the iirban group for dl 

cohorts and was most fiequent in the young and old adult categones, while multiple 

injuries were highest among Kenna's middle-aged adults for both sexes. A significant 

diffefence existed between ail sexed age groups when the samples were compared, except 

for the subadults of both sexes and middle-aged females. There was no sipnincant 

diffaence in the age distriiution of multiple injuries when the sexes were examined 

sepmtely for each sample (df= 3). 
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Table 8.3 presents the niw counts of addts with single or multiple injuries by mechanism 

(violence-related injury, accident-related injury, and unknown rnechani~m).'~ The modal 

distriiutions of the frequencies are depicted graphicalIy in Figure 8.5. Individuals with 

injuries diagnostic of a fall on an outstretched band were in the minority for aii 

categories. People with multiple injuries experienced a higher eequency of skeletai 

indicators of violence in comparison to those who had an isolated violence-related injury 

(NDRS: x2 = 1-22, p = 0.036; Kerma: x2 = 7.04, p = 0.008). Foreann injuries, diagnostic 

of an accident, were not significantly associated with multiple trauma, although they 

occurred more fkequently in an aggregate of injuries than in isolation. No signincant 

Merence was observed for violence- or accident-rdated injury and the presence or 

absence of other trauma when the samples were compared. When the involvement of 

minor bones with violence-related multiple injuries was assessed, hand a d o r  foot 

injuries occurred more o h  among the rural group than the urban group (x: = 4.06, p = 

0.01 1). d o n g  individuals with accident-related multiple injuries, oniy the hands were 

involved more fkequentiy among the rurai people in comparison to the urban people ($= 

2.93, p = 0.029). There was no significant difference behveen the sites in the involvement 

of the ribs with injuries of violence or accident. 

Table 8.4 tabulates the raw counts of individuals with skuil and long bone injuries only 

by mechanism, and Figure 8.6 displays the modal distriiutions of their fiequencies. 

Although substantially more elements were associated with violence for most of the 

injury cohorts, no signincant differences were noted between the number of injuries 

incumd and the mechanisms for either site, nor were signincant ciifferences observed 

between the sites when mechanism cohorts were contrasted by the numbers of injuries 

observed, 

'' The two individuais who d k e d  both accident- and violence-related injuries w m  ciassified as  
"violencerelatedn as the pttsmce of vioIcncc-relatcd injuries more strongly prrdiecî mitrry recidivism in 
clinidresearch, 
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8.4 Discussion 

Bioarchaeologists have made great strides in recordiag and reporting palaeohauma, but 

iittle attention, if any, has been given to the d i s t r i i o n  of multiple trauma at the 

popdational Ievel pertaps for lack of a comparative chical rnodel. Clinical 

investigations do not assess the accumulation of trauma in the sense that 

bioarchaeologists do, but within the last decade a topical trend in clinical research has 

been the shidy of chronic, recurrent trauma, r e f d  to by chicians as "injury 

recidivism." and this concept lends itself to the assesment of accumulated injuries 

among ancient people. Clinicians developed a profile of the injury recidivist, and very 

few exceptions exist. The habitua1 recidivist was rnaie, received the h t  injury by about 

20 years of age and the second injury before the age of 30 years, and a similar mechanism 

was involved. Socially, they came h m  a lower socioeconomic background and were 

unemployed ethnic minorities; when injury recidivists who suffered eom assault only 

were examined, substance abuse and criminai activity were a h  infiuential factors. 

Location of residence was inconsequential, and although some researchers found that 

injury recidivists were predisposed to both accident and assault injuries, most found that 

one occurrence of violence-related trauma predisposed the individuai to later injuries, 

which in some cases for very active injury recidivists, proved fatal. This investigation 

examined thne aspects of the injury recidivist profile among two ancient skeletal 

samples: demographic (age and sex distniution of injury), residence (niral or urban), and 

W I y ,  involvement of paiaeopathological inclkators of violence (cranid hchrre and 

direct force foreann trauma) and accident (indirect force forearm trauma). 

8.4.1 The demographic pattern 

The pattern of age-related multiple trauma followed identicai paths for the sexes wiihin 

each sample, and aIl nual age groups consistentiy displayed more multiple injuries 

regardess of sex. Males comprised the greatest proportion of multi-injured ad& for 

both samples, which adhered to the cIinical pattern for injury recidivism. The lower 

prevalence of multiple injury among the subaduits for both samples concurred wÎth the 

clinical mode1 as most would not yet have encountered their first or second injwy, 

aIthough the possiibility of severe soft tissue injury cannot be neglected. The rurai p u p  
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susfaineci more injuries, generaily to the extremities, while injuries among the urban 

youth were diverse and involved the skull and long bones. In the urban sample, three 

individuals under 25 years, al i  female, d e r e d  violence-related injuries (Plate 8.1 ), but in 

ody one case were the injuries multiple.'4 It is d e r  this age that signincantly more Mal 

adults exhiibited multiple trama. Because the demographic distn'butions and local 

landscapes were identicai for each sample, this variation must be due to behaviour or 

changing socid roles with incfeased age, which may have influenced the individuai's 

environmentai exposure and activity, rendering the ruraI group more vuherable to injury, 

while being comparatively more '"protective" of the urbanites. 

8.4.2 The rural and urban residence pattern 

The multiple injury pattern observed at Kerma contrasted noticeably to that of the d 

group. Not only was there a p a t e r  prevdence of multiple injury among the ruraI age and 

sex cohorts, but where the nual sample exhibited a bimodal distribution of multiple 

injury prevalence, ody one peak was observed at Kerrna, and that was among the middle- 

aged adults. The injury distribution displayed among the ruraI group was similar to some 

clinical hdings, where two peak periods of increased trauma were observed, and also 

reflected generd trauma trends (e.g., Buhr and Cooke 1959). The fint peak occurred 

among the econornicaily active and adventurous young adults, while a resurgence in 

multiple trauma occuned among the oldest cohort. 

Adults under 35 years of age composed 52% of the NDRS skeletai sample and sustained 

53% of the multiple injuries, which was simÏlar to the Kerma group where a nearly 

identical nurnber of young aduits (53%) accounted for 45% of the multiple injuries. 

While this may reffect the supposedly Iower He expectancy of past peoples, it may aiso 

be a factor of injury recidivism, possibly leading to a prexnature death in some cases, 

particuiarly for those involved in miIitary activity. The Nubians were renowned for their 

archery ability and skiIl with a dagger, and in many cases, people from Kerma were 

14 In the case of 192 the iniuryp though typicai of the parry injurys does not have the fpsiiateraf radius and 
was classai as uncertain in the dysis .  
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interrecl with their weapons (Bonnet 1990b; Fischer 1961; Reisner 1923a; l923b, 187- 

94)- 

The low prevalence of accumulated injury among the urban elders was in sharp con- 

to the accumulated injuries (none of which were age-related) bom by ai l  NDRS adults 

over 50 years and, in fact, the rnajority of older urbanites (66%) experienced no trauma at 

ali. This contradicts the clinicd expectation that injuries increase in fkquency as the 

years accumulate and the individual survives (e.g., Buhr and Cooke 1959; Zylke 1990). 

ui clinical practice, the increase in trauma among elderly people is recognised as a 

consequeme of age-related sensory deterioration (e-g., loss of sight and hearing) that 

renders them more vuinerable to accident, and age-related Ioss of bone mass that 

predisposes the weakened bone to fhcture during a fdl (Buhr and Cooke 1959; Matkovic 

et al. 1993; Stini 1990). AU of the rural adults over 50 years old sustained multiple 

lesions, however, the fhctures that are most typical of age-related falls, for example, 

femord head and distal radius hctures, were absent. In clinicai research, the absence of 

age-related injury among older nual adults has bem atûibuted to their more physically 

arduous m a l  lifestyle, as high levels of activity throughout an individual's Hiethne are 

thought to enhance bone strength, and thus increase resistance to the hctures associated 

with increasing age (e.g., Agamai 1980; J6nsson et al. 1992; Sernbo et al. 1988; Stini 

1990). Mays (2000) suggested that once old age was attained, exposure to risky activities 

was reduced, and that the injury pattern observed reflected the accumulated ftactures 

acquked during the activities of youth and midde age. While this may have been true 

among Mays' rnban skeletai sample nom Victorian London, individuals that live and 

work in an agRcuItural environment continue to labour well into old age in modern 

society (e-g., Purschwitz and Field 1990), and Ee1y older aduits continued to contribute 

to the rurai famiIyrs livelihood in the past 

Two factors influencecl the high prevalence of multiple trauma observed among the rurai 

ad&. F i a  proportionally more bone was available for analysis among the nual people, 

pmticalariy the han& and feet," which contributed to a large majority of the Mal 

" See Chapters 5 and 6. 
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injuries. Second, many of the injuries sustained by the nnal people may reflect the 

haaudous nature of the ancient rural environment and its increased potentiai for accident 

(Plate 8.2) ( A l m  1999; Judd and Roberts 1999; MolIeson 1992).16 That the urban 

people, or at least a sizeable majority (59%), did not &fier h m  any osseous injury 

attests to the less demanding lifestyl-for most. Because Kerma was the state centre. it 

was also the focus of less physicdy exerting administrative, reiigious, and craft 

activities, which may explain the lower prevdence of injury among the older urban 

adults. Seventy percent of the urban individuals were excavated fkom the "royal tombs" 

and therefore, likely experienced a longer, more gentile lifestyle in keeping with theu 

status as members of the royal family, administrators, court personnel, business people, 

or religious specialists, although some had military affiliations that predisposed them to 

an eatüer death (Bonnet l99Ob). A feature of the royal burials was the "sacri ficial 

corridor" deemed to be the &al resting place of an assortment of the mler's retainers or 

slaves (Bonnet 1990a; Bonnet 1990b; Kendall 1997; O'Connor 1991; Reisner 1923a), and 

aIthough the social role of these individuais is not M y  undentood. they may have 

enjoyed a less strenuous daily routine, particularly in their old age, relative to that of their 

nual neighbours (see, Owsley et al. 1987, for ciifferences in urban and rural slave labour 

in historic North Arnerica). 

8.4.3 Injuries of nonlethai violence 

In the clinical analysis of injury recidivism, injuries are classified as assauit, fdls, motor 

vehicle accident, and so on. In paiaeotrauma analysis, we are limited to proximate 

rnechanisms (direct, indirect, stress. and pathological forces) and can only attempt to 

determine if heaied injuries were due to violence or accident, at best. Foreami and skull 

Ïnjuries are the most useM lesions for diagnosing the ultimate mechanism in broad terms 

(e-g, violence or accident) for archaeological samples, but even then we are restricted to 

speculation, since any injury may be due to either intentional or nonintentionai causes. A 

Colies' fkictrrre of the forearm, for example, is universally associated with a fall on an 

outstretched hand (e.g., Adams and Hamblen 1992; Buhr and Cooke 1959; Loder and 

Mayhew 1988; Paton 1992; Rogers 1992, and many others), but whether that f a  was 

- .  

" See Chapter 6 for a dixusson on the mie of agriculture m wmna 
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cataiysed by a third party during a couhntation or was the result of a f d  due to 

clumsiness eludes the investigator. Likewise, the pany fbcture (Plate 8.3), notorious for 

its misuse in bioarchaeological interpretation (Jurmain 1999; Love11 1997), may indeed 

have been the r&t of blocking a blow h m  an attack, but aiternatively it may have been 

a defensive gesture to protect the head h m  a fdling object. The consistent location and 

configuration of the "possible" parry lesions, however, suggested that the injuries were 

intentional and the remit of a similar mechanism, rather than the more random 

distriiution of injuries associated with accidents (GaIioway 1999a). 

8.4.3.1 The skuii and forearm injuries 

The previous trauma analyses" revealed no significant differences in skull or direct force 

forearm injuries between the NDRS and Kerma sarnples, although combined multiple 

injuries revealed that the NDRS collection bore a sipificantly higher fkequency of 

multiple trauma. When multiple injury patterns that involved al1 bones were scrutinised, 

however, a different portrait of the past behaviour emerged. The rural adults with skdl or 

direct force forearm fractures invariably had other lesions, while among the K m a  

group, only 64% (21 out of 33) of individuals with violence-related injuries incurred 

multiple trauma A greater percentage of multi-injured rurai people, therefore, were prone 

to more extensive injuries from a single confkontation than the urban group based on 

these indicators. Alternatively, fiom a recidivistic perspective, the presence of violence- 

related fkactures predisposed the rural group to more repeat injuries at some point in their 

lives, whether accidentai or intentional, as predicted h m  clinical models. The presence 

of an accident-related forearm injury was not sig.cantIy associated with muItiple 

trauma at either site. 

Some bioarchaeologists have argued that the presence of skuii injuries were undisputed 

indicators of interpersonal violence, whüe parry lesions were questionable and due to any 

numba of causes (Jurrnain 1999; Junnain and Kilgore 1998; Smith 1996; Smith 1997). 

InterestïngIy, injuries involving isolated ulna fhctures are neariy aiways due to fending 

off a blow in clhicai cases (e.g., DuToit and Grabe 1979; Heppenstali 1980.496; Rogers 

'' chapters 5 and 6. 
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1992,816,828). and no correlation between SM hcture and forearm injury within a 

sample appears with regdarity in the clinical iiteratwe of assault injury. Why tbe~1, wodd 

bioarchaeoIogists expect these injuries to coincide in the past? 

The appended inventory of individuais that presented injuries diagnostic of accident or 

violence, in addition to multiple injuries, conforms to this clinical observation. Direct 

force ulna fkctures and skull injuries were, in most cases, mutually exclusive (except for 

2 out of 10 cases in the NDRS sample and 5 out of 21 urban cases)." This subset of 

seven individuais with both skuil and parry lesions accounted for 23% of aU aduits wîth a 

major skeletai indicator of violence, and al1 were male except for two wban femaies aged 

25 to 35 years old. Among four of the middle-aged males, the accumulated injuries were 

quite extensive and involved other long bones as well. The dual presence of these injuries 

does not necessarily mean that they, dong with other minor lesions, occumd during the 

same incident, dthough the possibility of a particularly devastating incident cannot be 

ignored. Perhaps one of the best examples of an injury complex that may have occurred 

during a single episode was that born by P37-0-23. This middle-aged female d e r e d  a 

Colles' injury on the right radius with an associated uina fkacture to the right forearm, in 

addition to oblique injuries of the right clavicle and fourth metacarpal shaft-an injury 

cluster associated with a faii on an outstretched hand (Loder and Mayhew 1988). 

It is essential that bioarchaeologists acknowledge that hctures account for ai most 40% 

of injuries, whether accidentai or intention& while the remainder of injuries affect the 

soft tissue only, and the amount of discernible skeletal injuries may be distorted by the 

weapon preference (e.g., Butchart and Brown 1991; Chahers et ai. 1995; Geldemalsen 

1993; Geldermaisen and Stuyft 1993; Khalil and Shaladi 1981; Matthew et al. 1996; 

Shepherd et ai. 1987; Shepheid et al. 1988; Shepherd et ai. 1990). Likewise, sofk tissue 

injuries may be responsible for death, but will not be visible in the skeletai record, a point 

that has been widely overiooked in bioarchaeoIogicai research. Therefore, the number of 

" This exchdes Individuai 219 that did not have an ipdateral radius present ü, fully confïrm the paay 
hcture. 
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injurÏes observed and the d e  of injury in the individual's death will always be 

underestimated unless the soft tissue is preserved with the skeletal remains. 

8.433 The role of minor injuries 

The problems associated with differentiating between ulna stress and specific parry 

hcture configurations were discussed in Chapter 7. In clinical practice these lesions are 

identical and the only trait that distinguishes them is thei. injury aetiology, which is 

reported by the patient. Because ulna stress injuries are associated with heavy W g  

(Evans 1955; Hamilton 1984; Kitchin 1948; Koskuien et al. 1997), the coexistence of 

other Lifting-related injuries, such as spondyloIysis of the fi& Iumbar vertebrae (Kennedy 

1989; Merbs 1989; Moms and Blickenstaff 1967,184-185), suggested that some of the 

ulna injuries may have been due to labour rather than defence in the cases of IndividuaIs 

5,20, and P37-K4-28. 

At the rurai site, more multiple injuries were due to minor skeletal indicators of violence, 

but the role of the extremities c a ~ o t  be ignored as they dso have been shown to be 

predictors of injury recidivimi due to vioience, notably the fifth metacarpal neck hcture 

(imowri as the "boxer's hcture) (Greer and Williams 1999), although the mechanism of 

this Iesion is arnbiguous. While only one of many punch-related hand injuries (Adams 

and Hamblen 1992; Cailliet 1975; Jonge et ai. 1994; Kraemer and Gilula 1 W2a; b e r n e r  

and Gilula 1992b; Rogers 1992), 61% of the "boxer's fiacttues" in Greer and Williams' 

(1999) investigation were athibuted to punching a person or object, while 24% were due 

to f d s  or sports. Among the cases that they observed, 27% were injury recidivists, but no 

ciifference was detected between recidivisrn due to intentional or unintentional injuries. 

Fractures to any metacarpal neck region that r d t  in the dorsal inclination of head are 

the most common metacarpai injuries in emergency uni& and are caused by hitting a 

d a c e  with the fist (e-g., Bora 198% 588-9; Gdoway 1999b, 154). but like the t'boxer's 

hcture'' these injuries may be contracted h m  a fdI or sports. More irnportantly, the 

second or third metacarpai ne& are the more fiequent locations for punch-relateci 

injuries arnong professonal fighters (Bora 1980,589; Gdoway 1999b. 154) and, 

therefore, should also be considered partiCulady when the profession of the individual 
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was unknown. Among the ancient Nubians, 14 people had multiple injuries with 

metacarpal involvement. Of these, three males with other violence-related injuries 

dispIayed broadiy denned "boxer's hctures" (lesion on neck of one or more of 

metacarpals 2 to 5). while four other individuals (imcluding one fernale) without violence- 

related injuries exhibited these fhctures. In these samples, the presence of the "boxet's 

fracture" did not aid in differentiating between mechanisms, and to assign interpersonal 

violence as the hjury mechanism based on the %axer's fr;rcture" would be highly 

speculative in paiaeotrauma analysis. 

Other seerningly minor injuries were those of the nbs, which are of€en implicated in cases 

of abuse (Walker et al. 1997; Wadis et al. 1999), but may also result h m  fds ,  accident, 

stress due to coughing or activity, or even birth (e.g., DeMaeseneer et al. 2000; Gdloway 

1999b. 106-109; Sinha et al. 1999; Walker et al. 1997). The angle of the hcture line and 

location of the lesions, however, aids in identimg the proxirnate injury mechanism 

(Galloway 1999b, 107). The oblique hcture line caused by an indirect force, such as a 

fall, typically occurs at the rib's posterior angle, and if the lesions are bilateral the injury 

may be the result of cnishing. Transverse lesions are more ofien due to localised blows to 

the chest or coughing, and may involve one or more ribs. In these two samples, four 

males, three urban and one rural, with violence-related injuries had 15% lesions, but al1 

were angled. One urban male sustained angled n i  lesions in addition to a distally 

hctured fibula and metatarsal stress fracture, both of which are locomotor injuries 

(Adams and Hamblen 1992,246; Black 1983; Linenger and Shwayhat 1992; Rogers 

1992, 1340-1). Among females, one urbanite sustained posterior angled ni lesions as 

weli as clavicular and two extremity injuries, while six other fernales, of which five were 

urban, experienced minor, but transverse lesions to the stemal ni ends, their associated 

injuries were minor as well (e.g., impacted phalangeal articular daces) .  

8.4.4 Ancient injwy recidivists? 

When mvolvement of the minor bones was considereâ, the hands and feet were 

implicated in interpersonai violence among the NDRS group, which supports the hdings 

of Chapter 6 that the extremities may have been involved more fiequently in 
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interpersonai c o ~ n t a t i o n s  among the nnal group in contrast to the d a n  jpup. 

However, when oniy the &dl and long bones were considered, as is common in most 

populational studies of paiaeotrziuma, the presence of another injured major bone 

accompanying a skuU or direct force ulna fhcture was similar for both samples. Among 

the NDRS group 50% of individuals with one injury of violence had a second lesion on 

the same bone or had one or more additional injured major bones, while among the 

Kerma group 33% of those with one injury of violence had an additional lesion on a 

major bone. That any of these other injured bones occurred prcceding to, subsequent to, 

or simuitaneously with the violence-related injury remains unkllown, but two conclusions 

c m  be drawn f h n  this investigation. First, the major@ of skdl or pany hctures did not 

have another major fiactured bone present among the skeletd remains, aithough the 

fkequency was hi& particularly for the nual group. Second, had the injuries occurrrd 

independently, the range of 33% to 50% of individuals with multiple major bone injuries 

rests within clinical injury recidivism rates. This higher range is reasonable, as the 

archaeologicai skeleton presents a lifetirne of accumulated injury rather than injuries 

collected over a short shidy period, for example, one to five years, which is typicd 

among clinicd research. 

When forearm injuries that were diagnostic of f d s  were considered, all of the rurai 

individuals (n = 2) and four out of seven urban people (57%) had additionai injuries to 

minor bones, but when oniy the major bones were assessed, the range dropped to 50% 

(one out of two) for the rurai people and 14% (one out of seven) for the urban group. This 

variation between the samples was Iikely the result of the more physicaily dernanding 

rural Mestyle. 

Among the pooled sample, more individuals with violence-related injuries experienced 

additional trauma to other major bones (38%, 17 out of 45 aduits), than did those with 

accident-related trauma (22%, two out of nine adults), aithough this ciifference was not 

signincant. Seventeen out of 21 (8 1%) adults with multiple injuries to major bones bore 

one or more violence-rdated injUnes, while 60% (28 out of 47) of the adults with singie 

injuries displayed a violent injury, a dîfKdifferrnce that also was inSign5ca.n~ NevertheIess, 
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in these two societies, individuals with major violence-related injuries were more likely 

to have additional long bone or minor bone injuries than people with accident-related 

lesiom, and a segment of this gmup were likely injury recidivists. 

8.5 ConcIusions 

In the cünical arena, individuals that continudly present trauma are refemi to as injury 

recidivists, and are profiled as young ethnic minority males who are unemployed, suf5er 

fkom socioeconomic problems, and have at least one injury caused by violence. By 

anaiogy, multiple injuries sustained by ancient people aIso may be the result of repeat 

injuries rather than a single event, and in some cases, may accomt for premature death. 

This investigation evaluated the distribution of multiple injury between two ancient 

Nubian skeletal sarnples from the Kerma period (ca 2500-1500 BC), one nual and one 

urban, to determine if characteristics of the injury recidivism profile, developed by 

modem clinical researchers, existed in past societies. While injury recidivism canno t be 

established unconditiondly among ancient societies, the pattern of multiple injury among 

the Kema culture corresponded to the clinical profile of injury recidivism in many 

respects: 

1. most individuals with multiple injuries were male and less than 35 years of age at the 

t h e  of death, 

2. no signincant difference in violence- or accident-related multiple injury was apparent 

between the rural and urban communities, 

3. a high fkequency of multi-injured adults displayed one or more skeletal indicators of 

nonlethal violence. 

The topicd area of injury recidivism among clinicai researchers promises to be a viable 

resource for paiaeotrauma analysis. 
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Table 8.1 : Distribution of d l  iniuries (raw comts~ among a ~ e d  and sexed cohorts 
h m  the NDRS and Kenna smples 

M = Number of males, F = Nwnber of females, T = Total number of individuds 



Table 8,2: Distriiution of muiti-iniured adults for the sexed age cohorts 
of the NDRS and Kerma samples 

Sex 
Male 

Female 

To ta1 

9 6 67 57 7 1 2  
12 I I I  5 42 30 1 1  6 20 

n' = number of individuais with injuries; m = number of individuals with 
multiple injuries; % = n'lm X 100%; * significant at a = 0.05 



Table 8.3: Distriiution of i n i d  adults with anv injuries (raw counts) bv presence of 
possible innw mechanism anone: the NDRS and Kerma sampies 

Multiple injuries 
12 
2 

20 
34 

One Injury 
O 
O 
9 
9 

Sample 

NDRS 

Kenna 

Injury M e c h d m  
Violence-related injuries 
Accident-related injuries 
Unknown injury mechanisms 
Total individaab 

Accident-related injdes 
Uncertain fore- injuries 
Unknown injury mechanisms 
Tot al individuals 

3 
2 

31 
48 
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Table 8 4  Distn'bution of injureci adults with skull and long bone iniuries (raw counts) bv 

presence of wssiile iniurv mechanism for the NDRS and Kerma samotes 

Sample 

NDRS 

Kerma Accident-related injuries I I uncertain forearm injuries 

Unknown injury mechanisms 
-Totaï individuah 

Unknown injury mechanisms 
Total individuals 

. W r y  Mechanism 
Violence-related injuries 
Accident-reIated injuries 

6 
13 

One injury 
6 
1 

1 
8 

Multiple injuries 
6 
1 



Halfa 

Figure 8.1: Location ofNDRS sites (016 and P37) and Kama 



25-35 35-50 

Age CO hort (yem) 

Figure 8.2: Demographic distribution of the NDRS and Kenna adults 



25-35 35-50 S O I  

Age cohort (years) 

Figure 8.3: Distribution of injured adults by number of injuries and age cohort 
for the M)RS sample 



25-35 35-50 50+ 

Age cohort (years) 

Figure 8.4: Distribution of injured adults by number of injuries and age cohort 
for the Kerma sample 



ûne injury Multiple injuries One injury Multiple injuries 
NDRS NDRS Kcrma K m  

I n .  distii'bution by mechanism 

1 1 violence Accident Other 1 

Figure 8.5: Distriiution of injury by mechanism (al1 injuries) for the NDRS and Kenna 
samples 



One injury Multiple One injury Multiple 
NDRS injuries Kerma injuries 

NDRS Kerma 

Injury distribution by mechanism 

Figure 8.6: Distfiiution of injury by mechanism for s M 1  and long bones 
for the NDRS and Kerma samples 



Plate 8.1: Depressed skuii hcture on the left fiontal bone 



PIate 82: Indirect force fkacture of the left radiai midshaft 
(Galeazzi bcture, anterior view) 



Plate 8.3: Direct force hcture (parry fîacnire) of the left uIna 
(anterior view) 



CHAPTER 9 

Conclusion 

This investigation of ancimt pdaeotrauma focused on two centrai themes - 4 a n c e d  

criticai evaluation of the injuries observed, and the assesment of interpersonal violence 

among ancient Nubians of the Kerma culture (ca. 25004500 BC). 

The selection of trauma recording methods produced differences in hcture fiequencies 

within the sarnpk, which in many cases were insignificant, aithough the interpretations of 

intersample cornparisons couid be affiected. The importance of clearly stating the 

recording method chosen, and noting which traumatised bones were excluded, c m  only 

be reiterated. Likewise, fore- injuries, highly indicative of accidental or intentionai 

trauma based on injury configuration, were also criticdy assessed with quantitative and 

qualitative criteria that estabfished the nature of the proximate injury mechanism. The 

overall interpretation of the injury pattern among the hHo Kerrna samples was not dtered 

when the forearm injuries were integrated into the trauma andysis. 

The politicaily and economically expansive Kerma period, and its "culture of violence" 

exhibited in the archaeological record, may have intluenced the higher levels of violence- 

related injuries that were observed among both rural and urban Kerma communities in 

cornparison to the injury profile of other ancient Nile Valley groups. The distribution of 

skuU injuries for the Kenna people (and the mbsequent Meroitic group fiom Semna 

South) was contrary to that of the clinical model-the skdl vault sustained the majority 

of injuries as opposed to the f a c e a  deviation that may have reflected a cultural 

preference for innicting injury. Ahhough both rural and urban communities bore similar 

fkquencies of violence-related injuries, the severîty of some of the skull lesions was 

greater at Kenna It was argued that sturdy inanimate objects were more fiequently 

brandished to inflict injury upon the urban people, and indicated that a status-related 

choice of weapons was possible. 
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Multiple injury pattem were considered h m  the clinical perspective of "injury 

recidivisrn" or repeat trauma. The multiple injury pattern for the ancient Kerma people 

was astonishingiy similar to the ciinical promethe largest group of individuals bearing 

injuries were males under 35 years of age; 33% to 50% of individuals with a violence- 

related injury had one or more additional long bone or skull injuries, and this lange 

increased dramaticaiiy when the minor bones were included; and lastly, this profile was 

analogous for the urban and nual communities. 

In summary, this investigation contributed the foIlowing to the bioarchaeological 

reconstruction of the lifeways of past people: 

1. Demonstrated that sigrincant differences in results may sornetimes occur with the 

choice of recording methods in palaeotrauma anaiysis, and that the seiection of the 

method used should reflect the integrity of the skeletal sample. A coroliary to this is that 

the rnethod be clearly stated and that any trauma data excluded should be noted; by doing 

so, other researchers may choose to include or exclude the data, depending on their 

research question. 

2. Rehed forearm fracture classification for palaeotrauma analysis by implementing 

detailed quantitative and qualitative criteria for identifjing the proximate injury 

mechanism. particularly the parry hcture. 

3. Demonstrated the potential use of the cihical model for injury recidivism in the 

assessrnent of multiple injury among archaeological skeletal sarnples. 

4. Constnicted an injury profile for two socioeconomically diverse Nubian sarnples dated 

to the Kerma period (ca 25004500 BC) and determined that a high level of societal 

violence was mirmred in the domestic realm as interpersonal violence, and that this level 

of violence was comparable for both nual and rnban communities of the Kerma culture, 

which accorded with the cIinicai model. 

5. Extended the diachronie sequence of trauma in Upper Nubia back to the Kerma period. 

6. Ennched the general knowledge of palaeopathology and amient behaviour among 

Upper Nubians. 
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Interpersonal violence in ancient societies, though influenced by violence at the state 

level, cepresents the confluence of sociocultural and environmental factors, which was 

tempered by the individual's behaviour and past experiences.. .. 

The troubles of the young are soon over, they Ieave no extemal mark. Ifyou 
wound the tree in its youth the bark will quickly cover the gash; but when the 
tree is very old, peeling the bark off, and Iooking carefbiiy, you wiil see the scar 
there stU. AU that is buried is not dead (Schreiner 1939, 114). 
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Appendîx 1: List of Abbreviations 

Hands 

Mc Metacarpal 

pl? Proximal phalanx 

MP Middle phalanx 

Dl) Distai phaianx 

Feet 

Mt Met atarsd 

4 Proximal phalanx 

MP Middle phalanx 

DP Distd phaianx 

Other 

C-vertebra Cervical vertebra 

T-vertebra Thoracic vertebra 

L-vertebra Lwnbar vertebra 

L-5 5" Lumbar vertebrae (spondylolysis) 



Amendix 1: Multide iniuries of NDRS males 

Proventence 
01 6X3-20 
P37--33 
P37- 53-44 

P37-K3-3 1 
P37wK3-63 
P37-53-32 
P37--148 
P37*K4-28 
P37-53-33 
P37-1K348 
P37-WC49 

P37-33-36 
P37-53-48 
P37-G4-36 

016-C3-24 
P37mG3-30 
P371K9-23 
0 1  643-5 
P37-53-46 
016-DS-1 

Skull 
- -- - 

Parietal-L 

Frontal-L 
Parietal-L 
Frontal-R 

Frontal-R 
Mandible 

Long: bone 

Ti bia-L,R 
Humerus-L, 

Fibula-L, 
Tibia-R (2) 

Fibula4 

Tibia-L 

Femur-L 

Fibula-L 

Hands 
Pp3-L 

Mp3-L, Pp-L 
Dp4-L, L hamate 

Ppl -R 
Mc4,Pp4-R;Dp3 -L 
L Trapezoid, Mc 1 -L 

Feet 
Mt5-R 

Mt 1,3,4-R, 
PpS-R, Dp 1 -R 

Pp2-R 
PM-R 

Mt4 -R 

Dpl-L 
4 5  -R 

P p 5 - a M p S -  
R 

MpV'p4-R 
Mp2,5-R 

Dpl -UR, Pp5- 
R 

Mp5-L 
PpS ,Dp3-R 

Dpl-R 

PpS-L 

Other 

Scapula-L, R; 
6 T-vertebrae, 2 nbs, 

Clavicle-R, Tibia-L 
2 ribs 

sacrum, L vertebrae 

*Bolded injuries were due to indirect force; italicised injuries were due to an uncertain mechanisrn 



Amendix 1: Multiple injuries of NDRS fernales 

Long bon# 

Fi bula-R 

Tibia-L 
Clavide-R 

Tibia-R 

Hands 

Dpl -R 
Mtl-R 

Pp5-Ln2 
PpS-L/R 

*Bolded injuries were due to indirect force; italicised injuries were due to an uncertain mechanisrn 



Atmendix 1: Multi~le iniuries of Kema males (cont'd next page) 

Skull 
Nasal 

Parietal-L, Mandible-L 
Zygomatic-L 

Long bone 
Humerus-R 

Tibia-L 
Humerus-L 
Tibia, fibula 

Hands 

m l  

PP 

Mc5 

Other 

L-5 
Sternum, vertebra, 

rib 

Scapula-L 
Rib-L 
Pubis 

L-S 
Rib 

*Bolded injuries were due to indirect force; italicised injuries were due to an uncertain mechanism 





Provenience 
167 

Skull 
Occipital, Mandible-R 

Parietal-R 

Fronta bL 
Nasal 

Frontal-R 
Fron tal-R 
Parietal-L 

*Bolded injuries were due to indirect 

I 

F 

I 

force; 

- 
Long bone 

Clavicle-R 

Humerus-R 

Fibula 

italicised injuries 

- 
Hands 

Mc 1 

Dp3 

Mc3 

Mc5 
Namate 

Ppl 
were due to an uncertain 

0 t h  

L-5 
Ribs-3 

L-5 

Rib 
Scapula-R, C-7 

2 Ribs 

C-7, T- 1 , T-2 
Rib 
Rib 
Rib 

mechanism 




